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History of The Stroll Of Poets Society 1991 To 2021 
 
In the short time that I have been a member of The Stroll Of Poets Society I have experienced a 
variety of impressions, emotions and perceptions. I was enthralled when I discovered that there 
was a group where I could share and hear poetry with others. Not having written poetry for 
decades, it was a reinforcement for me to take it up again, especially with the possibility of 
seeing some of my poems in print again. After I joined the Stroll the next task was to sign up for 
a reading which was another step in becoming a part of the poetry scene for me. Completing that, 
I could submit my first poem for inclusion in the 2016 edition of The Stroll Anthology. I was 
uncertain and unsure what to expect but I decided to check out the Haven only a week before I 
was scheduled to read.    
 
From the first Haven reading that I attended at The Upper Crust I was made to feel welcome. I 
met a few of the attendees that evening, enjoyed some coffee, some company and some great 
poetry. I picked up on the enthusiasm in the response of the audience and was captivated by the 
poems that I heard. The next week I returned to the Upper Crust to share my poetry with other 
members of The Stroll. Even though I was so nervous that I could not stop shaking, when I 
entered I was soon made to feel comfortable by the Haven Crew and people in the audience. As I 
read my selected poems I grew more confident as I received hearty applause after each poem. 
When I was finished reading I was ecstatic over the response that I received from the audience 
and the mic host. I was hooked from that point and have been a regular attendee at The Haven 
ever since, including the past couple of years while the Haven has been held on line, via the 
Zoom platform, due to the Corona virus. 
 
In the six years since that date I have become involved with the Stroll in a variety of ways. I have 
not only read as a featured reader yearly but also participated in the open mic opportunities 
frequently as well. After getting brave enough to sign up for a couple of shifts as the door host 
and the mic host I began to get more familiar with the setting and the routine. I then became 
involved with the Haven site crew at The Upper Crust. I found it rewarding to help other readers 
prepare and perform their works and to become a part of the Stroll community. As I continued to 
attend more Haven gatherings, even when I did not read, I got to know more and more Stroll 
members and revel in the companionship of all my new friends. Friends, I was so pleased to find, 
who also had a passion for verse and sharing their voices and reflections through poetic 
expression. I decided to attempt to get a seat on the board of this organization that was becoming 
so important to me. To my delighted surprise, after two years as an associate board member, I 
became the vice president of the board of The Stroll Of Poets. 
 
I cannot help but feel that it is an honour and a privilege to be in this position when I think about 
all of the hard working board members who have come before me. The many years, the many 
events, the many members and the many voices who have spoken through this organization 
inspires me to promote the legacy and the evolution of the wonderfully compassionate 
community that makes up The Stroll Of Poets Society. This year marks the thirtieth anniversary 
of the Stroll and as a part of the celebration and recognition of that fact I would like to present an 
historical chronical of our group since its origin in 1991. In delving into the historical archives I 
have become more connected to the voices of the past and present and desire to record some of 
the echoes for the benefit of the future voices of our group. Viewing, through the archives and 



newsletters, I have developed a connection to those voices and to the seasons of events, politics, 
celebrations and sentiments associated with the passage of time. I have been able to hear and 
now see and touch the progression of the history of the Stroll. 
 
You will also find, assembled in this document, a compilation of historical newspaper and 
magazine articles to present some of the highlights of the past thirty years. These publications 
can be found after the historical facts and personal recollections in this work. Unfortunately, the 
cutbacks in journalism and the advent of the internet have significantly decreased the amount of 
press coverage over the past decade or so. Included in this historical account also are lists of 
founding members, past board members, anthology editors, Edmonton Poets Laureate (several of 
whom were Stroll members), and deceased Stroll members. I have also invited many Stroll 
members to submit a reflection or an anecdote about a memorable occasion which have also 
been added to this story about the growth of the Edmonton Stroll Of Poets Society. I would like 
to thank all of those members who responded by sending me their recollections. 
 
To start off this wonderful story I would like to begin with an account of the very first stroll and 
an insight on the origins of the Stroll, written by one of our founding members, Doug Elves, and 
posted in the Stroll Of Poets web site. What a wonderful beginning it was:      
 

 

A Glance Back at the Birth of the Stroll  

As we prepared for another annual Stroll of Poets, several years ago, I thought back to the first 
Stroll, to why and how it began; and wondered whether it was still meeting our needs. My needs 
as I saw them back then likely were similar to those of all poets.  

After several years away from poetry, I had begun composing poems again in the late eighties. I 
looked, too, for outlets: especially public readings. There were a few readings here and there 
around town. Mostly they were “juried” by what appeared to be very narrow cliques. Getting a 
spot on the roster of readers seemed a matter of currying friendship and favour with a host. Many 
other poets appeared to be in the same position as I was: outsiders.  

The format of a short series of readings organized by a group of women was the most promising 
and fairest I had seen: two invited guest poets, augmented by an open stage to a reasonable 
maximum number. With a break, the entire program reached to two hours. I was grateful to Ruth 
Donovan, Alice Major, Rhona McAdam and the others for that very pleasant and well-promoted 
mini-series; so was disappointed to learn that they were not going to continue it. To keep it alive, 
I contacted them and found myself reconvening an organizing committee. This time it comprised 
Alice, myself, Diane Zinyk and Glen Kirkland. We held a season of a half- dozen monthly 
readings in the above format. in general we felt quite good about the series, but the stagnant 
attendance figures made us wonder whether there might not be something lacking in our format 
or approach. In June of 1991, that series also came to a close.  



Must poetry accept its status of pauper of the arts? What could be done to give it the weight of 
public acceptance, and hence an ever-expanding importance? The Fringe brought new audiences 
to live theatre, and the Gallery Walk drew new patrons into art galleries. But how to do the same 
for poetry . . . ? I mulled over these questions when chatting with Lori White, proprietor of 
Afterwords, a second-hand bookshop on Whyte Avenue (long since gone). But of course: there 
are several venues on Whyte which could lend themselves well to poetry readings: bookshops 
and bistros. Do it all on the same day: it becomes an ‘event” then. Lori was intrigued and 
volunteered her shop. I went around the corner to speak to Margo Cross of Athabasca Books, and 
she began her long enthusiasm for our event. Down the street to Bjarne’s Books. Bjarne Tokrud 
liked the idea. At that point I knew it could fly. I called Ivan Sundal, and his enthusiasm told me 
that poets would go for it. He and I convened a meeting on August 23, 1991.  

Glen Kirkland, Alice Major, Bert Almon, Ruth Donovan, Olga Costopoulos, Anna Marie Sewell, 
Ken Wilson, Ivan and I and met and set a plan for the first Stroll of Poets exactly two months 
later. We all worked the phones, contacting every poet we knew.  

It was all organized on a shoestring. Most publicity was free; though we charged each venue ten 
dollars, which gave us a promotional budget of $110.  

Twenty-seven days before the event, we held a general meeting of all the poets, the agenda 
including the question of whether to form a society. Near the end of the meeting someone asked 
if an anthology could issue from the event. Logic dictated that there was no time to consider it, 
but we were poets. Again, several people spread the word by phone to ask poets each to submit a 
poem to the publication. Lori’s bookstore was the “post office” where poems were to be dropped 
off and picked up. The $690 printing cost was, I think, fronted  

 



by Tom Trofimuk; and Toni Ford designed the now-familiar page layout of our anthology. With 
165 copies printed by Stroll day and another fifty available later, he recouped his money. Most 
copies were sold to Stroll members themselves, of course. While we have a few copies of 
subsequent anthologies still available, there are none to be had of this inaugural issue; rare and, 
within a tiny market, likely quite valuable. Stroll day, October 27, brought a gratifying turnout to 
hear the sixty or seventy poets despite the early cold snap. The first “No Bards Barred Bar” took 
place after the event, and all of us felt quite drunk on poetic euphoria even before entering the 
bar.  

In November we applied to register as a society, and spent one Sunday filing slowliy through 
Athabasca Books where a cable TV cameraman recorded dozens of poets, each reciting for the 
broadcast audiences. Members even reported seeing some clips in subsequent months.  

Then came the first “Twelve Days of Poetry,” many of them grouped around themes. 
Fortunately, our list of poets extended no further than could be accommodated through the 
twelve days; with the finale just like the other evenings, only bigger. Five or six poets performed; 
culminating in Mary Howes reciting to the musical background of Guerrilla Welfare. We all got 
drunk that night too.  

Our first Annual General Meeting took place in March, 1992. Ivan Sundal was duly nominated 
and elected President. Plans were set, structures formed, and we were away.  

 

But growth brings new problems. If we were to fulfill our democratic, inclusive goals, we were 
going to have to accommodate many more poets than before. Formulas for reading schedules 
were debated, and the issue resolved. One problem threatened to halt the anthology publication, 



however; if we were to print an anthology with each poet again given a full page for poem and 
bio, a new physical format was required. We couldn’t saddle staple the binding by volunteer 
labour, as we had in the first year. The larger size called for “perfect” binding, which meant a 
much higher cost of publication. How to raise the funds for it? With a mixture of excitement and 
dread, Ivan and I and a few others launched ourselves into organizing a small fundraiser. “Poets 
of the Four Quarters” took place on the summer solstice, during which four favourite poets 
recited in the four corners of the 33rd floor observation level of the AGT Tower. The event was 
catered with wine and a variety of munchies from our gracious restaurateur supporters, and our 
poets recited their last lines as the sun set at 10:06 p.m. The profit came to about $350: not huge, 
but enough to leverage the credit of our printer of several years, Ali of Scholastic Printing. We 
had also received our first grant from the Alberta Foundation of the Arts, to be used for other 
expenses of our season.  

The expanding roster of poets created challenges in organizing the Twelve Days of Poetry, as 
well. The 1992 event was created around eleven poets chosen from the anthology by the 
producers of CBC Radio literary programming in Edmonton. These eleven poets were then each 
asked to invite three others to recite on the same evening. The CBD producers attended all 
eleven events, selected their favourites, and recorded these at the 12th Day of Poetry. 
Controversy erupted amongst the poets who had not been included, for they felt that you had to 
be someone’s friend to be selected. The point was valid, so the executive came up with the plan 
that we all know by now: blind judging by jurors drawn from the community, and so on. in 
retrospect we have often marvelled at how the Stroll year had become a cohesive whole. The all-
inclusive Stroll fed poems to the Anthology, the Anthology fed the roster into the 12 Days of 
Poetry, and the first eleven days created, by audience vote, the shortlist for the finale.  

The weekly series arose at some point to fill a further need for poets to recite. Again, we 
struggled with the issue of democratic selection, and filled the first weekly series roster through a 
kind of hockey draft. Each weekly series is constructed in a different way, however, reflecting 
the creativity of the year’s executive.  

 



And the writers’ circles continue as well. I wish more members took advantage of them. My own 
experience with them was positive, for we all tried to extend the democratic and peer-support 
ethic into the round- table discussion.  

I wish all Stroll members and executive members much fertility in their imaginations as they 
work on the Stroll. To new members: put your own stamp on it; just be prepared to adapt to the 
demands of the membership; for events organized with the same individuals at centre- stage and 
as arbiters tend to frustrate the poetry community. Better to have a rotating roster of hosts and 
styles running each reading.  

- Doug Elves, 2005  

 

History of the Stroll of Poets Society  
	
The following Chronological account of events and development of The Stroll of Poets Society 
is gleaned from salvaged newsletters, archived magazine and press articles and past Stroll of 
Poets Anthologies. It moves forward from Doug’s composition on the birth of the organization 
and illustrates how the Stroll became an important and respected voice for the arts community in 
Edmonton. The organization was involved in many activities promoting local artistic expression 
and development of successful participants in municipal, provincial and federal literary councils 
and competitions. Over the years the Stroll has consistently shown a strong support for 
opportunities to promote literature and writing among the youth of our city as well. It is my hope 
that by capturing the evolution of the group, the bonds of the individuals within it, and 
spotlighting the events it has participated in that I can bring forth an appreciation for their 
presence in the City of Edmonton.  
 
I also wish to portray the growth of relationships between the Stroll of Poets and the vast number 
of local businesses, literary associations, public and educational facilities, media outlets, and 
government agencies over the past thirty years. The mutually beneficial interaction has helped to 
make Edmonton the vibrant cultural center that it has now become. The events, venues and 
festivals staged by and participated in by the Stroll of Poets have helped to establish and are an 
integral part of the festival tradition and reputation of our City of Champions. 
 
In the earlier years of its existence the Stroll invited the public to interact by selecting their 
favorite poets at venues such as The Twelve Nights of Poetry or slam events, for example. A 
great deal of planning was involved for the Stroll of Poets Society to stage the large-scale events 
such as The Poets Stroll or The Twelve Nights. Committees, facilitators, and other roles were 
designated each year to successfully outline, organize, schedule, and execute the events. Over the 
years, as the festivals and the organization evolved, some of these functions were assimilated 
into other events while other procedures have been scaled down somewhat as well. 
 
Initially all communications between organizations, the press, and/or Stroll members (including 
Newsletters) was conducted through Canada Postal Services, telephone, and even Fax 
transmissions. More recently, these methods have been replaced in large part with internet 



communications such as e-mail, web sites, Facebook and other social media formats. This has 
significantly affected the roles and responsibilities of the Stroll board members and committees 
over the thirty years that The Stroll of Poets has been in existence. 
 
There was also a great deal of support and interaction with the press, and other media such as 
television and radio. Much of that has unfortunately subsided with cutbacks and change of focus 
for media coverage and change of platforms for media itself. It is much more difficult in some 
ways to reach a general portion of the public not specifically inclined to search out events in the 
field of arts or literature. Where newspapers and magazines carried items relevant to many 
sectors of the community which may then have been more easily noticed by all readers it is now 
possible only through specific searches to locate news or announcements for interests outside of 
the sensational.  
 
Not incorporated into this history are many of the numerous occasions where the Stroll of Poets 
promoted book launches for members of the organization, as there were countless such 
occurrences through the years. Although some are indicated, I feared that it would take a lot of 
space to include each and every one. Therefore, it is my hope that I have not created hard 
feelings by missing many of them. Suffice to say that the Stroll of Poets Society has always been 
very supportive of individual as well as collective achievements and promoted those 
achievements on all levels. To find more accurate or detailed information please see the 
newsletters and/or press clippings corresponding to the dates and events captured in this 
historical recollection. Several additional memorable experiences, contributed by Stroll members 
have been included after the following write up as a means of highlighting these events and, 
through them, the kinship developed amongst the members of the Stroll.  
 
Still, it cannot possibly do justice to the relationships and friendships created between members 
of the Stroll and the unending support provided for each other over the years of striving together 
to promote their own voices and the collective voices of poets attempting to reach out to the 
public. The poetry so often reflected the beauty of our people and landscapes, the problems 
plaguing our politics and identity, personal relationships to the customs and cultures of our 
community, and the enduring powers of nature and love. It also dealt with fears and frights, 
defined hopes and dreams, and struggles for human rights. At times a refuge to its members it 
has still been a powerful voice for the arts and enjoyment of fine literature.   
 
 

1991 

So it began, with the Stroll holding readings monthly until June in 1991 at first, and then the first 
Stroll event on Whyte Avenue, based on the concept of the Gallery Walk, moving from venue to 
venue in October. A group of 65 poets travelled and read at locations starting from Bjanre’s 
Books and moving westward to Café Mosaics, then Grabba Jabba, Athabasca Books, Afterwords 
Books, Aspen Books, common Woman Books, Varscona Books, Blue Nile Restaurant, and  
ending at Edmonton Bookstore. That was followed by a television recording of poetry reading 
from Athabasca Books in November and then the first Twelve Days of Poetry began on 
December 17th at The Upper Crust Restaurant to finish off that inaugural year. The exceptional 



event was facilitated in several different venues on twelve occasions ending on January 4th of 
1992. It featured eleven poets selected by the Stroll who would each read, along with three 
members which they themselves selected, through the first 11 nights of the event. Four finalists 
were selected from these readers to compete on the final evening.  
 

1992 

The first Annual General Meeting was held in March of 1992 and Ivan Sundal was elected as the 
first President of the Stroll of Poets Society. The annual membership fee was set at $5.00. The 
initial board meetings were conducted in the Mezzanine Meeting Room of the Renford Inn on 
Whyte. One of the first events organized by the Stroll of Poets was a benefit event held in Vista 
33 observation lounge, on the 33rd floor of the A.G.T. Tower, on June 18th. Called “Poets of the 
Four Quarters, it featured Mary Howes, Nigel Darbasie, Molly Chisaakay, and Gerald Hill, four 
Edmonton poets, reciting in the four corners of the lounge area. It was hosted by Alderwoman 
Lillian Staroszik and sponsored by A.G.T.,Upper Crust Restaurant, Arden Theater, Sweetwater 
Café, Confetti’s and New Asian Village, Café Mosaics, Bullock Catering, and Alberta College 
Conservtory of Music. 
 

 
 



As the membership grew along with increased participation, planning carried on through the year 
for the next Stroll Festival set to begin on October 4th. A total fifty four poets participated in the 
twelve venues that were lined up to stage poetry readings, most of which are unfortunately no 
longer around. They included, as some of founding members may recall, places like Mosaics, 
Tastevin, Earth’s, Varscona, Athaabasca Books, Campa Java, H McColl’s, Continental, Bjarne’s 
Books, Vertigo, Grabba, J. Strauss, Strathcona, Hanratty’s, Courtney’s, L’Alliance, and S. 
Carrol. It was a great success and made it apparent that there was a great interest in Edmonton in 
the sharing of words. It was determined that over 1500 persons attended those Festival events. 
 
The first Stroll of Poets Newsletter was created and mailed out to members in November. It 
announced a meeting to be held that month in The Renford Inn in order to plan for the upcoming 
12 Days of Poetry. The newsletter also included an analysis of the attendance at all venues 
participating in the recent Stroll event. The newsletter was issued from the office of The Stroll of 
Poets Society: 103, 10826 – 78 Ave, Edmonton, AB, T6E 1P8.   
 
The 12 Days of Poetry that first full year included forty-four poets, selected anonymously by a 
jury of Stroll members, who judged their entries in the first Stroll Anthology, also published that 
year. Four poets read on each of the first eleven days. Of those poets a final four were selected, 
by the same jury to read on the final, twelfth day, where the winner was chosen. 
 

1993 

During 1993 Speakshops and Workshops were introduced and led by Anna Marie Sewell and 
Walter Kaasa for members to improve their skills. The Poetry Live Series was staged every 
Thursday that year at Latte Café. An outreach program was initiated and successfully 
implemented their goals of encouraging groups of people to write and share their words and to 
promote interest in poetry in the city of Edmonton. The Alberta Foundation for the Arts and the 
Canada Council sponsored twenty outreach poets with $100 grants through this initiative. 
Leaflets soliciting participation were once again distributed throughout the city by Stroll 
members. 
 
Stroll newsletters became a regular communication to members with 4 issues published during 
the year. The first was in March and provided sign up and submission forms for the third annual 
Stroll Festival and guidelines for the annual anthology. It also listed details of the upcoming 
AGM: $5.00 membership fees were due; submission of forms for the Stroll Festival; submission 
of poem and bio for the anthology; opportunity to declare a desire to participate in the 12 Days of 
Poetry; nominations and election of the board (recommended to elect a President, Secretary and 
Treasurer and a total of eight to ten members). The newsletter was issued from a new office 
location of 10503 – 100 Ave, Edmonton, AB, T5J 0A8. 
 
There were two newsletters in August, the first on the second of the month was The Stroll of 
Poets News. It offered news on the commencement of regular office hours and planning details 
around upcoming workshops and preparations for the Festival. The next issue was The Stroll 
Scroll (picked up from the list, or scroll, of participants in the festival) and would remain the 
name of the newsletter for several years. It took on a more formal format that reiterated most of 



the news in the previous newsletter. The October Stroll Scroll detailed the schedule for the 
Festival and also included articles about the outreach program and the Thursday evening poetry 
live events. Those articles were also repeated in the December issue which included details of the 
12 Days of Poetry event as well. It also contained a couple of advertisements resulting from 
work of the outreach committee. One was from the Grant McEwen Community College 
announcing new courses being offered in creative writing and the other was a call for 16 poets to 
work in community outreach workshops for an honorarium of $100 each.   
 
In preparation for the Stroll event leaflets were distributed by Stroll members, referred to as 
Poetroopers, to advertise it in advance. Opening day was deemed “Beret Day” and Don McKay, 
the poet in residence at the U of A and winner of the 1991 Governor General Award for Poetry, 
was featured at the opening brunch held at the Strathcona Legion. That year an Open Stage was 
managed by Andrew Thompson and the culmination of the Festival was celebrated at the No 
Bards Barred wrap up event. Participating poets received a $10 honorarium and an Anthology 
for their performance. 
Some repeat and many new South side venues were lined up by the busy Stroll board members 
that year including Sunflower Gallery, Hanratty’s Teashop, Greenwoods Books, Latte Café, The 
Black Dog, Athabasca Books, Mama’s Bistro, Bjarne’s Books, Continental Trust, and Hugh 
McColl’s.  
 
The Twelve Days of Poetry once again featured Don McKay on the final Day of the event. The 
44 participating readers were selected by Stroll members based on their Anthology entry but the 
four readers for that last day as well as the eventual winner were selected, based on their 
performance, by patrons that year to add more excitement to the event. 
 

1994 

In early March of 1994 the Outreach directive again concentrated on encouraging groups to write 
and share poetry and increased their effort to secure funds for developing poets. Thanks to the 
directions learned during an initial instructive workshop conducted by Alice Major and Glen 
Kirkland, Stroll poets were paired up and completed two visits to a society or group of their 
choice. During the first visit the poets read their own work and then conducted a workshop 
aimed at stimulating the production of poetry. During the second visit the group participants 
presented and discussed their creations. 
 
This effort was mentioned in the first of four ever improving Stroll Scroll newsletters for the year 
in March. It included a message from the president, Ivan Sundal at that time, which was to 
become a regular feature. This newsletter indicated that the Stroll was receiving funding at this 
point from The Alberta Foundation for the Arts and from The Canada Council as well to 
encourage the development of poetic events. It announced a new workshop with Don McKay 
and Jan Zwicky to take place in May dealing with editing the work of others. An article about the 
weekly Latte Café readings included the fact that a grueling new format, known as sweatshops, 
were held during this event on the last Thursday of each month. Also in another article it was 
mentioned that Vi’s for Pies was holding a poetry reading event on the last Sunday afternoon of 



each month. An interesting new event was also to occur in Calgary in the month of June, it 
advertised as well. Calgary was scheduling its first annual Stroll event. 
 
The following Stroll Scroll, in May, included a message from the new president, Candace 
Bamber. The evolving Scroll was then including graphics and pictures and looking more 
sophisticated with each edition. It began to include a calendar of events, updates on workshops, 
retreats and reading series regularly. It became much easier for members to keep in touch with 
events and receive updates about activities with the distribution of five newsletters during 1994. 
The following events, occurring during the year, were detailed in subsequent newsletters in 
August, September, and December.  
 
The Twelve Days of Poetry in January, 1994 attracted four hundred attendees during the first 
eleven days and an additional one hundred and sixty in the final day. The Stroll board arranged 
for event sponsors, the Canada Council, Alberta Foundation for the Arts, and the Edmonton 
Journal that year and it was coordinated very successfully by Anna Mioduchowska along with 
assistants Doug Elves and Myrna Garanis. The host for the twelve successive evenings was 
Jocko and featured forty-four poets, guest poet, Don McKay, along with Dancer of Poems Debra 
Shantz, Voice of Danced Poems Mary Howes, and the Thomas Trofimuk and Kathleen 
Henderson Band. The Stroll also presented composer Anna Beaumont performing renditions of 
poetry from previous anthologies on the twelfth day. 
 
Seventy-five poets participated in the first Calgary Stroll of Poets on June 5th, sponsored by the 
Writer’s Guild of Alberta, along 17th Avenue. Readings took place at several venues along the 
strip such as Sandpiper Books, Bagels and Buns, Peppers Deli, Mount Royal Village, Books n 
Books, Melrose Café, The Croft, Sandcastles, and Decadent Desserts. A wrap up party, hosted 
by Judy Hamill of CBC1010, and poetry sweatshop concluded the day at the Ship & Anchor 
Pub.  
 
An invitation to the Stroll of Poets for members to read in the Read Canada tent during the 
evenings in August and an anthology proofreading bee was held in the Stroll office that month 
also. The anthology was launched in September at Greenwoods Bookshoppe with readings by 
Candace Bamber and Alice Major. A voice workshop was conducted by Walter Kaasa in the 
month of September. Walter was also featured in the opening brunch for the Festival in October.    
 
 

1995 

The year 1995 saw the publication of five newsletters once again. The May edition carried a logo 
for the first time which was replaced by a new logo in the September issue. During this year the 
newsletters contained new features about welcoming new members, a feature column, titled the 
way I write, which were submitted by Stroll members, literary magazines and poetry contests on 
top of the regular news updates and Stroll announcements. Some of the calls for poetry 
submissions were local and some were even foreign. The opportunities were numerous and they 
included calls for poetry for Fiddlehead’s Dress Code writing contest (NB), Madame Bull’s 
Tavern literary magazine (Edmonton), Rowan Books Christmas Anthology, The Amethyst 



Review’s Vanishing Breeds Contest (NS), the Isabel Miller Award in Celebration of Women in 
Art (Edmonton), Autumn Tide Press (Montreal), CBC and Saturday Night Magazine (Toronto), 
Global Graphics (California), Wicked Magazine (California), Whiskey Island Magazine 
poetry/fiction contest (University of Cleveland), Jottings Magazine (San Jose, California), 
Original Creations Magazine (Georgia), Poetechniciens Magazine (England) and The Straits 
Times (Singapore). 
 
The fourth edition of the Twelve Days of Poetry was run through the month of January and was 
considered another smashing success. It was becoming a recognized and ever more appreciated 
event and was well covered by the Edmonton press. 
 
During the first half of the year a new reading series was held on Tuesday evenings at Café 
Soleil on Whyte Avenue. It was dubbed Poetry Night in Canada and featured four scheduled 
readers from teams that were drafted to begin the season, and an open stage event weekly. The 
series concluded in June with a sudden death playoff series where two poets went head to head 
with only one advancing to the next round. The last one standing would be declared the winner 
but, unfortunately, I could not find any information on who that was. 
 
During the Alberta Book Fair, held March 31 to April 2, that year, the Canadian Author’s 
Association sponsored several writing workshop at the downtown public library. A workshop on 
writing for a younger audience was conducted by Sheldon Oberman (children’s book award 
winner) and Cora Taylor while another workshop on mystery writing was led by Janice Mant. 
Alex Mair conducted another workshop on humor and a workshop on publishing your own work 
was led by Mary Dawe. Grant MacEwan Community College also staged the April Fools 
Literary Cabaret during the festival which presented an event on the main stage which was The 
Duelling Presidents. It featured Alice Major, representing the Writers Guild, versus Janice Mant, 
representing the Canadian Author’s Association. Other presentations during the evening included 
performances by Cora Taylor, Fred Stenson, Nancy Gibson, Shirley Serviss, Sheldon Oberman, 
and the Strolling Fools (made up of Stroll of Poets members) as well as Bill Damur on flute and 
illustrator Robert Woodbury. 
 
Other events that occurred for the Stroll in 1995 included weekly writers circles, held in the 
Idylwyde public library on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. One of these groups was facilitated 
by Sandra Mooney Ellerbeck and the other by Jacques Benoit. The Poetry Festival, again staged 
in the month of September, opened with Di Brandt featured at the Stroll Brunch. The Idylwyde 
branch of the public library was beginning to host more events on behalf of the Stroll of Poets 
and in October they hosted an event called the Halloween Harvest of Poetry. Ten members 
presented a poem during the evening. The launch of the Stroll Anthology occurred December 
third that year at City Hall. The Twelve Days of Poetry commenced in December with the first 
six events occurring just before the end of the year. The second half of the readings took place in 
January of 1996. 
 
There was considerable debate through the year about the possibility of a Stroll poet laureate, 
who would be known as the Big Bard, in an attempt to increase visibility of the organization and 
improve the quality of poetry (as per their mission statement). The big question and influencing 



factor that arose was democracy versus quality. It was also an aim of the Stroll president, 
Candace Bamber, to extend the poetry community and reach out to other poetry organizations.   
 
With the birth of the Stroll web site in 1995 new communication channels began to open up and 
the board decided to include an introduction stating what the Stroll was about and who they 
were. The site was to also include event schedules, links to other poetry sites, poems by 
members, and a system to sell Stroll anthologies and calendars. 
 
The Edmonton Stroll of Poets Society sister group, the Calgary Stroll of Poets featured over 60 
poets in various venues (cafes and bookstores) along 17th Avenue on June 4th of this year. 
 

1996 

The year 1996 began with the final six days of the hugely successful Twelve Days of Poetry 
Event for The Stroll of Poets which was coordinated by Jannie Edwards that year. Many of the 
venues staging readings that year no longer exist in the Old Strathcona vicinity of Edmonton. 
Locations included the Commissary, Buy the Cup Café, Martini’s Bar and Grill, the Upper Crust 
Café and the City Media Club. Shortly after this event concluded five members of the Stroll of 
Poets participated in a presentation held at The Princess Theater on the evening that “Total 
Eclipse” was screened by reading poems dedicated to a departed one. At the AGM, held that year 
at First Baptist Church, Jocelyn Veret was elected as the new president of the Stroll of Poets. 
 
As stated earlier, the relationship between the Stroll and the Idylwyde public library branch was 
continually growing and an opportunity was again provided by the branch to stage an event for 
Valentines Day called “Heart Beat Poetry”. Of course, the themes of the poems dealt with love 
and relationships. The Idylwyde branch also offered the use of their meeting room to the Stroll to 
hold meetings for the writers circle groups which extended throughout the entire year. Poetry by 
Stroll members was also published in a periodical published by the library titled The Source.  
 
In conjunction with World Figure Skating Championships, being held in Edmonton from March 
20th to the 23rd, the Stroll of Poets was invited to play a role in the Feel the Spirit Festival held 
simultaneously at the “World Village” in the Edmonton Agricom. There, thirty poets read over 
three evenings on the theme of the village and the festival, which was “Good Living”. A couple 
of months later, on June 8th and 9th, Di Brandt, U of A writer in residence, conducted a writing 
workshop at the U of A L’Uni Theatre of Edmonton called Writing Magic. Also, that month the 
2nd issue of Madame Bull’s Tavern was sponsored and launched by Black Dog Freehouse. 
 
The third annual Calgary Stroll of Poets occurred on June 2nd in restaurants and bookstores along 
17th Avenue once again. 
 
The summer months introduced a new reading venue at Persimmon Deli and a new thematic 
structure. The “World Series Poetry” games were played weekly with a different baseball related 
category for each event. After Scrub the first night, the following week the name of the game 
was Starting Line-up. This was followed by Casey’s Hall of Fame, then Free Agents night and 
the season concluded with another Scrub event.  



 
 The Stoll Festival officially kicked off on October 5 but the night before that a special 
presentation was organized by Doug Elves to replace the opening day brunch which had been 
held in previous years. It was a grand affair, which also served as a fundraiser, with special guest 
star staged in the Skylight room of the Strathcona Legion. The featured artist was Merle Collins, 
a British spoken word poet originally from Grenada, who performed to a packed house. The 
festival commenced the next day and each night wrapped up with the No Bards Barred Bar at the 
Strathcona Legion. A musical group comprising Stroll members, called the Poets Unplugged, 
also provided entertainment at the bar with acoustical music. Numerous bookstores situated in 
Old Strathcona were included in the venues for the Stroll festival. Where have they all gone? 
These various locations all participated: Breadstick Café, Alhambra Books, Princess Theater, 
Greenwoods Books, The Bagel Tree, Strathcona Books, Black Dog Freehouse, Misty Mountain 
Coffee, Athabasca Books, Mama Bistro, Bjarne’s Books, and Orlando Books. There was a total 
of 111 poets who performed during the festival.  
 
November was a memorable month for one of the Stroll’s founding members when Alice Major 
travelled to England to read her poetry at Leeds University on the seventh. She was honored with 
a runner up award in the Stand Magazine poetry competition. Late that month the Stroll was also 
invited to participate in the Canadian Author’s Association event at the U of A Education 
Building. 
 
The Stroll Anthology was launched at an Emergency General Meeting held on December first in 
order that the board could provide information and hold a vote about an important decision. As 
there appeared to be a strong likelihood of a competing festival occurring one week prior to the 
Stroll of Poets Festival, should the Stroll reschedule their festival for the spring to avoid a 
conflict. The “word on the Street” (WOTC) festival, traditionally promoted and held at this time 
in Toronto by an Ontario corporation as a part of a National celebration of Poetry, was also 
federally funded. The vote was held to gain the confidence of the membership in the Board’s 
decision making process. The good news for the Stroll was that, in the end, WOTC decided not 
to schedule an event in Edmonton.   
 

1997 

A lot of postage was used for a total of seven Stroll Scroll Newsletters that were mailed out to 
members throughout the year followed up by six more through the year of 1997. 
   
The Twelve Days of Poetry, organized this time by Marilyn Hooper, initiated the year 1997 for 
the Stroll. It was again well received with a total of 600 attendees through the first eleven days 
and 225 more on the final day. In total 44 poets read over the 12 events.  
 
The reading series, organized this time around by William Nicholls, returned and ran from 
February through to the end of May at Block 1912 European Café. With another different angle 
this year, each week ran on a different theme which were decided upon by the membership from 
entries submitted at the end of the year before. The first was Leaps not Taken and was 
subsequently followed by Parents and Children, Funny eh?, the blues-the spirit, Play Things, 



Fools Night, Stars of the University, Green, Her/His Name, Heroes and Holy Innocents, Poets 
read favorite poets, Pop, and then observations on the opposite sex to conclude the series. The 
writers circles also continued at Idylwyde, to start the year and continued throughout, held on 
Tuesday evenings, facilitated by Reineke Gerding-Lengle, and Thursday evenings, facilitated by 
Sandra Ellerbeck. A pair of writing courses were also offered at Grant MacEwan Community 
College, City Center Campus, during the first months of the year. One of them was led by 
Theresa Shea and centered upon A Sense of Place: Poetry and Region. The other course was 
Writing the Short Story conducted by Dianne Linden. 
 
 The 1997 AGM, convened at St Anthony Teacher’s Center on March 22, brought in a new set of 
bylaws for the Stroll of Poetry Society, replacing the original bylaws utilized since 1991, 
reorganizing the size and the structure of the board due to the growth of members and events. It 
also welcomed in a new president in Anna Mioduchowska for the upcoming season. Anna also 
became the first member to take on the role of archivist for the Stroll. 
 
The Calgary Stroll of Poets ran a subdued version of their Stroll Festival at a single location on 
June 8th. Along with poetry readings, a Sweatshop event was coordinated by Judy Hamill at 
Michaelangelo’s Workshop Café. 
 
 Calls for poetry submissions, advertised through the Stroll Scroll, included Edmonton’s 
Snowapple Press Anthology “Undercurrents”, Hamilton’s Mekler  & Deahl Publishers request 
for Chapbook manuscripts, and Rowan Books of Edmonton had two calls, the first being for 
poems to be included in a new series of Volumes of Verse and the second was a call for poetry 
by women who had experienced forms of depression or isolation.   
The	Stroll	of	Poets	also	solicited	poems	to	be	submitted	electronically	in	order	to	be	published	
as	an	e-poem	on	their	developing	web	site.	These	poems	would	also	be	archived	by	the	
National	Library	of	Canada.	See	Magazine	included	poetry	by	Stroll	members	in	its	volume	176	
April	edition	focused	on	renaissance	of	the	Spoken	Word.	
	
On October 5th the Stroll Festival commenced with an opening brunch featuring performance 
poet, playwright, and actress Sheri-D Wilson. This year’s festival was organized by Marilyn 
Hooper, who arranged for a repeat of Dean MacKenie and the Jupiter Trio’s performance of 
Alan Ginsberg’s “Howl” during the festival, She also lined up the five venues which staged the 
events each day which included Alhambra Books, Athabasca Books, Bagel Tree, Breadstick 
Café, Greenwoods Bookshoppe, Misty on Whyte, Orlando Books, and Traveller’s Antiques. 
 
Immediately following the festival Alberta Book Fair Society held their Book Fair, which this 
year became known as “The Word Is Out”, in the old Strathcona bus barns. The Stroll manned a 
table, among many other book stalls, where they also sold anthologies calendars. Visiting authors 
and poetry readings were highlighted throughout the fair.  
 
The fall and winter of 1997 saw the reading series continue on Tuesday evenings at the Upper 
Crust. It was coordinated by Virginia Gellese. A Fall poetry workshop was sponsored by the 
Stroll and conducted in the Heritage Room in City Hall. The workshop was entitled “Travelling 
with the Muse”. It was organized by Louis Munan, who divided it into three sessions: Part A was 
led by Alice Major, Part B was hosted by Bet Almon, and part three was facilitated by Doug 



Barber. November 30th saw the launch of the Stroll of Poets Anthology at City Hall and drew a 
crowd of 100 people.    
 
The Twelve Days of Poetry ran from December 27 until January 17. Stroll of Poets presented 
readings at several different locations again. The started out at Station X Café for the first 3 
nights, Grounds for Coffee for the next 3 nights, La Boheme for evening 7,8 and 9, Sariena’s 
Café for the next 3 nights, and the Hellenic Cultural Center for the finale on the 12th evening, 
where the 5 audience favorites read on the last night. Another great event to end another great 
year for the Stroll. 
 
 

1998 

The Stroll of Poets Society membership swelled to over 200 during the year 1998. There was a 
need for an increase in volunteers, coordinators for the multiple events, writing circles and 
workshops, help for anthology and newsletter production (five printed during this year) as well 
as administration requirements. During the early months of the year several calls for poetry 
submissions provided opportunities for Stroll poets to enter poems for consideration. Other 
Voices called for poems with an Alberta theme for their tenth anniversary issue, “Extreme 
Alberta”, to be published in that spring’s edition. The Canadian League of Poets, out of Toronto, 
called for manuscripts of 15 to 24 pages for a Canadian Poetry Chapbook Competition. Rowan 
Books put out an early call for submissions to be considered for a 1999 anthology on the topic of 
depression and/or isolation, particularly for among women. The Stroll of Poets also continued to 
publish member’s poetry electronically on their website. The location of the web site at that time 
was http://www.ccinet.ab.ca/stroll  
 
January saw the conclusion of the Stroll’s Twelve Days of Poetry with the final day held at the 
Commissary Bistro and Deli on this occasion. The coordinator, Doug Elves, also arranged for 
entertainment to be provided by Local artists The Rault Brothers Rhythm and Blues Band. 
Almost immediately afterwards. a workshop was scheduled for January 16th and 17th.  Sessions 
were led by Ted Blodgett, Shirley Seviss, and Gerry Potter. On top of meeting every third 
Thursday evening at Idylwyde Library, the writers circle began to hold a day time meeting on the 
third Tuesday as well. Thurday sessions were led by Gordon McRae and Andrew Thompson 
while the Tuesday groups were hosted by Jennie Frost. 
 
Opportunities continued to expand for Stroll members with further workshops, courses and even 
a consultation process offered through the Writer in Residence program at Grant MacEwan 
Community College. At that time the writer in residence was Alice Major (from February 17th to 
April 30th) and she provided the consultations and also presented some of her poetry during an 
event staged at the college on February 23rd. During that time an editing course was also hosted 
by Nancy MacKenzie on consecutive weekends during March through Continuing Education and 
held at the Edmonton Public Schools Boardwalk location. For adventurous poets a slightly more 
remote offering, advertised in the newsletter, was a writing course offered at the Art Institute of 
Guatemala in the city of Antigua, This course ran from March 28th to April 6th and was instructed 
by Merna Summers. Another workshop, on producing a chapbook, was organized for April 25th 



and was organized and taught by taught by  Ivan Sundal, Myrna Garanis, Jocko, and Anna 
Mioduchowska. Workshops were again made available in the middle of September by 
coordinator Louis Munan. On the 12th Anne Le Dressay and Ted Blodgett were the facilitators 
and on the 13th Gerry Potter and Sheri-D Wilson were the facilitators of the courses held in the 
Heritage Room of City Hall. The topics of these workshops revolved around poetry in the 
everyday, poetry in the exotic, and poetry in the performance. 
 
The Stroll AGM occurred on March 21st and one of the actions passed in that meeting was to 
increase the membership fees to $10 for the upcoming year. Other events staged during the year 
included a special reading presentation at Sariena’s Café, organized by Louis Munanon on May 
21st. This event featured Australian poet Jan Owen accompanied by Mary T MacDonald and 
Jocko who read as well. The Stroll Festival occurred in October once again in most of the same 
venues it was staged in the year before. A new location this year was the International Hostel. 
The Strathcona Legion hosted the opening Brunch in the Griffin Room and the main attraction 
was poet and street musician, Tim Lander, with members of the writers guild also attending the 
function.  
 
The Anthology book launch happened on December 12 at City Hall along with a half dozen 
Stroll poets reading poetry and a performance by harpist Tracy Brown. The year ended in the 
midst of the Twelve Days of Poetry festival which was coordinated by David Hugget that year. 
As in the year before, the first three evenings were held at Station X Café, the following three 
occurred at Grounds for Coffee, the next three at La Boheme. The events on the tenth and 
eleventh days were at Saiena’s Café and the final event was at the Hellenic Cultural Center once 
again with entertainment provided by the Rault Brothers Rhythm and Blues Band. 
 

1999 

 Grant MacEwan Community College once again offered a variety of writing courses January 
through April of 1999, although only a few dealt with poetry. This year the Tuesday night 
reading series was shifted to the Sugar Bowl Coffee and Juice Bar for January and February. It 
moved again to Block 1912 for the month of March and then relocated to La Boheme Restaurant 
April. Stroll member, Suzanne Batten, also coordinated a Speakeasy event every Monday 
evening at Misty on Whyte as well. The Stroll poetry circle at Idylwyde Library no longer met 
due to a lack of participation but a group met at Jennie Frost’s house on three Monday afternoons 
during the  months of March, April and May and was then also discontinued. Other events 
promoted by the Stroll were abundant however. One example would be the May 1st Women’s 
Spirit Circles get together to experience women’s rituals across traditions of old world cultures. 
Another would be the series of four fund raisers, billed as the Poetry In Motion Coffeehouse was 
sponsored by the Baha’i Community in support of the Edmonton Women’s Shelter and WIN 
House. A help bank was present at each of the events for donations of pots & pans, dishes, 
bedding, clothing, small appliances etc. All events were presented at the Baha’i community 
center where entertainment and poetry reading were a part of the evening. The first event was 
February 20th with poetry and music. The next was scheduled on June 19th with harpist Marcelle 
Labrossiere entertaining along with folk singer and guitarist Roy Agnew. West Jet tickets for two 
were given out as a door prize as well. The final show was staged on September 25th. 



 
The 1999 AGM convened March 20th at City Hall once again in the City Room. A new board 
was elected with Nancy MacKenzie chosen as the new president. A call was put out for cover art 
for the annual Stroll Anthology and it was decided to create a new publicity committee. The 
benefits identified for this group would be public relations experience, skill development & 
career consultations, recommendations & letters of reference, public recognition & certificates, 
free admission to some events, volunteer appreciation nights, personalized media guide, contact 
with funding agancies, publication & production credits, opportunities for internships, 
introduction to arts professionals, and personal promotional materials. 
 
April, which was National Poetry Month, was a busy month beginning with a special event that 
was sponsored by the city of Edmonton this year and commencing that spring. A collaboration 
between The Edmonton Arts Council, the Canada Council, and Edmonton Transit brought 
Edmonton Transit patrons in touch with the vibrant poetry community within the city by 
featuring poetry by sixteen poets on their buses throughout the year of 1999. Although the 
deadline for submissions was May 31 the event was launched by Jocko and Tracie Scott through 
a poetry slam held at Dewey’s Pub on Campus on April 14th and covered by the Edmonton 
Journal and CFRN News as well. As part of the celebration of National Poetry month, Orlando 
Books also staged five poetry readings for the Stroll of Poets during the month. 
 
A celebration in honor of the winners of the Modern/Traditional Poetry Contest was held on 
April 6th at La Boheme as a part of the Tuesday night Reading series. This reading featured the 
first prize winner, Mary T MacDonald, and one of the second prize winners, Craig Miller. The 
poem of the other second prize winning author, Chris Tenove, was actually read by Ivan Sundal. 
A special prize was also awarded to a poem by Rebecca Luce-Kaplar for her glosa (which was 
four lines over the allowed limit) because it was such a fine example of exploration of a 
traditional form. This poem was presented by Alice Major. Honorable mentions also went to 
Richard Davies, Ben Murray, and Teri Taylor-Tunski. Then, still in April, on the 23rd of the 
month, together with sponsor The League of Canadian Poets, the Edmonton Art Gallery staged a 
special reading event. Poets from across the country including Patrick Friesen, Rhona McAdam, 
and Richard Harrison, were joined by local poets Jocko, Jacqueline Bell, Kath MacLean, Nancy 
Mackenzie, and Anna Mioduchowska on this very special occasion.  
 
Another unusual but special occasion occurred on during the summer on July 4th that year when 
two Stroll members, William Nichols and Audrey Whitson, were married with many of their 
Stroll friends present at Alberta Avenue Community Hall. 
 
In September “The Word is Out Book Fair” was held at the downtown Edmonton Public Library 
on the 19th. The event was coordinated by Jenine Dumont and included poetry readings by Stroll 
members as well as a table promoting and selling published works of Stroll members manned by 
Vanna Tessier and other volunteers that she solicited for the cause. And in Calgary, that month, 
the Society of Poets, Bards and Storytellers participated in their Stroll Festival as well. It was 
kicked off with coffee, croissants and poetry readings at Annie’s Book Shop in the morning and 
then continued at Author Author Bookstore, Razz Barry’s, and Pages Books before moving to 
Kensington Pub to conclude the day’s activities with a wrap up party.  
 



The beginning of October once again heralded the onset of the Stroll Festival beginning on the 
third of the month and was coordinated this year by Rusti Lehay. It opened once again with a 
brunch in the Griffin Room at the Strathcona Legion featuring special guest Tim Lilburn. Dean 
McKenzie and Spiritus provided entertainment during the No Bards Barred Bar and he managed 
the sweatshop event at the finale as well. Book sales were also made available during that event. 
The scheduled readers presented their poems at various venues such as Isis Books, Orlando 
Books, Traveller Antiques/Bjarne’s Books, Alhambra Books, Athabasca Books, Greenwoods 
Bookshoppe, and International Hostel. Another reading that month occurred at Idylwyde Library 
on the 21st. The special event was billed as “Poetry for Windy Nights”. 
 
The month of December included the Anthology launch and Christmas party at City Hall on the 
18th of the month. The year then concluded with the first three days of The Twelve Days of 
Poetry Festival on the 28th, 29th, and 30th at Orlando Books. The festival continued into the new 
millenia with readers at Grounds for Coffee on the 7th, 8th and 9th of January, at La Boheme on 
the 12th, 13th, and 14th and then at the Upper Crust on the 15th and 17th of the month. Day 12 of 
the event featuring the finalists and hosted by MC Keysia Jarmicka, from CBC Radio One, was 
held at the Strathcona Legion with music provided by Eddie Patterson. 
 

2000 

After the success of the Twelve Days of Poetry that anthology from the previous year went on to 
become the number 5 best seller in Edmonton book stores in 2000. January also saw the return of 
writers circle meetings which were held on Monday afternoons, again at Jennie Frost’s house. 
February ushered in the new Poetry Tuesday reading series coordinated by Mark Kozub. A 
theme was assigned to each week and the venues alternated each month. During that first month 
the readings took place at Block 1912. The four Tuesdays incorporated the themes of Birth, 
Valentines Day, Explosions and then Slice of Life. During March the events took place at 
Grounds for Coffee highlighting themes like Modern & Traditional, Childhood, Awakenings, 
and then Metaphysical. Razzelberries Restaurant and Cappuccino Bar hosted the first reading 
during the month of April with a Prairie vs Maritime Showdown. The following Tuesday reading 
was a Jazz event held at Yardbird Suite. With the theme, of course, Nature of Jazz. There was 
great jazz music, art and poetry readings by Mark Kozub, Shirley Serviss, Richard Davies, and 
Dean McKenzie with an open mic session afterwards. The final two Tuesdays of April, the 
readings occurred in the Centennial Room at The Stanley Milner Library with the theme of the 
third week being Re-birth and the last one was The End. 
 
The initial workshop of the year was coordinated by Pamela Young and scheduled for February 
19 at Norquest College. The workshop was called The Music of Poetry, The Poetry of Music, 
thus dealing with the blending of poetry and music. It was conducted by Dean McKenzie. The 
Espressivo Poetry Contest “Lines from the Heart” concluded a week later with an Espressivo 
open stage event at Oliver Music. A mix of music and poetry based on the theme of love was 
performed during the event cosponsored by the Stroll and Oliver Music.  Other reading series 
events included “Grounds for Jammin” hosted by Mark Kozub on the last Saturday of each 
month at Grounds for Coffee, which included comedy, music and dancing, along with the poetry 



readings. Friday nights at Razzelberries was folk night and also often included a poetry open 
stage along with the folk music.  
 
The Stroll AGM was held on March 18th in City Hall and another new president was elected to 
head up the Stroll of Poets Board. Mar Kozub, the Alberta Beatnik Poet, took over the leadership 
of the organization. Shortly thereafter the stroll figured in a spoken word CD which was released 
at the end of the month. Tupperware Sandpiper issue 3 was devoted to the writers and musicians 
who collaborated on the production. The disc included a total of 22 tracks.  
 
During April, which was National Poetry Month, the Stroll of Poets arranged an online poetry 
workshop called “Poetry Exchange”.  Poems sent in by Stroll members were forwarded to 
established poets who replied with feedback on the submitted poem. The Stroll of Poets in 
conjunction with The League of Canadian Poets conducted a Poetry Relay Contest which also 
concluded in April. Poets, randomly placed in groups of five, each contributed 2 or 3 lines to a 
poem which was then passed on to the next group member via e-mail. The winning entries were 
published in the Stroll newsletter and also read at the Canadian Poets League’s “Rites of Spring” 
event on April 6th. The team of Nancy Mackenzie, Myrna Garanis, Gordon McRae, Catherine 
Patrick, and Jannie Edwards and the team of Diane Buchanan, Dean McKenzie, Jocelyn Verret, 
Dianne Bennet, and Rusti Lehay actually ended up in a draw so both the of the teams read during 
that evening and also had their poems published. The result of another contest was also published 
in the April edition of People’s Poetry Letter and cited on The Literary Network web site. That 
was the 3rd annual International People’s Haiku and Senrya Cantest which called for submissions 
referencing people such as themes of human nature or human condition.  
 
What began as Summer Tuesdays at the Backroom Vodka Bar with Stroll poetry readings and 
entertainment by the Raving Poets was such a hit that it was held over for the rest of the year. 
The group consisted of Mark Kozub (the Alberta Beatnik), Thomas Trofimuk, Randy Edwards 
and somebody called only Mysterio. Each Tuesday the best poet was selected by the audience 
and invited to read on August 31st at B Scene Studios. At that performance the readings were 
burned on to a CD along with accompanying music. The disc was released at a showcase of the 
Raving Poets on September 12th where a new logo for the Stroll of Poets was also revealed. 
The CD was given air time on local radio stations CJSR and CKUA as well as coverage on A 
Channel’s Wired and a documentary aired on the Bravo Network gaining the Stroll some 
excellent exposure. Also during the summer of that year, Alice Major was named president of 
the League of Canadian Poets, while her book, “Tales for an Urban Sky, was named to the 
Literary Network’s Top Ten Poetry Books. Her fourth collection of poems, “Corona Radiata”, 
would also be launched in December, later that year.   
 
A busy Fall that year began on September 15th with The Word is Out Book Fair, produced by 
David Hugget, where Stroll members had the opportunity to join in poetry readings and sell their 
publications.  The University of Alberta offered several writing courses at that time through the 
Faculty of Extension, one of which was led by the Stroll’s Jocko. That course, Poetry Crossfire, 
dealt with the poet’s relationship with the public audience. Opportunities for poets to share their 
works also arose ay various other venues through the fall of that year. On the first Saturday of 
each month Paris Market offered a reading series. Luna Loca held an open stage for spoken word 
and music every Sunday. The Olive Reading Series took place on the second Tuesday evening of 



every month at Martini’s Bar and Grill as well. There were numerous calls for poetry by 
publications competing for submissions at that time as well. Harpweaver publishers, from Brock 
University, was requesting poetry manuscripts while Poetry Kit Magazine, People’s Poetry 
Letter, Grain Magazine, Oolichan Books, and Cambridge Writers Collective were also all 
seeking submission of poems. Online, 701 Magazine, Qwerte, and Poetry Podium were taking 
submissions of poetry as well.   
 
The annual Stroll Festival commenced on October 1st with the opening brunch featuring Jeffrey 
McDaniel, from California, on this occasion. Strathcona Legion hosted this event as well as the 
No Holds Barred Bar after hours which provided entertainment, poetry sweatshops and book sale 
opportunities. The festival was extended to a full week this year with venues presenting readings 
daily including special guest Clifton Joseph, from Toronto. In celebration of the year 2000, the 
focus of the daily reading events was 2000 years of Poetry and they shifted to a different era and 
hosted in a different venue.  Day 1, on Sunday, the focus was, of course, The Stroll of Poets. The 
next day, the format was a poetry Slam dealing with poetry based on the era B.C. On day 3 the 
format was Vogon Poetry and the era was 1A.D to Beuwolf with the following day focused on 
1st to 14th century poetry called eXeXeX Poetry. The Thursday event, which was day 5, was on 
the time period of 15th to 18th century poetry. Friday, it was 19th century poetry and the theme 
was to be Poetry Sports while 20th century poetry was the focus for the final day held at The 
Stanley Milner Library Theater. The other venues which hosted readings throughout the week 
were: The Naked Cyber Café, Trader Antiques & Bjorne’s Books, Orlando Books, Athabasca 
Books, Greenwoods, Alhambra Books, and International Hostel.   
 
The annual Stroll Anthology was rolled out at a book launch held once again at City Hall. The 
newsletter distributed this December was the first issued with the new logo for The Stroll of 
Poets Society. The Twelve Days of Poetry did not start until January of 2001 this time around. 
 

2001 

The Festival kicked off the year 2001 for the Stroll on January 4th and it was decided to use a 
predetermined panel of judges from outside of the poetry community to judge the poetry during 
the readings. The jury was made up of: 1). Donna Rollie, Municipal Advisor, Alberta 
MunicipalAffairs, 2). Nancy Critchley, Creative Director, Shandwick lntemational, 3.) Sandhano 
Schuhze, Artistic Director, Northem Light Theatre. 4.) Gordon Mclure, Business Services 
Advisor, Alberta Municipal Affairs, 5,) Michael Phair, Councillor, The City of Edmonton. 6,) 
Peter Brown, Host of CBC's RadioActive. 7,) Lori Nagy, Communhy lnvestment Advisor, 
ATCO Gas. The venue for the first eleven days was Grounds for Coffee & Antiques with the 
final day moving to the Sidetrack Café. There were mixed reviews following the event about 
using a bar to highlight the poets although the exposure was significant. 

Some of the readings scheduled that spring included a Valentines event at Naked Cyber Café 
which featured erotic and XXX poetry. The following week The Songs of the Street Art 
Foundation staged a coffeehouse and poetry night at the Bissel Center presenting music and 
poetry. The readers who were present read poems that were entered in a contest and would be 
included in an anthology to be sold by Our Voices vendors. Open stage readings were a part of 



the Paris Market Reading Series which was scheduled for the first Saturday of each month. The 
event included scheduled readers, who were paid an honorarium of $10.00, and had an open mic 
as well. The Olive Reading Series continued on the second Tuesday of every month at Martini’s 
Bar and Grill and Luna Loca also maintained their open stage every Sunday. During February, 
March, and April CBC radio aired a variety of Albertan poets and artists in its program called 
Midday Express. 

Opportunities to submit poetry were abundant during that time. Advertised in the Stroll Scroll 
were such publications as Stanzas, out of Maxville Ontario, who called for long poems, Prairie 
Journal, in Rhode Island, and Broken Jaw Press from Fredericton, New Brunswick. There were 
other submission requests from Descant, in Toronto, West Coast Paradise Publishing, out of 
Sardis B.C. and Prairie Fire from Winnipeg. More local calls came from LIbEl, a publication in 
Edmonton, Snap, seeking prairie based poetry, and Filling Station, out of Calgary. At the same 
time, the Stroll of Poets was announcing that they wanted poems from Stroll members only for 
the first edition of proposed quarterly chapbooks. The Chapbook would be titled “Orphans of 
Silence”. Springboard.ca was also looking for poems to be used in a new website producing 
electronic greeting cards for all occasions.    

The AGM, held again in the Heritage Room at City Hall on March 24th, saw the re-election of 
Mark Kozub as the president for the upcoming season.  

On May 1st the Backroom Vodka Bar was the site of a simultaneous launch of Phil the Cowboy 
Poet, otherwise known as Phillip A Jagger, and Volumes I and II of “Tongue Circus”, produced 
by the Alberta Beatnik, otherwise know as Mark Kozub. The two CD’s, billed as thrills of verbal 
gymnastics, sold for $10.00 each and included recordings of the previous stroll by the Raving 
Poets Band, The Alberta Beatnik, Thomas Trofimuk, Gary Lee, John King Farbro, The Revy 
Man, Phillip Jagger, and more. A few days later, on May 4th, the Bistro Trio, including members 
Louis Munan, Adriana Davies, and Paul McLaughlin, launched Prarie Themes and Dreams with 
a reading for three classes at Oliver School. 

Courses and contests were also a part of spring in 2001. The University of Alberta Faculty of 
Extension offered two courses in the month of June. One of them, Fishing with the Line, was 
instructed by Daphne Marlatt and dealt with using energy of variable line length and format in 
writing prose or poetry. The Second course was called Accidental Verse and the instructor was 
Marilyn Dumont. It was an introductory poetry workshop. Passager Magazine, published in 
Baltimore invited poets to enter their Five Senses Prose and Poetry Contest and Synchronicity 
Magazine, from Calgary, also ran a poetry contest. The Ontario Poetry Society (TOPS) 
conducted a contest for the best Haiku, the best free verse, and the best rhyming poetry with 
winning poems to be published in their We Are TOPS Newsletter. The Alberta Poetry Festival 
Society also held a contest for the best TANKA poem (5-7-5-7-7 syllables per line in a stanza. 
The winning poems in this contest would be published in an anthology printed by Inkling Press 
and also burned on a CD. 

Six Stroll members were randomly selected to participate in a project with the Society of 
Northern Alberts Print Artists (SNAP) starting in August.  The poets, Kathy Fisher, Ryan Baier, 
Gordon McRae, Ellen Wells, Alison Nicholls, and Shirley Serviss worked with artists from 



SNAP who provided images for the poets to write accompanying poetry. The theme for both art 
forms was Consciousness of Time. Backroom Beats open stage at the Backroom Vodka Bar ran 
an open stage once a week throughout the summer months and was concluded with the 
production of a CD of readings by the weekly winners of the best poet of the week as chosen by 
the audience. Those poets were Kathy Fisher, Amir Ghahary, I’m, Gary Lee, Chandra Pederson, 
Kevin Solez, Gabriel Motshega, Vivek Dasoar, and Rob Pue. 

In September the U of A Faculty of Extension again offered two writing courses. One was a 
repeat of Marilyn Dumont’s introductory poetry course, Accidental Verse and the other was on 
writing Haiku poetry instructed by Bruce Ross and extended over 8 Thursday from September to 
December. The Peace Talks was the name given to the weekly open stage at the Backroom 
Vodka Bar, carried over from the summer and held from September through December. It also 
featured entertainment by the Raving Poets.  

On the same night that the Stroll Festival kicked off at Yardbird Suite with the Raving Poets, 
Alice Major launched her latest book “Some Bones and a Story” there as well. The Festival 
extended for a four day period and the main attraction was the Weekend Walkabout on Sunday 
to wrap it up. Several Calgary Stroll members travelled to Edmonton to join in the events and 
revelry as well. Friday night was celebrated with poetry readings and art exhibition at SNAP 
Gallery. Saturday had an extensive schedule of events with Poetry for Kids staged at the Stanley 
A Milner Library and Poetry by New Canadians at Grounds for Coffee during the day, and then 
Poetry and Dance at Paris Market in the evening. This event featured poetry readings by David 
Huggett, Richard Davies, Shirley Serviss, and Peter McPhee. The organizer of Toronto’s Scream 
in High Park Poetry Festival as well as dance performances. EatLard Fudge, Calgary poet Steve 
Gillespie, along with accompanying dancers stunned the crowd and it kept getting better. Next 
up was Phillip Jagger with an accompanying dance troupe. This was followed by a chilling 
performance where dancers read a poem by Mark Kozub during their routine. Delvina Greig’s 
sexual rant was the next act and the evening’s entertainment finished up with the circle poems of 
Kevin Solez which had the audience in a clasped circle during the rhythmic, twitching, sexual 
recital. Sunday was the day of the Stroll after a morning brunch starring Bert Almon, one of the 
founding members of the Stroll of Poets Society. With the attendees from Calgary the functions 
had over 150 participants. The festival was celebrated with the No Bards Barred Bar once again 
that evening which included a poetry survivor show. Coverage of the festival was quite extensive 
with articles in See Magazine, the Edmonton Journal, the Edmonton Examiner and footage on 
CFRN-TV, CBC-TV and the A Channel. 

The Stroll was invited to participate in a Sixties Exhibit at the Provincial Museum with 
musicians and poets presented on four occasions. The first was scheduled on Novembern17th 
and included Gary Lee and The Alberta Beatnik with the second show held on November 30th 
featured Gordon McRae and Kathy Fisher. The next two programs were held in February and 
March of the next year and the poets in those shows were Alison Nicholls and Dean Mckenzie in 
one and Myrna Garanis and Gail Sohat in the other.  

From December 5th to the 8th a Special Christmas promotion offered poets a chance to read for a 
cause. With a donation to the foodbank or Our Voice at the “Art from the Unknown Show” poets 
could not only read a poem with a social justice theme on stage but they could also add the poem 



to the poet tree on display through the event. The Stroll of Poets Anthology launch occurred at 
City Hall on December 9th. Also, in December the Bistro Trio performed and read once again in 
“Love at Timothy’s”to the delight of patrons at Timothy’s Restaurant. 

2002 

The 2002 edition of The Twelve Days of Poetry was coordinated by Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck 
and was again staged at Grounds for Coffee through the first 11 days with a full slate of readers 
for the audience to choose the daily best poet winner from this year. The four finalists came 
down to Mary T McDonald, Gail Sobat, Thomas Trifinuk, and Mark Kozub who read on the 
final evening at the Winspear Theater.  

On Valentines Day, The Bistro Trio was invited to do two shows at Il Forno Restaurant. There, 
they read and performed sentimental, funny, and lusty love poems, mostly written by other poets 
but some originals as well, to a delighted audience. 

The spring of 2002 involved several members of the Stroll in conducting or instructing several 
workshops and courses. Running on January 29th, February 5th and 12th, Gina Varty led a 
workshop through Metro Community College called “Discover Your Creative Soul” held st 
Harry Ainley School. It dealt with expression through writing, drawing and/or dance. Gina also 
conducted a workshop February 27th and March 6th, also at Harry Ainley, on Reading to an 
Audience. The focus was on keys to lifting words from the printed page. February 23 was the 
date for a workshop collaboration by Phillip Jagger, Mark Kozub, and Myrna Garanis, of the 
Stroll, along with Lynnete Bondachuk of ESPA on Creating Chapbooks and CD’s. A contingent 
of Stroll Poets shared the teaching of a course o Poetic Observation- the fine line between poetry 
and art at The Muttart Conservatory on March 9th. Gary Lee, Anna Marie Sewell, Ruth Ann 
Donovan, and Christina Towers presented instructional direction on the relationships between 
nature/art/poetry. Also in March, on the 16th & 17th, Shirley Serviss led a workshop called 
“Inviting the Truth” at Grant MacEwan Community College. It dealt with turning historical 
events into various literary forms. 

There were also a few contests publicized by the Stroll that spring. New Poetry Magazine 
requested poetry submissions with winners to be published by Thought Wave Publishing and the 
Broken Jaw Press, out of New Brunswick also called for entries in their New Muse Awards 
Contest. Locally, the Writers Guild of Alberta teamed up with the Canada Council of the Arts, 
Edmonton Transit, Edmonton Public Library and Pattison Outdoor Advertising to repeat the 
“Take the Poetry Route” competition, displaying selected poems on Edmonton buses and transit 
stations, again this year. 

On March 1st the Raving Poets were in action once again at the Citadel Zeidler Theater for a 
specially organized 90 minute performance and poetry reading event during the Edmonton ATA 
Convention. The quartet of Mark and Mike Kozub, Thoma Trifimuk, and Randy Edwards were 
joined by John Cmalmers and Kathy Fisher to present their poetry. Interestingly, an account of 
Paul McLaughlin reading poetry at Joy Blue Restaurant, while on a trip to Chicago, was included 
in the newsletter, indicating that he participated in the “Yammer” open stage event. He indicated 



that the appearance of a Canadian reading in the US was a challenge but that it was well 
received.   

The Stroll of Poets AGM was held on March 23rd resulting in the election of a new Board of 
Directors, with a new president as well in Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck. The group expressed the 
tradition within the Stroll of Poets respecting democracy and inclusivity was a significant 
accomplishment of the organization. They stressed the importance of continuing the practices of 
putting veterans alongside first time readers at open stage events and Stroll Day and the 
democracy of the Anthology as examples of why the Stroll was respected by visitors and other 
organizations. A decision was made, and proudly announced, to purchase a new P.A. system for 
the Stroll as well. 

Less than a week later two events took place on March 28th. The Writers Guild of Alberta 
arranged a fundraiser for the Youthwrite Summer Writing camps dubbed, the Rhymes with 
Orange Hall Party, at the Orange Hall. Sheri-D Wilson and “The Dirty Boys Band” provided 
entertainment and The Raving Poets were also present that evening. Also occurring on that date 
was a poetry showdown, held at O’Byrnes and aired on CBC Radio’s Face Off Challenge, 
between Stroll poets Jocko Benoit, Tim Bowling, Marilyn Dumont, Mark Kozub, and Shirley 
Serviss. Shirley was awarded top honours in for the day. 

April, being National Poetry month, had a full slate of scheduled poetry events, including several 
sponsored by The Stroll of Poets Society and Edmonton Public Library. Scheduled readers and 
open mic readers were invited to bring their poetry to the Stanley A Milner Library every 
Monday and Wednesday night between April 3rd and April 24th. Each of those evenings required 
poetry of a specified theme. For instance, April 3rd was April Fool, while the theme for April 8th 
was Dealing with Breakups and for the 10th it was Love Alberta Style. April 15th featured poems 
on the topic of Dealing with Death, the 22nd was Youthwrite Night and April 24th the theme wa 
Healing.  Additionally, on April §th the library hosted a showdown billed as the “Showdown at 
the Poetry Corral”. It was a classic Battle of Alberta between 3 poets representing Calgary versus 
3 poets representing Edmonton. Then on April 26th, the Stanley A Milner Library also sponsored 
a fundraiser for the Bissel Center where a $5.00 donation was required to enter or participate in 
the event which was called “Poetry of Victory and DaFeets”. Dancers performed a show based 
on interpretations of original works of cutting edge Edmonton poets, Street Poetry, and readings 
by winners of the competitive Raving Poet Series from 2001. 

Meanwhile, there were other venues holding readings throughout the month of April as well. The 
Beat Goes On series was brought back to the Backroom Vodka Bar for the nights of April 2nd, 
9th, 23rd, and 30th.  They also hosted the launch of the book called The 52 Poem by Thomas 
Trofimuk on April 16 and then on the 20th they hosted a poetry reading event called The Many 
Faces of God. During that evening a variety of Stroll poets read selections of spiritually intense 
poems. Alice Major was also featured that night, reading from her book “Bones and a Story”. 
The Naked Cyber Café repeated their poetry reading event of edgy, x-rated, LGBTQ2 verse, this 
year calling it the Fetish Party, on April 12th.  Expression Café also staged a reading event on 
April 23rd called Write in the Line of Fire which was an exploration of social justice through 
poetry. It was hosted by Anna Marie Sewell and Leo Campos.  



May 25th saw the return of the Stroll to the Stanley A Milner Library where they held a Poetry 
Party. By inviting poets, media, sponsors and the public to the affair it was designed to be a 
chance to mingle between all parties.  

 

The Red Deer Word Festival occurred on June 1st with poetry readings held in that city and an 
anthology produced from the poems submitted by participating poets. From July 25th to the 28th 
the Festival of the Words was staged in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan where Stroll member, Shirley 
Serviss, read from her book “Between the Lines”. 

After a relatively quiet summer the annual Stroll festivals occurred on September 7th in Calgary 
with poets travelling from Edmonton, St. Albert, Red Deer, Turner Valley, and High River to 
join in. It commenced in Edmonton on October 1st and continued until the 4th of the month. It 
was kicked off with the Brunch at the Strathcona Legion, this year featuring Linda Rogers from 
Port Alice B.C. Linda was a professor at the University of Victoria as well as a reviewer for the 
Vancouver Sun, The Victoria Times-Colonist, Toronto Star, and the Globe and Mail. She was 
the recipient of numerous wards for both poetry and fiction. After poetry readings at 
International Hostel, Athabasca Books, Orlando Books, Greenwoods Books, Alhambra Books, 
Bjarnes Books , and Naked Cyber Café the festival wrapped up once again with the No Bards 
Barred Bar at the Strathcona Legion. 

During the later months of 2002 the Stroll was invited to participate in a few more events such as 
the Halloween Poetry Party held in the City Arts Center on October 31st and featuring the Poetry 
Thugs, another venue featuring Youthwrite poets as well as a Youth Funk Rock Band on 
November 14th, and a Poetry Party held on November 21st. The last event of the year was the 
launch of the Stroll of Poets Anthology on December 8th. 

A few other ventures that Stroll members were involved with during the year included a video 
production of Terrence Harding’s “I’d Like to Die Just Like This” by Michael Hamm. The 
production, about Paris as a lovely paradise, was voted best production at the 2001 ACE Awards. 
Some Stroll poets volunteered their time at the U of A Hospital through the Artist on the Ward 
Program. Volunteers worked one on one with patients reading literature, helping and teaching 
them to write prose and/or poetry and providing companionship. During the year, Alice Major 



had travelled to Australia and while she was there she read her poetry at a couple of venues as 
well. 

Stroll poets also had the opportunity to submit poems to another four sources before the end of 
the year including Grain Magazine in Saskatoon, the Poets Corner Award conducted by Broken 
Jaw Press out of Fredericton, New Brunswick, Fiddlehead Magazine, also out of Fredericton, 
and Captain of Consciousness Journal in Ontario. 

2003 

Robbie Burns, aka Doug Barrett, was present at the 2003 Twelve Days of Poetry along with 
piper Justin McMurdo and haggis served to all who wished to try for a new twist to spice up the 
festival. Readings were staged at La Boheme, City Arts Center, Whitemud Crossing Library, and 
Strathcona Legion. Sponsors included CBC, Edmonton Arts Council, Edmonton Public Library, 
Greenwoods, The Alberta Foundation for the Arts, Vue Weekly, and Writers Guild of Alberta. 
Calgary poets Tanya Dion and Scott Alderson also participated in the festival fun. The finalists 
determined after 11 days were Mary T McDonald, Shirley Serviss, Pierrette Requier, Nancy 
MacKenzie, William Nichols, Thomas Trofimuk, Joyce Pinkney, Audrey Shield, Audrey 
Whitson, Andy Michaelson, Ben Murray, and Ken Wilson. The CBC Face-off Poets were Nancy 
MacKenzie, Mary T McDonald, Ben Murray, Thomas Trofimuk, and Audrey Shield. 
Participants in the 12 Day CBC finalists Promo included: Michael Appleby, Linda Jennings, 
Anna Mioduchowska, Pierrette Requier, and Ken Wilson. Mary T McDonald ended up being the 
national winner of the Face-off competition. 

   



The Bistro Trio were active on Valentines Day once again. The Spring Reading Series kicked off 
on February 22nd at the City Arts Center with featured reader Gary Geddes and on February 24th 
the Poet Thugs were featured at the Banned Book Café while Stroll poets were slated to read at 
the series until the end of March. The City Arts Center was also the site of two workshops 
conducted by Stroll members that spring. From the Stone to the Jewel was a lesson on editing, 
refining and proving of the written word, conducted by Bert Almon on March 1st. Wind Eye-
Windows into Writing was awriters circle event conducted by Pierrette Requier on April 26th to 
provide a process where participants could playfully find the author within. 

The Stroll of Poets AGM was held on March 22nd complete with poetry readings, book 
giveaways, and door prizes. At the meeting new president Ivan Sundal was elected to lead the 
Board of Directors and Oswald Myer was voted in as vice president. 

During the functions of National Poetry Month in April the CBC Face-off Poetry Contest 
determined its winner to be Mary T McDonald of The Stroll of Poets Society. The poem that 
Mary entered and read was “Conformity Be Damned”. Earth Day was celebrated at Hawrelak 
Park on May 4th and the activities included a reading event which The Stroll of Poets participated 
in by presenting poems with the theme of environment during the event.  

Near the end of the summer the Calgary Society of Poets, Bards and Storytellers staged their 
Stroll Festival in venues along Kensington Road. A bus load of poets from Edmonton travelled 
south to join in and also conducted a writing work shop on the trip down to Calgary. The date of 
the festivities was September 7th.  The Edmonton Stroll occurred a month later, on October 5th. 
The brunch, commencing the festival and again held at the Strathcona Legion, featured a poetry 
reading by special guest Shani Mootoo. Shani was the U of A Writer in Residence at that time. 
Also presenting during that event was the Stroll’s Mary T McDonald, who read her CBC Face-
off award winning poem and an essay that she wrote, and which was included in that year’s 
Stroll Anthology, entitled “How do Poets Stroll”. Participating venues, along Whyte Avenue, 
were familiar names like Alhambra Books, Athabasca Books, B-Scene Studios, Travellers 
Antiques and Bjorne’s Book, Greenwoods Books, International Hostel, Naked Cyber Café, and 
O’Byrnes Irish Pub. As per tradition the event concluded with the sweatshop reading event and 
No Bards Barred Bar at the Strathcona Legion. 

Shortly after that Ozzie Meyer took over as acting president of the Stroll for the remainder of the 
season. The reason for this was that Ivan Sundal and Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck both stepped 
down from their positions, as president and past president respectively, when they were awarded 
a short-term contract to archive Stroll documents and create a procedures manual for the 
organization. This was made possible, largely due to the hard work of Doug Elves, by funding 
received through a grant made available by the Alberta Government Community Iniatives 
Program.  

That fall season The Raving Poets Society organized another Tuesday night Reading Series at 
the Backstreet Vodka Bar. Reading poets were accompanied by instrumental music provided by 
Jock and the Poetry Thugs. The Stroll Anthology was rolled out at Stanley A Milner Library, in 
the Centennial Room, on the 7th of December. Prior to the end of the year the Stroll Scroll also 
ran a request for submissions for a poetry contest sponsored by Inkling Press, who would publish 



the winning poems, through Magpie Productions, in an anthology. The contest, The River City 
Retro Centennial Project, offered $300 in prize money for poetry written on a variety of themes 
looking at the city’s colourful past. Several possible topics were suggested: immigration, floods, 
fire, oil, hockey, bridges, jazz, theater, schools, money, mercy flights, garrisons, railroads, 
brothels, gold, politics, land, furs, wars, tornadoes, parties, mining, bars, epidemics, logging, 
booze and religion – wow, quite a variety! 

2004 

January 6th was the start of The Twelve Days of Poetry in 2004 and over 1000 people attended 
the presentations over those 12 days. Coordinator, Tim Cusack (aka Jack O’Byte or Tim 
O’Shanter), along with planning committee members Andy Michaelson, Ivan Sundal, and 
Pierrette Requier, carried off a smashing, successful, and popular festival presenting a wide 
range of poetry in several venues. Day 1,2,and 3 were staged at O’Byrne’s Irish Pub, day 4 was 
held in Steeps Tea Lounge, and day 5 poetry was heard in Whitemud Crossing Public Library. 
The readings moved to Stanley A Milner Library for days 6 through 9 and to Martini’s Bar and 
Grill for day 10, then back to Whitemud Crossing Library for day 11. The finalists, decided upon 
by the panel, then read at the Hellenic Hall on the 12th day to conclude the festival. This year the 
festival was sponsored by Alberta Foundation for the Arts, Edmonton Arts Council, Edmonton 
Public Libraries, and Vue Magazine. 
 

   



 
The Stroll of Poets Society had grown to over 600 members at that time. At the AGM Andrew 
Thompson was voted in as the new president and Jocko Benoit as vice president to lead the 
organization for the next season. 
With the evolution of technology, it was decided that the Stroll Newsletter would be distributed 
electronically by e-mail in the future. 
 
The anthology for that year was launched on December 12 at the Stanley A Milner Library once 
again. It included poems by 113 Stroll members and 2 additional poems by guest contributors. 
The first of those was Wendy Morton, Canada’s Poet of the Skies, from Victoria while the 
second was Karen Solie, who was the writer in residence at the University of Alberta that year. 
 
 

2005 

The Twelve Days of Poetry, in January of 2005, was staged at Martini’s Bar and Grill for day 10 
and then at Whitemud Crossing Library for day 11. 
 
Stroll member Tim Cusack was the winner of the CBC Face Off competition in that year. 
 
New Stroll board of directors president Jocelyne Verret was elected during the AGM that spring. 
 
Alice Majors is named as the City of Edmonton’s first Poet Laureate. 
 
The Reading Series was held on Monday nights at The upper Crust Restaurant. 
 

2006 

World Poetry Day was celebrated on March 21 and on that day Steeps Tea Lounge on Whyte 
hosted a night of poetry readings by members of The Stroll of Poets, the Raving Poets, Poets Ink, 
the League of Canadian Poets, and other organizations. 
 
A new weeklong poetry festival was scheduled for September this year with TELUS, a new 
corporate sponsor, signed on as well. Kicking off the festival was Edmonton’s poet laureate, 
Alice Major. It also opened with a brand new event, labeled as the Killer Blinks Evening because 
all poems were to be less than 30 seconds in duration. At that point the poets would be cut off by 
a cacophony of sound produced by an orchestra prompted by a jury timing the authors. Sixty 
poets were scheduled to read in the frenzy of words The format was the dreamt up by Myrna 
Garanis and Ivan Sundal to create an exciting and competitive atmosphere, and that it surely did. 
There was also Concrete Poetry – covering the cement in Churchill Square were poems written 
in chalk. 
 
 
 



2007 

The Stroll AGM was conducted in the Edmonton Room at the Stanley A Milner Library on 
March 25th where the 16th annual anthology was also launched. Newly elected president, Julie 
Robinson and vice president Jo-Ann Godfrey took over the reins of the Stroll board after that 
meeting.  
 
Ted Blodgett succeeds Alice Major as the second Stroll of Poets member to be named as the Poet 
Laureate of the City of Edmonton. 
 
The Return of The Killer Blinks fast paced action began another Edmonton Poetry Festival, 
which ran from September 17th to the 23rd at the City Arts Center. Activities were under the 
direction of Edmonton Poet Laureate, Alice Major, and gave the public the opportunity to hear 
the spoken word in several downtown venues throughout the week. Mayor Mandel officially 
kicked off the festival with Poetryworld which saw special noon hour performances at Center 
Stage to share the works created in the Honour Songs and Poets Across Borders projects. Other 
events included a hip-hop night at Grant MacEwan downtown campus and a video poem night at 
Metro Cineman called “Open Your Eyes to the World”. Upon completion of the festival a 
chapbook was created containing the poems of the 60 poets who participated in the Blinks event. 
 
After the festival concluded the first chapbook containing the poems recited during the Killer 
Blinks event was printed by the Stroll of Poets. 
 
A Haven reading was held in an alternate location at Greenwoods Bookshoppe in October. 
 
 

2008 

The Haven reading series featured Jalal Barzanji, the first Edmonton writer in exile, along with 
local spoken word artists Anna Mioduchowska, Sherrilyn Jahrig, Ruth Anderson Donovan, and 
TDL Turner at the Upper Crust Restaurant on January 21st.  
 
At the AGM once again, a new president was selected with Gary Garrison becoming the new 
leader of the organization. 
 
The second annual Blinks event, this year called “The Revenge of the Killer Blinks” was gaining 
in popularity as a feature of the Stroll of Poets and this year 66 poets participated in the event 
and had their poem published in a chapbook for the second year in a row. It was conducted in 
September during the Poetry Festival opening night at the ARTery. The Poetry Festival review 
read: The Revenge of the Killer Blinks went off last night as the opening salvo in the war known 
as the Edmonton poetry Festival. It was a great night all around with some truly “killer” verse 
layed out for all to hear. A great opening night! Thanks to all for coming out and blowing the 
place up, and to all the volunteers who made it cook. Join us tonight for Insomnicidal 
Kleptomania – An Evening of Experimental Verse. The ARTery, 9535 Jasper Avenue. 7:00pm 



start. Guests include Doug Barbour, Nico Rogers, Joel Katelnikoff, Christine Stewart, Jeff 
Carpenter, Michael Gravel, Glenn Robson & Tonguebath, and the inimitable Christian B 
 

OUR	BEST	RESPONSE	YET!	
 
Posted by Michael Gravel on September 9, 2008 

 

The E-Town poetry community’s response to PoFest ’08 has been fantastic! Better than we could 
have hoped for! You should all sit down and give yourselves a nice round of applause (or down a 
round of boilermakers, if that’s your thing). Despite all odds – zero budget, a late start, some 
organizational hiccups, Jeff Carpenter’s Mickey Rourke fixation – this year’s PoFest is looking 
like it’s going to be the best yet in terms of participation. Here are some quickie numbers: 

• 77 blink readers 
• 82 cafe readers 
• 25 sweathogs 
• Another 15 or so performing on Friday and Saturday nights 
• Around 130 poets in total 

Not bad for a middling city in a generally anti-arts province and a festival with only a few 
sheckles in its whiskey bag (the old Crown Royal bags? Anyone?). On behalf of the org team, I 
want to say a giant thank you to everyone who signed up to read and volunteered to help this 
little endeavor fly. We owe you hugs and kisses. And some beer. Only two days to go! 

 

2009 

The Poetry Festival, moved to April this year to coincide with The League of Canadian Poets 
celebration of National Poetry Month, launched with the rapid-fire Blinks event. It also included 
hip-hop artists, a poetry slam competition, a zen poetry event, workshops, readings in bars and 
restaurants by many, many local poets, and a finale featuring many headliners such as 
Vancouver’s C R Avery, a blues, hip hop, and spoken word performer. 
“The Return of the Killer Blinks” chapbook resulting from the event staged as a part of the Stroll 
Festival this year contained the poems of 67 participating poets in the popular event.  
 
 
In August a reading by Stroll poets was held at a rarely used venue. Revelations Book and Gift 
Co-op hosted Gary Garrison, Nail Maile, Marguerite Redshaw and several open mic readers for 
an event.  
 
 
 
 
 



2010 

Sharon Ingraham is voted in to the president role for the Stroll of Poets along with Lorraine 
McFaddin as the vice president at the AGM. 
 
Stroll of Poets member Marty Chan is named the writer in residence for the Public Library. 
 
The Edmonton Poetry Festival staged this year resulted in the fourth Blinks Poetry chapbook 
called “Blinks in the Belly” and contained the poems of the 47 poets who tried to beat the buzzer 
while reading their poem to an audience. The theme of the Festival was “Found in Translation”. 
 
The Haven Reading Series moves from Friday evenings to Mondays in October. 
 

The	Raving	Poets	
 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Jump to navigationJump to search 
The Raving Poets was a collective of poets and musicians who held a series of live, 
weekly poetry with music events in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. It ran from 2000 to 
2010.[1] 
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Origins[edit] 

The Raving Poets had several open mic ‘music and poetry’ precedents in Edmonton, 
but the actual first ‘music with poetry’ event happened in the summer of the year 2000. 
That year, three of the ‘founding fathers’ were board members with the Stroll of Poets 
Society, an Edmonton poetry group that hosted two annual reading series. Mark Kozub 
was president, Thomas Trofimuk,[2] Volunteer Coordinator and Gordon McRae, 
Treasurer. The Board was tasked with finding ways to expand and revitalize the 
Society, which faced declining membership. 
During the May 4th, 2000 Stroll of Poets board meeting, in keeping with the expansion 
mandate, three new "Subsidiary Roles" were created, Media Liaison, Liaison with other 
Arts Groups and Open Stage Coordinator. Though both Mark and Thomas were 
optioned for sharing the role of Media Liaison, it is the Open Stage Coordinator role that 



gave Mark the impetus to start up something completely new – with Thomas sharing the 
hosting duties with him. 
The new reading series, Poetry Tuesdays ran through February, March, and April 2000. 
The Backroom Vodka Bar was used as the venue of choice in two of those three 
months. The ad of the March series ran, “Beware the Odes of March, hosted by Phil, 
the Cowboy Poet with The Art to Choke Hearts band.” Though Mark and Thomas read 
during the March series, neither were part of the ‘band’. 
The real beginning happened when this ad was posted in the May 2000 Stroll 
newsletter under the heading "More Chances To Be Involved" 
"The Alberta Beatnik (Mark Kozub) and Thomas Trofimuk are looking to host & 
coordinate a monthly ‘Open Stage’ event down Whyte Avenue, starting in June or July. 
(The goal is simple: get new members.) If anyone has a lead on a funky Whyte Avenue 
venue that might need the extra business (and might even pay the Stroll a small fee to 
boost it), call Mark Kozub at … ASAP" 
“The Raving Poets” began as the name of a reading series, but soon came to be 
thought of as the name of the band, and later, the collective of poets and musicians who 
performed together on weekday evenings. 
On March 23, 2002, Mark, Thomas and Gordon left the Board and the Society for good 
during the Stroll’s Annual General Meeting. From then on, their energies were directed 
solely toward the Raving Poets. 
 

Founding Fathers[edit] 

• Mark Kozub,[3] bass 
• Thomas Trofimuk,[4] keyboards 
• Randall Edwards,[5][6] guitar and synth 
• Gordon McRae, drums and percussion 
• Michael Gravel,[7] MC 
 

Notable Poets[edit] 
Michael Appleby, Ryan Baier, Jocko Benoit, Joe Blow (Todd Anstead), Michelle 
Boudreau, Natalya Brettle, David C. Brydges, Anton Capri, Dawn Carter, John 
Chalmers (Revy Man), Christine Comeau, Tim Cusack, Adriana Davies, Corine 
Demas, Trisia Eddy, Bonnie Enes, Tyler Enfield, Kevin Feeley, Kathy Fisher, Delvina 
Greig, Corey Hamilton, Margaret Haugen, Jenn Heather, Cathy Hodgson, Michael 
Hogan, Alison Hurlburt, S.E. Ingraham, Philip Jagger, Wendy Joy, Chris Krueger, Todd 
Kuziw, Jefferson Lavender, Shelley Lawson, Gary Lee, Rusti Lehay, John 
Leppard, Mandie Lopatka, J.P. Lorence, Laurie MacFayden,[8][9] Jan Mann, Aaron J. 
Marko, Paul McLaughlin (The Middle Poet), Kerry Mulholland, Nerissa, Ubaka 
Ogbogu, Nicole Pakan, Roy Picou, P.M. Pilarski,[10] Mary Pinkoski, Justin Poulin, Monika 
Ptak, Ray Rasmussen, Jadon Rempel, Shima Aisha Robinson, Victoria Rohac, Kelly 
Shepherd, Patti Sinclair Adam Snider, c.t. staples, Suzanne Steele, Lara 



Thesenvitz, Mingus Tourette, Deborah Vos, Amy Willans, Francis A. Willey, Rosemary 
Wilson, Sheri-D Wilson 
 

The Concept[edit] 
The Raving Poets was conceived as an open mic poetry event with improvised musical 
accompaniment. As the jazz poet scenes in the 1993 Mike Myers movie, So I Married 
an Axe Murdererprove, it was not a new concept. What set the Raving Poets apart was 
the incredible variety of musical and poetic styles performed. From the wordsmiths, 
everything from Slam and hip-hop to erotica and nature poetry, with generous doses of 
politics, confessionals and rants. The musicians matched these forms with equally 
eclectic styles, from folk, rock and jazz, through ambient, experimental and 
other electronica. 
 

Series[edit] 

• Peace Talks, 2001 
• The Beat Goes On, 2002 
• Pig Poetry, 2003 
• Fall of Love, September 23 to November 25, 2003 
• Mumbo Jumbo, A Word Circus, April 6 to August ??, 2004[11] 
• Kill Phil, vol. 2, September 7 to December 7, 2004 
• Rock the Kasbar, February 8 to April 26, 2006 
• Rapture, February 1 to May 31, 2007 
• Space Monkey, November 7 to December 12, 2007 
• Heart Beat, March 5 to May 28, 2008 
• Born to Write, October 15 to December 3, 2008 
• Sofa King, April 1 to May 27, 2009 
• 9½, October 7 to December 2, 2009[12] 
• Sotto Voce, April 12 to ??, 20?? 
 

Venues[edit] 

• The Backroom Vodka Bar, 2003–2006 
• The Kasbar Lounge, 2006–2010 
 

Recordings[edit] 

• Peace Talks, 8-CD set, 2001 
• The Beat Goes On, 8-CD set, 2002 
• Pig Poetry, 2-CD set, 2003 
• Mumbo Jumbo, A Word Circus, CD, 2004 
• The Raving Poets - Remixed, CD, 2007 



• Live at the Kasbar, podcast, 2006 
 

The Roar[edit] 
The Raving Poets created a festival, The Roar,[13][14] which ran for two years, 2006 and 
2007, between the demise of the Stroll of Poets “stroll” and the advent of the Edmonton 
Poetry Festival. 
 

2011 

While the Haven was usually held weekly at the Upper Crust Restaurant on Monday evenings 
until March 21, a reading was also held at Greenwoods Bookshoppe on Sunday, January 14th.   
 
Once again at the AGM, a new president was elected to head the Stroll board. Naomi McIlwraith 
took over the reins of the organization with Anne Gerard Marshall as vice president. 
 
The theme of the 2011 Poetry Festival was “Get Caught Up” and it kicked off with a night of 
African poetry. Also included in the festival events were the Favorite Poem Lift-off, Poetry & 
Jazz for a spring afternoon, How to live with a poet, Poetry and Wine tasting, and Poetry and 
Mysticism. The affair also restarted the “Poetry Route” (now known as Poetry Moves on Transit) 
— poetry on Edmonton Transit vehicles throughout the city. 
 
In June another member of the Stroll of Poets was named as Edmonton’s new Poet Laureate. 
Anna Marie Sewell becomes the fourth Poet Laureate of the city. 
 

2012 

The Edmonton Poetry Festival ran in April again with the theme of “ Words on the Line”. Stroll 
poets listed as headliners by the festival were Douglas Barbour, Jannie Edwards, Alice Major, 
Peter Midgley, The Raving Poets Band, Pierrette Requier, Anna Marie Sewell, and Jocelyne 
Verret. The schedule of events included Sketching with words – a workshop with poets and 
visual artists, Resonance – a poetry and film installation, Queer poetry the first bilingual French 
Twist, Short-order poetry on Sir Winston Churchill Square, A poem-and-honey tasting, and 
Free-range poetry at the city market. 
 
 
  

2013 

J A NUA R Y 	 1 7 , 	 2 0 1 3 	 B Y 	 A DM I N  
	

Edmonton	Stroll	of	Poets	–	Vision	2013	
Title: Edmonton Stroll of Poets – Vision 2013 



Location: Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
Description: If you are a member of the Edmonton Stroll of Poets, you are invited to Vision 
2013, an opportunity to share your perspective on where we are now and where we want to be in 
the next three to five years. Your contributions will help keep the Stroll a growing and dynamic 
voice in Edmonton’s poetry community. 

In April, “Word Nation” was the theme celebrated during the week-long Poetry Festival from the 
21st to the 28th. Poets laureate from across the nation took part in the poetry events. These 
included the Stroll of Poets Blinks event, poetry readings, slam poetry, concrete poetry, 
workshops, youth events, Indigenous, African, and French events as well as collaborations with 
music, theater and visual art. The poets performing during the Canadian Poetry Party week were: 
George Elliott Clarke; poet laureate of Toronto, Ontario 
Liz Lochhead; poet laureate of Glasgow, Scotland and Scots Makar (national poet of Scotland) 
Fred Wah; Canada’s Parliamentary poet laureate 
Janet Rogers; poet laureate of Victoria, British Colombia 
John B Lee; poet laureate of Brantford, Ontario 
Evelyn Lau; poet laureate of Vancouver, British Colombia 
Bruce Meyer; poet laurete of Barrie, Ontario 
Eric Folsom; poet laureate of Kingston, Ontario 
Marty Gervais; poet laureate of Windsor, Ontario 
Don Kerr; poet laureate of Saskatchewan 
Tanya Davis; poet laureate of Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Kris Demeanor; first poet laureate of Calgary, Alberta 
Anna Marie Sewell; poet laureate of Edmonton, Alberta 
CR Avery; beatbox poet, musical recording star 
 
21 participating venues in the varied presentations included; 
City Hall Citadel Theater CKUA  Metro Cinema  Artery 
Stanley Milner Library Three Bananas Café L Espresso Café Africa Center 
Crepe Symphony Café CBC Center Stage Duchess Bakery Daffodil Gallery 
Southeast Edmonton Senior’s Center   Pavilion Lacerte, Campus Saint-Jean 
Koffee Café  Nina Haggerty Center  Harcourt House 
The Faculty Club, U of A Campus Sutton Place Hotel   Audrey’s Books 
 
Of particular interest was the representation by the Stroll on the Board of Directors and the 
Coordinating Team of the Poetry Festival that year. 
 



Board of Directors: 
Alice Major – President 
Gary Garrison – Vice President 
Julie Robinson – Treasurer 
Michael Penny, Jannie Edwards, Glenn Robson, Ellen Kart, Ken Davis, and Mary Pinkoski 
 
Coordinating Team: 
Rayanne Doucet – Executive Director 
Al Rasko – Financial Consultant 
Michael Gravel – Web Designer 
Laurie MacFayden – Bus Route Coordinator 
Julie Robinson – Poets in Schools Coordinator 
Joe Gurba – Assistant Producer, Volunteer Coordinator 
John Leppard – Sound/Tech Guru, Blinks Coordinator 
Marc Nipp – Graphic Designer 
 
During the Poetry Festival events in April, Alice Major was inducted into Edmonton’s Art and 
Culture Hall of Fame. Also during that annual Edmonton Poetry Festival of 2013 several Stroll 
members were listed among the headliners of the event. They included: Douglas Barbour, 
Kimmy Beach, Astrid Blodgett, Alison Clarke, Jannie Edwards, Michael Gravel, Deborah 
Lawson, Giselle Lemire, John Leppard, Alice Major, Naomi McIlwraith, Anna Marie Sewell, 
and Jocelyne Verret. The theme of the event was “Word Nation”. 
 
   
 

2014 

Douglas Barbour, Kimmy Beach, E.D. Blodgett, Jannie Edwards, Gary Garrison, Randy Kohan, 
Deborah Lawson, Giselle Lemire, Alice Major, Clint McElwain, Julie Robinson, Shirley Serviss, 
Anna Marie Sewell, and Jocelyne Verret were Stroll members who were included among the 
headliners of the Edmonton Poetry Festival in April of 2014. The theme for the festival was 
“Word Bridges” and events for the week long affair included Poems at City Hall and the 
Downtown Farmers Market. Conduit: work by immigrant writers, Creating across Cultures, the 
first hosting of Edmonton’s Slam Finals were also staged during the Poetry Festival.  

 
 

2015 

John Leppard is voted in as the new president of the board for The Stroll of Poets at the AGM 
that year. Joining him as the new vice president was Marco Melfi. 
 
Another well known Stroll of Poets member was named the new Poet Laureate of Edmonton as 
Pierrette Requier took over the roll this year. 



 
The Edmonton Poetry Festival, themed “Poetry Moves” that year, billed these poets among the 
headliners of the event that year: David Brydges, Kathy Fisher, Gary Garrison, Shirley Serviss, 
Michael Gravel, Leif Gregerson, Giselle Lemire, John Leppard, Laurie Macfayden, Marco Melfi, 
Peter Midgley, Don Perkins, Roylin Picou, Pierrette Requier, Jocelyne Verret, and Anna 
Zeltserman. Venues also featured poets from across the country and the question: how does 
poetry move us? Poetry and politics. Une soirée de poésie décoiffante. A gala evening. Whiskey 
and Words from Wise Women. 
 
 
Two different events occurred on September 12 in which Stroll members were involved. The 
John W Bilsland Awards Gala was held at the Strathcona Place Seniors Center where Anne 
Lightfoot, Audrey Ruth Shield, Anne Stewart, Michael Mott, and Barbara A Fraser read 
selections of their poetry. Also that evening, at the Kaleido Arts Festival,musicians and poets 
were invited to participate in a live contest where they were judged on presentation during their 
performance, which was limited to 3 minutes duration.    
 
The fall Haven Reading Series opened with an event at The Upper Crust Restaurant on Monday, 
September 14th but readings were also scheduled for Audrey’s Books on a couple of Sunday 
afternoons as well. The season commenced with a Laureate’s Challenge featuring Pierrette and 
Charlotte Cranston who invited poets to write and read a poem about who you really are or some 
of your secrets. Starting that month, Stroll member, Shirley Serviss conducted an 8 week writing 
workshop, running Thursday evenings, at the City Arts Center. The goal of the workshop was to 
help writers to transform their experiences into written words in varying formats. At the same 
time Shirley was also calling on Stroll members to contribute to the “Artists on the Wards 
Campaign”. The objective was to contribute poetry that would be displayed at the U of A 
Hospital during Alberta Culture Days. 
 
A significant honour was bestowed upon Stroll member Madura Katta when she was invited to 
read her award winning poem for the UN International Day of the Girl Summit at the UN 
Headquarters on October 9th. Another milestone was achieved for Stroll member Richard Davies 
when it was announced that his poem “Free” won the prize for poetry in The Alberta Retired 
Teachers Association Writing Contest. 
 
November turned out to be a busy month for poetry in Edmonton. On the 1st of the month 
Audrey’s Books staged a poetry reading for Halloween called Dead Poets Haven. Pardon me for 
adding that the Haven Reading on November 2nd was my debut with the Stroll of Poets reading 
at the Upper Crust along with Dani Zyp, Henry Victor, and Alison Clarke and the mic host was 
Mel Huizinga. On the 4th of the month the Writers Guild of Alberta hosted an evening with Rasp 
and the Wine at the Kasbar lounge in Yanni’s which included an open mic opportunity. The 
Rasp and the Wine returned to Yanni’s on the 25th when Stroll member Gary Garrison presented 
an evening of his poetry. Other events that month included the Blue Pencil Café, jointly 
organized by the Writers Guild of Alberta and the Canadian Literature Center. An opportunity to 
schedule an appointment on November 5th or 6th with Pierrette Requier, Edmonton Poet 
Laureate, or Greg Bechtel, BPAA Fiction Book Award winner, to discuss one’s work in progress 
was the goal offered as the award. The Alberta Translators and Interpretors offered workshops 



on the 7th and 14th of the month on Literary Translation and another workshop was held on the 
29th of November. That one, “Poetry with Heart – by Heart” dealt with learning skills for by 
heart performance, was led by Giselle Lemire, who was Edmonton’s 2013 Poetry Slam winner. 
 
The Writers Guild of Alberta held a Holiday Party on December 4th which featured a reunion of 
the Raving Poets and including an open mic poetry reading. The year concluded with a call to 
“bring your own event” to the Poetry Festival to be held in the coming spring. Five opportunities 
were available to submissions received before January 1st. The festival administrators would 
assist with promotion and set up of venue to host whatever event and artists that winning entries 
desired to host.  
 
 

2016 

Besides the regular Haven readings, the year began with other venues as well. Starting January 
24th and then also on February 24th and March 29th Common Ground Café offered open mic 
opportunities for poets, story tellers and comedians. Stroll members were also invited to the 
Highlands Public Library for a workshop on January 23 facilitated by Stroll member Alice 
Major. The workshop, “Poetry Meets Science” dealt with scientific concepts as poetic inspiration 
and metaphor for poetic themes.  
 
The Poets on Fire Fundraiser, held at On the Rocks was an interesting affair offering prizes for 
poetry stage performances. The first twenty poets to sign up and pay the $20 entry fee were 
judged by 5 jury members selected from the audience. The competitors were judged on delivery 
and confidence, crowd response and interaction, and on content comprehension.  First place was 
awarded to Joti Butler, second to Clayton Sanders and third place went to Markus Eymann. A 
little later in the month, on February 29th the Stroll staged a Leap Year Open Mic Challenge. The 
challenge was in the request to use these words in creating a poem: New Orleans, sphincter, 
trombone, orange, fly, elephant, giraffe, valentine, limousine, philosophy, potato, and mouse – a 
challenge indeed. Gary Garrison and Audrey Brooks hosted the occasion. 
 
Another contest in support of the University of Alberta Hospital was brought to the Stroll by 
Shirley Serviss. The poems were to be written about a hospital experience, hope, illness, or 
wellness and the winning poems were displayed on the Poetry Walk along the second floor 
hallway. Poems were to be submitted to the Friends of University Hospital Poetry Contest before 
March 1st. Another memorization workshop, called Poets go Paperless this time. It was 
conducted by Giselle Lemire, who ran the Poetry by Heart workshop the year before as well.  
 
The Stroll of Poets AGM was held on March 20th in Room 7, on the sixth floor of the Stanley A 
Milner Library. The entire board was re-elected for the upcoming season. The new anthology 
was rolled out and the cover design was submitted by Trudy Greinhaur that year.  
 
The Stroll announced that the deadline for that year’s Dr. William Henry Drummond Poetry 
Contest would be April 4th. The contest was very popular throughout the country and many Stroll 
members entered the contest annually with some also winning recognition in the results. 



Instrumental in the administration of the contest was stroll member David Brydges. On the 5th of 
April a reading by the group called Borderlines Writers Circle along with Stroll members took 
place at Millwoods Library. The group was set up as a mentorship program to assist immigrants 
to produce written word English Literature and the theme for the reading was dialogue that 
celebrates diversity.  
 
The Edmonton Poetry Festival ‘s theme for 2016 was Poetry Becomes and it ran from the 17th to 
the 24th. One event they staged was a venue submitted by Stroll members on April 17th at Zocalo 
Café in McCauley during the “Inner City Drum Beats” festivities. Alice Major, Gary Garrison, 
Leif Gregerson, Charlotte Cranston, Naomi McIlwraith, and Pierrette Requier, along with 
winners of the Inner City Drum Beats Poetry Contest all read as part of this event. On the next 
day, the Stroll hosted the now annual Blinks event cosponsored that year by the Edmonton 
Poetry Festival as well. The evening, called “Everything but the Kitchen Blinks”, was hosted by 
Trudy Greinhaur who was accompanied by the Blinks Philharmonic. On the 23rd of April, Stroll 
members Alla Zeltserman and Peter Midgley read along with Metro Federation writer in 
residence Marty Chan, followed by an open mic, in the Fireside Lounge at the Strathcona County 
Library. On that same night, Pierrette Requier also took part in an event supporting local writers 
at the Highlands Library. 
 
Also taking place during the festival that year were some events sponsored by St. John’s 
Institute. On the 22nd “Poetry Becomes Spirit” was the billing for the evening featuring the 
group Wine & Wild Women Wordsmiths held at Latitude 53. The following evening St John’s 
Institute sponsored a writing workshop with guest Armand Garnet Ruffo. Also, that day, and 
evening, YEP Showcase was a presentation of Massawa Café, Poetry Among the Pines was a 
special attraction conducted by the River Valley Adventure Company, and three sessions hosted 
by Latitude 53. The first event was Poetry Becomes Conscience, while the second was called 
Brown, Black and Fierce. They were followed by a presentation titled Poetry Meets – Waiting 
Around. The final day of the festival, April 24th, was labeled The Café Readings because 
readings occurred at several downtown cafes throughout the day.   
 
Fresh Verse, which was held at the Haven Reading at The Upper Crust on the evening of May 
24th that year, included 7 young poets who treated the packed house. The Canauthors Alberta 
Branch extended a welcome to Stroll poets at the Exporting Alberta Award Presentation and 
Gala at Holy Trinity Anglican Church on the 27th of May. This was an evening of readings, 
fellowship and celebration of the best of 2015 with the Exporting Alberta Awards. 
 
The Writers Guild of Alberta held their “Creativity and Happiness” annual conference and AGM 
at SAIT on June 3rd and 4th presented participants with a chance to celebrate Canadian Literature, 
hone their craft, and network with professional writers. The conference kicked off with a Literary 
Pub Night and then closed with the Literary Awards Gala. On the Saturday a workshop with 
Richard Harrison was offered on “My Words are in the World – Now What”. During the 
workshop examined how poets deal with changing expectations for their work before and after 
publication. 
 
Mid-month in June another workshop was available for poets in Edmonton when poets were also 
invited to attend the “Third Verb Poetry Workshop: The Art of Connection” at the Union Bank 



Inn. This workshop was divided into three parts providing an introduction to poetry as the art of 
connection, in-class writing exercises and then concluding with time to share newly produced 
poetry. 
 
During the month of July three separate Youthwrite summer camps were conducted to promote 
the skills of young writers. Stroll of Poets members Mark Kozub, Barbara North, Janice 
MacDonald, and Randy Williams were involved in teaching the courses. July 1st to 3rd was Just 
Write, held in Edmonton. July 3rd to 8th was the Youthwrite Park Experience held in Bragg 
Creek. July 10th to 15th it was Youthwrite River Valley Experience held again in Edmonton. 
 
The summer months provided opportunities for poets to send in their work to two calls for 
submissions. The Prairie Journal of Canadian Literature had a July 30th deadline for poems to be 
included in their Alberta Muse Issue coinciding with Alberta Cultural Days (September 30th to 
October 2nd). Greenboathouse Press, out of Vernon B.C., requested poetry manuscripts for 
publication the following year to be submitted prior to August 31st. In response to the devastating 
Fort MacMurray fire, a call for poetry submissions to be published in a fundraising anthology, 
called “Fire and Sky Anthology” was organized by Stroll member David Brydges. Another offer 
to share poetry was through the call for poets to share Poetry at Stephensson House on July 10th. 
Poets who wished to read poems on the theme of Nature were requested to send in a reply with 
three original poems by June 22nd. A total of 8 poets would be selected to share their poems on 
the historical site of Stephensson House at the end of August. Other poetic activities were also 
planned for participants on that day. 
 
During the Fringe Festival Pierrette Requirer hosted a colourful, multicultural, collaborative 
event on the 16th of August involving a cast of Musicians, poets, and dancers.  
 
The Haven launch in September called for poets to read poems regarding the Stroll history or 
silver or the number 25 in honour of the 25th anniversary of the Stroll of Poets Society 
commencing that season. September 6th was a community open jam session In McCauley with 
Gary Garrison hosting musicians, singers, and lyricists in an acoustic jam session. On September 
7th a reading, held at Revera Churchill Senior’s Residence, was titled Beauty, Remembrance and 
Old Memories was jointly sponsored by the Stroll of Poets. All authors shared poems in 
remembrance of beauty, remembrance and old memories.     
 
The new season saw the start of a new series of courses that would be instructed by Shirley 
Serviss. The first was “Running with Pens: Your Life Story” running on Tuesday evenings from 
September through to November. Participants would learn the art of transcribing the material of 
their life into articles, blogs, poetry or other literary forms. “Writing Your Life ran Tuesday 
afternoons during the same time frame. It focused on writing about life stories or memories while 
the third course, which was “The Personal Essay: Writing in Baggy Pants”, occurred on 
Thursday evenings that fall and specifically taught on the form of essays to write about one’s 
experiences. Also running on the first Tuesday of the month, from September through to 
December was a workshop with Alison Clarke called “A Trip to the Fantastic”. The creative 
writing experience was focused on creating poetry in response to art. The busy month continued 
with Tuesday night sessions in Sir Winston Churchill Square with Melle Huizinga leading a 



writers circle, sponsored by Seniors Association of Greater Edmonton (SAGE), for 4 consecutive 
weeks.  
 
Through Alberta Cultural Days activities included the STArts Fest in St. Albert which scheduled 
6WP on the Trails. This event saw pairs of poets stationed at 6 locations along the Red Willow 
Trail system read their six word poem. Also, on October 1st, “The Art of the Spoken Word” was 
the name of an event staged at the Musée Héritage Museum. 15 spoken word artists were 
selected to give a ten minute reading there and paid a $25 honorarium. The 3 word challenge 
required that the poets include the words land, market and lineage in their poem (but not in the 
title) referencing the exhibit at that time, which was Weiller and Williams Co Ltd: Building a 
Livestock Empire. On October 1st the Arts and Culture Council of Strathcona County also held 
Words in the Park – Book Fair and Sale in the Sherwood Park Community Center AGORA.. The 
festivities there included free workshops, artisan displays, author book signings, prize draws and 
interactive games. 
 
On October 21st the  CAVA Gallery staged  “Climb; A multidisciplinary Show” produced by 
Janis Dow, hosted by Pierrette Requier, directed by Giselle Lemire, with music by Braden Gates 
and spoken word by Janis Dow. On the 30th of October the Haven moved to Audrey’s Books for 
“Measures of Astonishment” which featured a lecture by former Saskatchewan poet laureate. 
Glen Sorestad and Dymphny Dronyk, former president of the League and included open mic 
spots for poets from the Stroll. 
 
Alice major achieves two more milestones when her book Standard Candles won the Robert 
Kroetsch Award for Poetry, as part of the Alberta Book Awards, and is also shortlisted for the 
WGA Stephan G. Stepansson Award for Poetry as well as the League of Canadian Poets’ 
Raymond Souster Award. Secondly, she was named as one of the 25 Influentual Alberta Artists 
from the previous 25 years. Another significant accomplishment went to Alison Clarke who was 
named 2016 Writer of the Year by the Afro Canadian Heroes Awards. 
 
On November 1st the anthology Fire and Sky, mentioned earlier, compiled by David Brydges, 
was launched at the Wood Buffalo Regional Library with musical entertainment provide by 
Jamie Gardner and speeches by Guy Choquet, director of the Red Cross Alberta Recovery as 
well as Perry Gillan, Deputy Chief of Fire Prevention. $315 dollars in book sales was raised and 
a further 22 copies were donated to the library. Along with Fort MacMurray poets Julia Bennet 
and Kiran Malik-Khan Stroll contributors included: David C. Brydges, Mary Campbell, Daniel 
Pillar, Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck, Hank Binnema, Audrey Brooks, Kathy Fisher, Marcia 
O’Connor, Audrey Seehagen, and Jocelyne Verret, who was also the editor. All participants 
enjoyed a rewarding evening of fine poetry, music, and community spirit. The anthology was 
also launched in Edmonton at Yiannis Taverna Greek Restaurant on December 15 with readings 
by the Edmonton contributors. Kathy Fisher was the Master of Ceremonies and Roylin J. Picou 
was a special musical guest for the evening. 
 
The Olive at the Almanac presented Stephen Brockwell and rob mclennan on Tuesday, 
November 8 at the Almanac Gastropub & Cocktails. Stephen, hailing from Ottawa, won the 
Archibald Lampman Award in 2004 and rob, also from Ottawa, won the John Newlove Award in 



2010. This series ran from September to April, on the second Tuesday of the month, since 2000 
and offered a mix of emerging and established poetic talent. 
 
Richard Davies offered a workshop opportunity in a session called “Exploring Poetic 
Sensability” on November 26th at the Highlands Public Library. Participants were requested to 
share/read a short poem by someone who influenced them to write poetry and also a brief 
personal poem that they believe represents their own approach, style or voice. This was followed 
by discussion and feedback. Then on October 30th another poetry event commenced at Café 
(Center for Advancement of Faculty Excellence) at MacEwan University. The Poetry Installation 
was titled “I Don’t Want to Die In the Digital Age/Window of Light and Text” featured works 
by Tim Bowling and J. Mark Smith and ran until February. 
 
As part of the Season of Silver celebrations Audrey’s Books hosted featured readers, an extended 
open mic, and sales of past Stroll Anthologies on November 27th. 
 
Edmonton’s Poet Laureate and Stroll member, Pierrette Requier, performs a poetry reading for 
City Council on December 13th with special guests from the Stroll of Poets Society. Coffee and 
muffins were served to councillors and attendees after the reading.  
 
 

2017 

The year 2017 started with a workshop that commenced on the 8th of January called “Get Tight 
With Rhyme”. It was headed by Jade O’Riley and held, once again, at the Highlands Public 
Library. The focus of the course was to introduce participants to poetry forms such as the sonnet, 
Rondeau, Rondel, Villanelle, and Triolet. Two other workshops, facilitated by Shirley Serviss, 
and held at the Meadows Community Recreation Center, commenced in January that year as 
well. From the 24th to 14th of March the Tuesday evening meetings were called “Writing Your 
Life” and focused on writing one’s life stories. The other workshop, called “The Personal Essay 
– Writing in Baggy Pants” ran from January 26th to March 16th on Thursday afternoons. The 
intent of this course was to assist the participants in transforming their experiences, opinions, and 
memories into essays. 
 
Stroll of Poets member Mary Campbell was teamed up with musical guest Donna Durand at the 
Wild Earth Café in support of the Alberta Council for Aging on February 10th. With the musical 
accompaniment of Donna, Mary read her poem Rest, Little Mamma, Rest which was a part of the 
LitFest of the previous year. 
 
Another workshop was then conducted from February 9th to March 9th at the Castledowns 
YMCA on Thursday evenings. This was another event targeting the involvement of young 
writers called “Be a Video Poem Maker”. This writing and film making workshop was intended 
to instruct teens to write poems and present them via film media. 
 
In celebration of the Stroll of Poets 25th Anniversary, dubbed “The Season of Silver”, a special 
celebration was scheduled for Stroll members only at the Dovercourt Community Hall on 



February 18th. The gala was called the “Founders Feast” and honoured the amazing folks who 
laid the foundation for The Stroll of Poets Society and those who kept it thriving for 25 years. 
During that evening affair councillor Michael Walters also read a poem in honor of the 
organization. 
 
During that month other occasions involving Stroll members included Joyce Davies at the 
Chateau Lacombe on February 21st leading a creative writing course on: What can happen when 
you sign up for a workshop. This event was sponsored by the Women’s Canadian Club of 
Edmonton. Stroll members also participated in a performance poem event sponsored by 
Westcorp Windsor Park Plaza on February 24th. Then on February 25th Diane Robitelle 
conducted a Poetry and Art workshop at the Highlands Public Library. This course was an 
exploration of colours and gestures that you can give to enhance your poem dealing with the 
relationships of colour to one another and to words. Besides the regular Monday night Haven 
readings at the Upper Crust, three poetry readings were held on weekends at Audrey’s Books 
during the spring season as well. 
 
March 19th was the date of the AGM and the Anthology book launch for the Stroll of Poets and it 
was held at Massawa Café and Bistro that year. 
 
Two poetry contests were advertised by the Stroll that spring as well. The deadline for the annual 
William Henry Drummond Poetry Contest was March 31st. The competition, administered by 
Stroll member David Brydges from Cobalt Ontario, offered prizes of $300 for 1st place, $200 for 
2nd place, $100 for 3rd place, and $75 for 8 honourable mentions. March 31st was also the 
deadline for “Words of Wellness”, the yearly call for poems by the Friends of University 
Hospitals. Eight poets would win an opportunity to read their poem on April 19th at the 
McMullen Gallery and display their poems in the gallery, located on the second floor of the 
hospital.  June 22nd was the deadline for the annual, Edmonton based, John W Blisland Literary 
Awards for Seniors. These were all contests that Stroll members had been active in for some 
years at this point.   
 
On April 11th Stroll member Claire Kelley read from her new book Maunder, as part of The 
Olive Reading Series, at the Almanac Gastropub and Cocktails. While the month of April was 
again the time for Stroll poets to engage in the 30/30 event, writing a poem each day of the 
month according to prompts provided by leader Trudy Greinhaur, it also marked another 
National Poetry month. It was celebrated in Edmonton with the Poetry Festival which ran from 
the 16th to the 23rd of the month. The theme of the festival was “Horizons/Eskonahkwahk. Stroll 
poets among the headlining writers included Bert Almon, Douglas Barbour, Kimmy Beach, 
Alison Clarke, Kathy Fisher, Claire Kelly, Laurie Macfayden, and Pierrette Requier. 
 
Coinciding with these dates was the commencement of Stroll writing workshops, once again 
conducted by Shirley Serviss, From April 18th to June 6th, she led “Personal Essay – Writing in 
Baggy Pants”, on Tuesday afternoons at the City Arts Center. From April 20th until June 8th she 
hosted  “Writing Your Life” on Thursday afternoons at the City Arts Center. 
 
The Festival Events included an event, billed as Multilingual Horizons, at McLuhan House 
featuring the launch of Polyglot Magazine, on Monday the 17th. On that evening “Poetry is Life 



– Life is Poetry”, the Theatre Dialog hosted a tribute to the lives and poetry of Russian poets and 
featured Pierrette Requier reading Anna Akhmatova. The next afternoon, Featured Performer- 
Poetry Central had readings in Beaver Hill Park. Later that evening The Stroll of Poets hosted 
their Quicksilver Blinks Event in the Mercury Room as well. On Thursday, April 20th a 
performance announced as a French Event for the greater public scheduled a free reading called 
French Twist: Poésies de tout horizon at the Kasbar. That night, at midnight, CJSR 88.5 FM 
Radio with host Michael James aired a special with poetry, musicians and writers which included 
several interviews with artists as well. The Yellowhead Brewery hosted “Wine and Wild Women 
Wordsmiths” on Friday night. Then on Saturday, April 22nd several more poetry readings were 
staged. They were: “Our Planet, Our Poems: Your Work Now” at McLuhan House, “YEP 
Showcase” at Massawa Café, “Cutlines: Through the Landscapes of Experience” at The 
Almanac (at 1:00 PM) and “The View from Here” again at The Almanac (at 4:00 PM),  “Clouds 
on the Horizon – Query” at Latitude 53, “11th Annual Evening of Poetry” at The Strathcona 
County Library, and also “Birds on a Wire” at Studio 96. Sunday also saw many venues staging 
readings as part of the festival’s The Café Readings series, one of which was “En Francais” 
hosted at Massawa Café. “Beyond Reconciliation” was an event that ran at Studio 96 on Sunday 
evening. 
   
Following the festival, on Tuesday, April 25th National Poetry Month Reading in Council 
featured Pierrette Requier reading her poem for Make Something Edmonton Mural Project 
trilingual City Poem Edmonton – notre ville – pêhonân in City Hall and included special guests. 
 
 On May 6th The Writers Guild of Alberta organized Mentorship Celebration event, called 
“Three Emerging Voives”, with mentors (established Edmonton authors) introducing three new 
voices of emerging Edmonton poets. Marco Melfi, Jacqueline Kwan, and Sherryl Melnyk read 
their poems at the Tiramisu Restaurant. Other events that occurred that month included a 
gathering of poets to read at Starbucks downtown arranged by Dani Zyp and Karen Lumley as 
well as the Stroll of Poets’ annual Fresh Verse, at the Upper Crust readings, offering 8 young 
poets 5 minutes each to read their poems and included an open mic session to conclude the 
evening. 
The 5th annual Fresh Verse Event was staged by the Stroll at the Upper Crust providing an 
opportunity once again for eight youthful voices (under 25) to present their poetry in a five 
minute reading. This event was held near the end of the season once again on May31st. 
 
During June of 2017 other ventures of note included the following. On June 10th and 11th 
“Juxtapositions” was the theme for the Writers Guild of Alberta’s AGM which was held in Lister 
Hall at the University of Alberta. Bursaries were available to participants in need to attend the 
event which included keynote speakers Yasuko Than and Todd Babiuk. Catherine Owen 
conducted a workshop on writing and play, called “Eavesdropping on Mars” about the pleasure 
of writing poetry and short stories.  An exhibition was staged by Jocelyn Verret and Father 
Douglas at Sir Winston Churchill Square on the 22nd to the July 4th. It was called “Conversations 
in Pen and Paint” and in bearing witness to the relationship between different forms of artistic 
expressions. It featured the art of Douglas in response to the poems of Jocelyne. Leif Gregersen, 
named the “Spotlight Writer” for the summer of 2017 by the EPL, also put on a free workshop at 
the Woodcroft Branch of the Edmonton Public Library teaching the expression of yourself in 
words.  



 
Youthwrite camps were again held during the weekend of June 30th to July 2nd at the Bennet 
Center this year. The venue offered young writers to participate in a few days of writing and the 
opportunity to network with published authors Mary Pinkoski, Bob Chelmick, Minister Faust, 
and Omar Mouallem.  
 
The late spring and early summer months presented poets with opportunities to partake in the 
Easy Writers writing group which met on the last Thursday of each month. It was led by a 
different participant each meeting. Another writers circle was scheduled by the WGA called 
“Borderlines” and paired inexperienced writers with mentors. The group was a multilingual, 
multicultural mix designed to encourage English writing. 
 
 Calls for poetry contest submissions were made during those months by Dr. William Henry 
Drummond Poetry Contest, Prairie Journal, John W Blisland Awards, Glass Buffalo Writing 
Contest, and Stephansson House Historic Site. Another opportunity was the Request for Content 
requested by Stroll member Daniel Piller  for his upcoming book “A Mother’s Love”. Dan sent 
out a plea to young mothers and fathers to submit 2 sentence responses to the questions: What 
does a mother’s love feel like and In what way do your children show their love for you. 
 
The fringe that year included works by Strollers Gerald St. Maur once again, featuring Mel 
Huizinga, as well as a play by Kenneth Brown. It was also announced during that summer that 
Stroll founding member and former poet laureate of Edmonton had been given the Lieutenant 
Governor’s Distinguished Artist Award for 2017.  
 
During the 2017/2018 season the electronic online Haven sign up page was opened to facilitate 
the creation of the Haven schedule for readers as well as mic and door hosts. In conjunction with 
this, the Stroll board also created a Haven committee and refined the process  of distributing 
duties associated with setting up and facilitating the Haven Readings. 
 
After the summer months, on September 7th, The Almanac was the site of the WGA Fall Kick-
off. The full and exciting program included representatives of various literary organizations, 
festivals, residencies, and reading series. They included: David Belle (Edmonton Public Library 
writer in residence), Gail Sidonie-Sobat (The Writers Union of Canada), Alice Major (Stroll of 
Poets), Sharon Day (Edmonton Public Library), Fawnda Mithrush (LitFest Alberta). Julie 
Robinson (The Writer’s Guild of Alberta), Rayanne Doucet (Edmonton Poetry Festival), Jean 
Crozier and Caterina Edwards (Finding the Unique), and Heather Dolman (STARFest). 
 
On September 16th , writing, meditation, reflection, and sharing were the activities in the Late 
Summer Writing Retreat held at the Horizon village and led by Antionette Voute Roeder. The 
Almanac was the site of the Frontenac House 2017 Poetry Launch on September 20th. Billy Rae 
Belcourt, Laurie Macfadyen, Vivian Hansen, and Lisa Pasold were the four featured readers for 
the event. On the 20th of September, the winners of the Glass Buffalo Poetry Contest were 
announced and presented their poetry at the Yellowhead Brewery. An evening of song and 
spoken word with Donna Durand and Kathy Fisher was an entertaining affair held at Wild Earth 
Café on September 29th.  
     



September was also the starting month of a new season for the Stroll reading series with a launch 
date of September 18th and a theme of “On the Wing” featuring poetry about birds that frequent 
the Edmonton area. Shirley Serviss once again instructed three different Creative Writing 
Classes through the City of Edmonton. Memoir: Writing Your Life ran September 19 to 
November 7th on Tuesday afternoons at the City Arts Center. Non-fiction: Running with Pens 
was held on Wednesday evenings from September 20th to October 20th at Clareview Arena. 
Writing the Personal Essay: Writing in Baggy Pants ran Thursday afternoons at the City of the 
Arts from September 21st through November 9th. 
 
What a month of treats for poetry and music lovers in October! The WGA presented an Open 
Mic – Read Like the Pros evening at The Almanac on the 5th. On October 13th it was “Memory 
and Loss” an evening of poetry and song with poetry by Alice Major, Donna Durand, Pierrette 
Requier, Katie Flaherty, Mary Campbell and music by Anne Hurley and Jim Videto was 
presented at Woodcroft Community Hall and admission was FREE. The book, Memory and Loss 
– A Canadian Anthology of Poetry, was available for sale there for $15.00.   
 
Burning Moon Salon was one of two attractions on the night of October 14th. Held at YEG, it 
featured Alicia Lake Campbell, Josh Luukkonen, Darien Selander, and Kelly Shepherd with 
music by Karen Donaldson Shepherd and required only a Food Bank donation for entry. On that 
some night the Wild West Poetry Festival was held in the Kasbar venue of Yiannis Taverna. 
Poets from across Canada read with local open mic poets in a competition for a prize for the 
wildest read poem. Singer/songwriter Donna Durand, spoken word poet Kathy Fisher and 
musicians Anne Hurley & Jim Videto highlighted the entertainment as well.  
 
Audrey’s Books hosted Dead Poets’Haven reading on October 29th featuring an open mic for 
opportunity for readers with poems written by or inspired by dearly departed poets.  
 
November 2nd at The Almanac the WGA staged an event with Reading and Discussion on 
Finding Your Audience featuring fiction writer Debbie Willis and poet Marco Melfi, who won 
the Sharon Drummond Chapbook Award, reading from their work. On the 8th of the month, the 
threesome of Laurie MacFatden, Billy-Ray Belcourt, and Kelly Shepherd read from their work at 
Audrey’s Books’ Visceral Poetry billing. Calls were announced during newletters that month for 
poets to submit poems for the annual anthology and also for a chapbook, to be published by the 
Stroll of Poets, with Magpies as the theme. 
 
Audrey’s Books was once again the site of an Evening of Poetry, on this occasion hosted by 
Alice Major and featuring poets Susan McCaslin, Antoinette Voûte Roeder, and Randy Kohan 
on November 9th. Also that evening, The Almanac staged an event billed as Poetry of the Potus 
with The Raving Poets Band. The band provided live improv music to accompany open mic 
poets reading on the year with the Trump. The following evening, at Robertson-Wesley United 
Church, Julie Robinson and Brooke Leifso facilitated a workshop which invited people to a 
justice focused effort. “Speak our Words – Explore Through Poetry Workshop” promoted 
community building through reflection on current injustices in our society. As well as poetry 
reading by Julie Robinson the group also read and wrote poetry on that theme.  On November 
14th the Olive Reading Series headlined Marco Melfi and Lise Gaston followed by an open mic 



at The Almanac. Additional poetry readings occurred at Audrey’s Books on November 22nd and 
26th. 
The WGA Holiday Party with Marty Chan and Fiddler Daniel Gervais was held at The Almanac 
on December 7th and included poetry readings, music and holiday cheer. 
 
 

2018 

The New Year starts with the Olive Reading Series “Writers in residence evening” at The 
Almanac. Featured readers for this occasion are Margaret Christakos (U of A) and Deborah 
Willis (MacEwan U). 
 
January 25th sees the launch of sister poetry society Parkland Poets with current Stroll board 
member heading it up as its inaugural president. 
 
January 28th is the first reading at Audrey’s Books for that year. The Stroll Newsletter included 
an essay by Gerald St. Maur called The Reading of Poetry outlining how to prepare and read 
poetry to an audience.  
 
February 1st the WGA presents: Reading and Conversation with Marilyn Dumont at The 
Almanac. Marilyn read from her work and facilitated discussion about creativity, identity, and 
place. The Olive Reading Series continues at The Almanac with Sharon Thesenon February 7th 
and then Lizie Derksen and Sharon McCartney on February 13th. February 20th was the date that 
the Stroll of Poets launched their newly published Chapbook Magpie Poems in the McMullen 
Gallery at U of A Hospital with Rusti Lehay, Myrna Garanis, Julie C. Robinson, Anna 
Mioduchowska, and Nancy MacKenzie reading their contributions to the book. February 25th 
sees another Haven Series reading at Audrey’s Books. 
 
March 1st the WGA presents: Blast from the Past! At The Almanac, hosted by Mike Gravel. 8 
writers share their earliest writing. The readers are winners in their contest where one line was 
submitted from the entry poem. The most surprising, descriptive, tender, or off the wall lines will 
be selected. Feb 15 deadline. On March 13th, The Olive Reading Series, at The Almanac 
Gastropub presented Jumoke Verissimo and readers from their board along with an open mic 
session once again. Then on March 15th WGA Presents: Borderlines Writers Circle Readings 
2018 was held at Whitemud Crossing Library hosted by EPL writer in residence, Darrin Hagen. 
New work by six multicultural, multilingual writers who completed the Writers Circle Program. 
March 18th was the date of the Stroll’s AGM at 3 Bananas Café. 
From March 15th to May 9th, at the Blue Curve Gallery in the Glenrose Hospital, the art of Janis 
Dow was on exhibition and the show opened with Janis reading from her poetry collection to 
start the art. A WGA webinair was streamed on March 24th called “Smash All the Rulez”. James 
Harbeck discussed the rules of the English language and the effects you can have by breaking 
them.  
 
Book launches during the first quarter of 2018 included: Hive by Randy Kohan; Secret Wish of 
Dragon H by Llara Stefiuk-Gaudet; The Theater by Guy Chambers; Welcome to the 



Anthropocene by Alice Major; Perfectly Beastly by Hugh McAlary; The Air is Elastic by Ella 
Zeltserman. 
 
Calls for poetry submissions announce by the Stroll of Poets for the first quarter of 2018 
included The Polyglot Magazine. With a deadline in March the winning poems would be used 
fro their spring 2018 issue of multilingual art and poetry launched on April 22nd during the 
Edmonton Poetry Festival. They requested poetry themed on curating our Canadian Literature 
Canons or where culture/heritage and language intersect. A Celebration of Poetry at Rutherford 
House called for poems based on “Family”.  An announcement event would also be schedule for 
April 22nd during the Edmonton Poetry Festival.  March 17 was set as a deadline for poetry 
submissions to a Request for Kitchen Poetry by Shirley Serviss on behalf of U of A Hospital. 
The poems, to be related to kitchens, were then read and displayed during an art show at the 
McMullen Gallery on April 16th.    
 
The thirty poems in thirty days challenge comes around again at the onset of April for interested 
Stroll members with Trudy Greinhaur managing the event. The beginning of April also marks 
National Poetry month and the coming of another Edmonton Poetry Festival which meant that 
the Stroll would sponsor another Blinks event as part of the festival. Year 12 of the annual blitz 
of 30 second poems was an eye to eye and word to word show down with the Blink 
Philhormanic prepared to rev up and drown out breakers of the time limit. That year the event 
was dubbed Made Ya Blink. Much of the pre-festival promotion and ticket sales had been done 
through the internet that year. 
 
WGA Presents: Writers in the Hot Seat in conjunction with the Book Publishers Association of 
Alberta on April 5th at The Almanac. The affair is a demonstration of a typical meeting with a 
publisher. Strathcona Place Center presented a Poets and Writers Networking event on April 6th 
providing an opportunity to meet other writers, network, as well as create and share work in a 
poetry slam. 
 
Starting almost simultaneously with the festival are the Creative Writing Courses with Shirley 
Serviss. City Arts Center was the location for Thursday evening gatherings from April 19th to 
May 24th for “Playing with Words”, a review of the elements of poetry and what differentiates it 
from prose. “The Personal Essay: Writing in Baggy Pants” was held at the City Arts Center from 
April 19th to June 17th on Thursday afternoons. The topic was transforming life experiences into 
a variety of personal essays. The “Writing Your Life” course was also held in the City Arts 
Center on Tuesday afternoons from April 17th to June 5th.  
 
The Almanac hosted another in The Olive Reading Series on Tuesday, April 10 with featured 
readers Marilyn Dumont and Loic Mulatris and an open mic session followed. Sunday, April 15th 
at Wild Bird General Store. 15 contributors to The Magpie Chapbook read their poems for a 
$5.00 donation. 
 
The 2018 Poetry Festival ran from April 22nd to April 29th. The theme that year was “Your Voice 
Here/Nêhiyawêtân/Toi.Ta Voix. Ici.” It presented venues such as  Multilingual Voices: 
Expanding the Canlit Canon, Indigenous voices in poetry and art, a Masterclass with Christian 
Campbell, Queer Expressions, and Family Ties. 



 
Highlights of the week were: 
Wine and Wild Women Wordsmiths 
Family Ties 
Queer Expressions 
Poetry & Philosophy with Jan Zwicky 
Alchemy: Our annual Poetry Party 
nêhiyawêtân 
In One’s Own Voice – 4 diverse poets including Christian Campbell, a compelling Bahamian 
poet 
Christian Campbell’s Master Class 
Literary Cocktails – the U of A Press celebrates its new creative titles 
The All Star Slam – 8 of Edmonton’s top poets compete 
 
Stroll poets considered headliners were announced on the  Festival website: E.D. Blodgett, 
Richard Davies, Michael Gravel, Rayanne Haines, Randy Kohan, Laurie Macfayden, Alice 
Major, Pierrette Requier, and Jocelyne Verret were in this list. 
 
During the Poetry Festival, on April 22nd, the Edmonton Poetry Festival and Sandstone 
Weddings presented “A Wedding of Women’s Words & Music with The Giselle Lemire Bridal 
Party & Wedding Entertainers Trois Lèvres Rouges featuring Kathy Fisher at La Cité 
francophone.  
 
April 22nd was also the deadline for the Dr. William Henry Drummond Poetry Contest. 
 
April 28th was the “Get Your Words Out” 2018 four day WFSC Writer’s Conference at County 
Hall Conference Rooms. Heart of the City Mentorship Opportunity with Nasra Adem (Youth 
Poet Laureate) application was April 29th. 
River Valley Researchers presented a poetry reading in the North Saskatchewan River valley on 
Monday, April 30th.  The event started out at the University of Alberta Humanities Center then 
proceeded to the River Valley for a guided walk, a talk on indigenous history of the area, 
followed by a poetry reading by Margaret Christakos, the U of A Writer in Residence.  
 
Events during the month of May that year included: WGA Presents: Five New Voices at 
Tiramisu Restaurant with readings from 5 graduates of their annual Mentorship Program 
occurred on May 5th. The next day, Audrey’s Books presented “An Afternoon with the Authors’ 
showcasing the writers whose work had been shortlisted for the Alberta Literary Awards. 
Readers included: Lisa Martin, Sadia Masud, Cynthia Scott Wandler, Jennifer Bowering Delisle, 
Kimmy Beach, Billy-Ray Belcourt, Nicole Moeller, and Igpy Kin. Spruce Grove Public Library 
Presents: Spring Festival for the Arts on Saturday, May 12th. Wednesday Night Writers, set in 
motion by Leanne Myggland Carter, have met for 10 years with over 40 participants from 
surrounding areas.   
 
Fresh Verse 2018, the sixth edition of this event, featured 8 youth poets and an open mic session 
at the Stroll’s Haven Reading Series held at The Upper Crust Restaurant. In June several 
Edmonton poets and Strollers staged a fundraiser for the American Civil Liberties Union 



(ACLU) called a Poetry Protest to rally against the immigration policies of US President Donald 
Trump. Taking part in the reading were Lisa Mulrooney, Adriana Onita, Jaspreet Singh, Julie 
Robinson, Peter Midgley, Tyler Hein, Matthew Stepanic, and Luciana Erregue. 
 
Also at this time were numerous calls for poetry or performers for venues. Some of these 
opportunities were: Arden Theater in St. Albert requested poets/performers to share their earliest 
writing endeavors at “Grownups Read Things They Wrote as Kids” scheduled for June 15th. 
Stephansson House called for poetry submissions with the selected poets given the opportunity 
to read their work on site during the July 15th event “Poetry at Stephan’s House”. The Freewill 
Shakespeare Festival requested spoken word artists to participate in stage events during the 
festival running from June 21st to July 13th. Players at the Fringe was seeking for Bring Your 
Own Venue participants to propose works with up to 4 performers reflecting the theme “The 
Sound of Words in a World of Sound”, especially in a multi-disciplinary collaboration. The 
selected groups would have a chance to perform at The Wee Book Inn during the Fringe 
Festival. 
The WGA conducted two workshops during the summer months that year. In July it was in the 
format of a webinair on the 7th. Called Indexing: The Art of Writing Reader Friendly Indexes for 
Nonfiction Books it instructed on the creation of proper and useful indexes. On august 12th a 
workshop about market needs, trends and publishing pursuits in a course called What Publishers 
Want and it was led by literary agent Sam Hiyate. Starting July 22nd and running until October 
19th another exhibition of collaborative work by Jocelyne Verret and Father Douglas, again 
called “Conversations with Pen and Brush” , went on display. A reception, with a poetry reading 
by Jocelyne took place on August 4th.    
 
“Interiors” with poetry by Amy Willans, Cathy Hodgson, Kerry Mulholland, and Laurie 
MacFayden was presented by Friends of University Hospitals on August 8th in the McMullen 
Gallery. This reading took place amid the art of Gillian Williams and was accompanied by 
musician Bev Ross. August 25th was the date for the 4th annual version of the Late Summer 
Writing Retreat at Horizon Village South. A new venue, Chapters Books, hosted a poetry 
reading on August 25th as well featuring poets Ronald Kurt, Jasse Anger, Hannah Hackney, and 
Ky Perraun. 
 
Just before the new Haven season commenced a couple of other poetry events took place in the 
beginning of September. The WGA Edmonton Falll Kick-off was held in The Almanac on 
September 5th. At this yearly planning event entertainment was provided through the readings of 
local poets and writers on this occasion. The authors included were Darrin Hagen (EPL writer in 
residence), Michael Hingston (Metro writer in residence), John Leppard (Stroll of Poets), 
Fawnda Mithrush (LiFest Alberta), Heather Dolman (STARFest), Nicola Brown (Canadian 
Authors Association), and Lisa Mulrooney (Parkland Poets). Then, on September 13th, Ellen 
Kartz was featured in a poetry and prose presentation at The Aviary billed as “The Tenderness of 
Stone”. She pleased the audience with poetry, prose, and photographs reflecting her recent trip to 
the Himalayan mountains.  
 
The Stroll of Poets Haven Reading Series launched their new season on September 17th at The 
Upper Crust Restaurant. Make it Musical was the theme for the evening si poets were invited to 
include instruments, bring a band, or come with a painting that inspires you about playing, etc.  



 
A piano-Poem Duet, with Stroll member Diane Robitelle and pianist Zac Bellward was a part of 
New Music Edmonton’s See You or Something in September III Show at Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church on September 22nd. Also, on the 22nd the WGA aired a Webinar on building a 
writer’splatform and finding their audience with Canadian writer Kimberley Grabas. Then on 
September 27th the Edmonton Public Library staged an event at Highlands branch called “The 
Moon is a Circle, Come Sing – Darrin Hagen in Conversation with Anna Marie Sewell”. The 
EPL writer in residence and Stroll poet discussed the spirit of sharing aloud and, after performing 
their own work, invited other to share their poems, songs, or reflections as well. The Parkland 
Poets Society Reading Series started up again on September 27th as well. 
 
On the 29th of the month the Writers Foundation of Strathcona County hosted its 11th annual 
Words In the Park – Author Fair and Book Sale in conjunction with Alberta Culture Days. It was 
held at Spark Gallery and boasted of all things literary. Also on September 29th Spruce Grove 
Public Library hosted Poets in the Park in the event tent at Central Park in Spruce Grove. Naomi 
McIlwraith was the feature reader for this event and she shared poems from her book kiyâm: 
poems which explores the beauty of the intersection between nêhiyawêwin )Plains Cree 
language) and âkayâsîmowin (English). 
 
A function at the public library Highlands Branch was held on October 11th caledd EPL Presents: 
What Makes Poetry. It featured poets Alice Major, Rayanne Haines, Matthew Stepanic, and 
Ahmed Knowmadic discussing poetic expression vis a vis traditional versus modern and page 
versus stage. Two of these poets went on to start a regular podcast series called Lets Get Lit, A 
Drunk Poetry Podcast. It was hosted by Rayanne and Matthew and co-sponsored by wine expert 
Gurvinder Bhatia so the show combined poets with a wine sample associated with the spice of 
each poet or poetic theme. The program contained reading and discussion of poetry with guest 
authors and their first podcast came from The Almanac on October 17th. The last event of that 
month was a themed reading at Audrey’s Books called The Dead Poets Haven on behalf of the 
Stroll of Poets. 
November 30th was set as the deadline for submissions to a new chapbook to be published by the 
Stroll of Poets entitled “Winter Water”. 
 
Emerging Authors Showcase was sponsored by the Spruce Grove Public Library on November 
3rd. It included several Stroll poets who read at the Keephills Community Hall that evening. 
Among the readers were Chantal Beaulieu, Katherine Koller, Naomi McIlwraith, Rayanne 
Haines, Shari Narine, and Miji Campbell. The showcase was emceed by Thoma Trofimuk. 
 
The WGA November Members Night, billed as Verse of the Universe celebrated the birthday of 
Carl Sagan on November 7th at The Almanac. Sixteen open mic spots were drawn from entrants 
to read their poetry accompanied by special guests The Raving Poets. The band was comprised 
of members Randall Edwards on guitar, Thomas Trofimuk playing piano, Karen Shepherd 
playing the violin, and Michael Gravel as the emcee. On November 14th The Olive Reading 
Series,continued at The Almanac featuring readings by Rayanne Haines and Matthew Stepanic. 
The 30th of the month was the deadline for submissions to the Stroll of Poets new chapbook 
“Winter Water”.   
 



The 5th of December was the date that WGA December Member Night was held at The 
Almanac. A series of poets read from their work during that evening which was set up to have 
the various poets represent demographics of sequential decades. Th representative poets included 
Alison Clarke, Charlie Gill, Barbara Grodaes, Joyce Harries, Tyler Hein, Peter Midgely, Anna 
Mipduchowska, and Ariana Townsend. 
 
The year closed with calls for applicants for two projects commencing in 2019. A December 14th 
deadline was set by the Edmonton Poetry Festival to submit proposals for a Bring Your Own 
Venue event for the upcoming festival. Another one was a request, by Stroll poet Kim Blair for 
volunteers for her “Portrait and Poetry Project”. Aimed at being a fundraiser for The Stroll of 
Poets, Kim asked for 35 to 50 head/shoulder pictures complete with an accompanying poem 
about the model. The intention was to produce and sell the portrait pairs with a share of the 
profits going to the Stroll. The Inner City Expositors Project was requesting volunteers to assist 
with screening and editing submissions from amateur poets, primarily from the inner city, as a 
prelude to publication.  
 
Notable during the year was the increase in Haven Reading Series events staged at Audrey’s 
Books who continued to be very supportive of the Stroll. They also helped individual Stroll 
members with book launches at times. Founding Stroll member, and webmaster at that time, 
Doug Elves, stepped down after 15 years of maintaining the Stroll website. Experimentation with 
the Stroll logo was evident on several Newsletters that year as well (check out visuals included 
later in this document).  
 
There were several books published by members that year (not all launched at Audrey’s). A 
sampling of these: 
Raising Grandkids by Gary Garrison 
Crisp-Maned Bay by Nancy MacKenzie 
The Space Between by Antoinette Voûte Roeder 
Awaken the Wildness Within by Janelle Schmidt 
Borderlines Anthology by the WGA Borderlines Writers Circle  
 
 

2019 

January of 2019 included 2 events put on by the Writers Guild of Alberta. The first was an on 
line webinar in the morning of the 21st hosted by Kimmy Beach called “How to Edit Your Work. 
That evening, at The Aviary, was January Member Night called Blue Monday. These events 
were followed up by another WGA event on February 6th at The Almanac called Biographies of 
Two Alberta Cities.   
 
January 31st was the deadline announced in the newsletter by Shirley Serviss for another Friends 
of University Hospitals Annual Poetry Contest, called “Words of Wellness”. As well as an 
opportunity to read their work for the winning poetry submissions was the opportunity to have 
the poem displayed in McMullen Gallery in the U of A Hospital.  



The WGA was staging another Member Night which featured once again a Calgary and an 
Edmonton author in the Biographies of Place: Literary Tales of Two Cities on February 6th. The 
WGA also produced a Webinar on February 21st, Social Media for Writers. To instruct writers 
on using platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Goodreads to submit and/or post 
poetry, who/how/what to follow, and how to engage with others. 
 
The WGA March Member Night featured several writers in residence from different Alberta 
institutions at The Almanac on March 6th. These writers, available to writing communities for 
assistance and consultation, included Matthew Stepanic, Rayanne Haines, Wayne Arthurson, 
Nisha Patel, Katherine Koller, and Mary Pinkoski. 
 
Woodrack Café was the location of a poetry reading on March 13th called Wild Spaces: 3 
perspectives from 3 poets. The readers who were presenting poetry regarding what wild spaces 
meant to them that evening were Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck, Ellen Kartz, and Janelle Schmidt. 
 
The Stroll of Poets AGM was held in 3 Bananas Café on March 17th. The Anthology was also 
rolled out at the meeting. 
 
Readings from the Winter Water chapbook were performed by contributors at the Wild Bird 
General Store on March 31st. That day was also the deadline for ICE Imprint submissions for 
poets from inner city and homeless to be published in a book later in the year. Commencing the 
beginning of April Trudy Greinhaur, of the Stroll of Poets, once again facilitated the 30/30 
Poetry Challenge. She provided optional prompts, which participants could use if they wished, to 
encourage the poets to produce a poem each day throughout the month of April. All the poems 
written would be recorded in a google doc. that she maintained and kept up.  
 
Coinciding with the 30/30 event, as with the year before, The Edmonton Poetry Festival had a 
full slate of scheduled events. The theme of the year was “Homeword”. Headlining poets 
included Rayanne Haines, Claire Kelly, Ellen Kartz, Peter Midgley, Lisa Mulrooney, Pierrette 
Requier, and Anna Marie Sewell. 
 
It was also, once again, announced, promoted and marketed primarily on line. Little or no 
information was provided through the press. Numerous events at many venues filled the week-
long festival. In fact, several workshops were also offered on line during the festival. “YouTube, 
On the Other Hand”, which taught how to make content that people want to see and read, was led 
by Alexis Hillyard. “Eggshells and Bad Yolks: Embracing Vulnerability as Editors” was a 
workshop about embracing the hidden potential of vulnerability in editing practices and was led 
by Peter Midgley. Jenna Butler led another course on creating your own words for the places and 
landscapes where you live called “Home and Away: Writing Our Lands”. Understanding 
musicality and how it affects your words was the focus of a workshop run by Arlene Paré called 
“Music in Poetry With Arlene Paré”. 
 
On April 20th Audrey’s Books hosted an event presenting many greater Edmonton area poets in 
an event billed as “Where Words Come From: A Celebration of Patrick Lane” where the authors 
discussed his influence on their writing journey, read from his work, and from their own. The 



poets present for the event included Jenna Butler, Peter Midgley, Kathy Fisher, Gail Sidorie 
Sobat, Ellen Kartz, and Leanne MC. 
   
The Stroll of Poets and the Edmonton Poetry Festival sponsored and staged “Winking, Blinking, 
and Naughty”, their annual Blinks event at The Aviary on Monday, April 22nd. The Blinks 
Philharmaonic ensured that none of the free verse, spoken word or slant rhymed performances 
went beyond the 30 second time limit by blasting anyone who did. On Friday, April 26th, The 
Matrix Hotel staged this year’s version of “Wine and Wild Women Wordsmiths. The hotel also 
hosted back to back events all the next day with shows called “Homebody”, then “Alive & 
Open”, followed by “The Alongside: Poetry & The Architecture of Home with Canisia Lubrin”. 
They concluded the day with “Homefront, The Saturday Poetry Party. The final day of the 
festival, on Sunday, April 28th, The Café Readings filled several venues downtown through the 
afternoon while CKUA Studio also hosted “Translating Home” that evening. 
 
During the festival the winners of the Spring 2019 Poetry Moves on Transit winners were also 
announced. As a result, Danae Strelau, patti Sinclair, Don Perkins, and Kim Mannix had their 
winning poems displayed on the Edmonton Transit buses and recorded in 
Edmontonpoetryfestival.com/poetry-route web site.  
 
On May 3rd, Edmonton poet Randy Kohan read from his book “Hammers and Bells at Audrey’s 
Books prior to departing on a reading tour of Russia. Edmonton Public Library, Capilano 
Branch, hosted an event with Carissa Halton, Alice Major, and Kelly Shepherd discussing their 
writing practices and what it means to write place, on the 9th of the month. The Stroll of Poets 
once again held their Fresh Verse event for young, emerging poets at their Haven Reading Series 
on May 27th. 
 
Movement and Text Workshop with Leah McInnes was conducted at the John and Maggie 
Mitchell Art Gallery on June 1st. This performative lecture on movement and text guided 
participants through a stretching and moving techniques combined with a series of writing and 
drawing exercises to inspire conversation about how language affects one’s body. June 24th was 
the date of a Poetry Reading at McMullen Library, University of Alberta Hospital. In 
conjunction with a display of art by Lauren Crazybul, indigenous poets Naomi McIlwraith, 
Corinne Riedel, Kali Stewart, Sage Giroux, and Daniel Poitras read from their poetry as well. 
 
During the spring and early summer Richard Davies, of the Stroll of Poets, offered members two 
services to help them with publishing their work. The first was a consultation service regarding 
collections of poems in terms of publishing considerations. The second service Richard offered 
was preface or introduction writing for books that you plan to publish. He provided an overview 
of the purpose and organization of the book and also described your poetic sensibility and 
uniqueness. He also wrote an essay that was also included in the Stroll Newsletter called “How 
do you Know a Poem is Good”. In the essay he suggested that important things to look for 
included whether the title grabbed your interest, the look (or shape) of the poem, stanza breaks. 
As well as scanning the last word of each line to get the gist of the poem and determine the merit 
of the writing. 
 



Over the summer months there were two deadlines for poetry submissions which members could 
participate in. July 7th was the last day to send poems in for Poetry at Stephansson House with 
the actual reading of the winning poems taking place on July 21st as well. The deadline for 
submissions to editors Myrna Garanis and Ivan Sundal for their proposed book “Life of Pie” was 
August 15th. They requested poems that were sweet, savoury, mathematical, or pie in your face 
humorous.  
 
On September 14th Audrey’s Books was the site of a book launch and author signing event for a 
book containing poetry and visual art recognizing the beauty and spirit of the western regions of 
Canada. “Vista of the West contained poetry by many local area poets including Doris Daley, 
Rayanne Hianes, Alice Major,and Trudy Greinhaur.  On that day also, at the University of 
Alberta Botanic Garden, a workshop focused on the connection between writing and our physical 
surroundings was led by Lisa Martin. The day of walking, reflection, and writing was called 
Writing Habitat: A Day of Writing and Reflection.   
 
Oh No! Not another Stroll launch Haven Reading Series was revved up for September 16th at 
The Upper Crust Restaurant again with Anne Gerard Marshall and Alice Major hosting the first 
reading of the new season. Starting a short time after that, Shirley Serviss once again instructed 
writing courses, offered at the City Arts Center, of interest to poets. On Thursday nights, from 
September 26th to November 19th, the content of the course was transforming experiences into a 
variety of essay forms. It was called “Writing: The Personal Essay; Writing in Baggy Pants”. 
Runnig from October 22nd to December 10th, on Tuesday afternoons the course was Writing; 
Writing Your Life”. The focus of the class was to evoke participants to write, in various formats, 
in response to prompts and memories. 
 
During the month of September, the Writers Guild of Alberta was active in presenting several 
poetry events involving members of the Stroll. The WGA kick-off event, on September 4th, at 
The Almanac on Whyte, had a program introducing upcoming literary events for Edmonton so 
was represented by poets and authors of local literary groups in a special reading event. Reading 
on that night were Fawnda Mithrush (LiFest Alberta), Alicia Chantal and Jessica Coles (Editors 
Edmonton), Mary Pinkoski (Regional Writer in Residence), Katherine Gibson (Edmonton Public 
Library/Capital City Press), Lisa Mulrooney (Parkland Poets), Amy St. Amand (Bolo Tie 
Collective), Wendy McGrath (The Olive Reading Series), and Speaker TBC (Stroll of Poets). 
 
Alison Clarke shared a bit of her history and ideas on self-publishing in the first of two events 
sponsored by the WGA at the St. Andrew’s Center starting on September 27th. That event was 
billed as “Alison Clarke – An Author’s Journey”. The next evening Alison led a workshop, 
called “Alison Clarke – Travelling Different Worlds: The Importance of Setting”, in which she 
led participants through an exploration of setting. 
 
During Alberta Culture Days, the WGA sponsored three events, with the first in the city of Fort 
Saskatchewan. On September 27th, in the Kilograms Restaurant & Café, the event was “Poetry 
Sharing Circle with Anna Marie Sewell”. Stroll member and former Poet Laureate Anna read 
from her works along with members of the Fort Saskatchewan Writing Club. Two of the events 
were scheduled for the next day, on Sunday, September 29th in Edmonton. At the Edmonton 
Public Library Strathcona Branch, The WGA, Edmonton Chinese Writing Club, and Canada-



Chinese Friendship Society of Edmonton hosted an event with panel discussion, book displays, 
and singing. The discussion centered on cooperation between organizations in providing support 
to immigrant writers. The panel was made up of representatives of the organizations as follows: 
Dr.Zanyu Zhou (President, Edmonton Chinese Writing Club), Amy Chiu (Former President, 
Edmonton Chinese Writing Club), Lisa Mulrooney (Member at Large, WGA Board of 
Directors), and Ashley Bilodeau (Bolo Tie Collective). There was also a reading and stage event 
in the Calmar Curling Club billed as “Calmar Prairie Players Present: Playwright Afternoon with 
Chris McKerracher” on the Sunday as well. It included a one act play, dramatic readings and 
staged readings. There were also events occurring in several other communities surrounding 
Edmonton during Alberta Culture Days. 
 
The WGA, again, during October, sponsored three events inviting participation by local poets. 
“Special Monday Night Write Night with Capital City Press” was a two-part session at Capilano 
EPL Branch on October 7th. The first half, a mini-workshop titled “The Images Inside”, was 
conducted by Wendy McGrath. She led participants through an exploration of the relationship 
between image and text. This was followed by a talk by Rayanne Haines on what agents and 
publishers are looking for in a manuscript. On the 10th of the month “WGA Edmonton October 
Member Night – Writing Groups” presented speakers from some of the local groups, like 
Inkhorn Society, Morinville Word Docs, and The Inkblot talking about the formation of writing 
groups and/or locating one that may best fit your needs. Then a webinar was conducted on 
October 19th about the process of creating a book proposal. The course was instructed by 
Michael Hingston. 
 
On October the 12th future poet laureate for the city of Edmonton, Titilope Sonuga, and also 
Bernd Hildebrandt recited their poetry intertwined with musical accompaniment created by Scott 
Smallwood and Shawn Pinchbect at the opening event of Mazuka Music and Art Society called 
Thali Ringig. It was a multimedia collaboration with several other musicians and artists taking 
part in it at Holy Trinity Anglican Church. Then, at MacEwan University’s “Live at High Noon”, 
on October 17th, Luciana Erregue-Sacchi (writer in residence, Action for Healthy Communities, 
Edmonton) and Peter Midgley (Artistic Director, St. Albert Readers Festival) read from their 
recent works and also conversed with Stroll member and former Edmonton poet laureate, Anna 
Marie Sewell. 
 
November 7th, 2019 was the date to connect to your inner self and discover what is possible with 
Janelle Schmidt as she discussed this through the content of her book “Awaken the Wildness 
Within” at the Eleven Eleven Collective in Sherwood Park. Strategies for publishing your book 
was the topic, former publicist, Anne Logan presented through a WGA webinar on November 
16th.  
 
Parkland Poets staged three events through November that were open for poets from the Stroll as 
well. Poets from Parkland Poets shared spooky poetry at the Multicultural Heritage Center in 
Stony Plain on the 8th. They sponsored a Slam Poetry Event with cash prizes at Perks Coffee 
House in Spruce Grove on the 22nd. Member poems were paired with photographs of Stony Plain 
Library Photo Fan Club and sold during the month as well. 
 



During that fall the board members of The Stroll of Poets reached out with an online 
Development and Outreach Initiative created by board members Marco Melfi and Josh 
Luukkonen. It invited suggestions from Stroll members for activities that could help grow 
member’s skills or promote the impact of the Stroll in the community. The board offered to assist 
with promotion, advertising and liaising of the selected proposals. The board also formally 
created a Haven Crew to tend to all of the components that made the Haven Reading Series 
possible. This included scheduling readers, mic and door hosts, and sound equipment 
responsibilities. The Writers Union of Canada requested, via the Stroll board, that members 
participate in a letter writing campaign to encourage the teaching of Canadian content in schools. 
The Stroll of Poets also proposed to publish another chapbook, called “Local Planet”, with 
November 30th set as the deadline for submissions by members. 
 
Recognition for Stroll member Anna Marie Sewell came when she was announced as the Writer 
in Residence for MacEwan University. Alice Major received an Honorary Doctor of Letters 
Degree from the University of Alberta that month as well. To commemorate the award, the U of 
A also donated an historic book to the Bruce Peel Special Collections. The book, “Old Spookes’ 
Pass and Other Poems (1884) by Isabella Valancy Crawford, was the first book by a woman to 
be published in Canada. A Celebration was held for her at Audrey’s Books on November 28th in 
honor her achievements including the degree that was granted to her, the 11 books of poetry and 
essays that she had authored and recognizing her as the founder of the Edmonton Poetry Festival.       
 
Audrey’s Books supported members of the Stroll by hosting Haven Readings through the year 
and also promoted book launches for several members. These included “Circle” by Alison 
Clarke, “Riverlines: Poems of time and place along the North Saskatchewan River” by Doug 
Elves, and “The Eater of Dreams” by Kat Cameron, who all read there on November 24th.   
 
 

2020 

At the start of the year a new project was initiated by Gary Garrison called the 20/2020 Trifecta. 
Stroll members were requested to participate in a new concept similar to the annual 30/30 poetry 
workshop. The objective was to write a poem on or before the 20th of each month throughout the 
year from January to December. The poems were recorded, and retained, on a google doc for the 
purpose of producing a chapbook at the end of the year-long project. 
 
“WGA Presents: Blue Monday” was held at the Glass Bookshop on January 20th. Rayanne 
Haines and Shawn Hamm were guest speakers discussing their mental health journeys and how 
the bearing they had on their writing. The Stroll Newsletter announced a call for poetry 
submissions, particularly by BIPOC and LGBTQ2S+ writers, and people from outside traditional 
writing communities, for an anthology to be published by Coach House Books. The collection 
would be titled “Watch Your Head: Responding to the Climate Crisis” and the proceeds from 
sales went to climate justice groups. 
 
Chosen from suggestions by Stroll members to the Outreach and Development Initiative was a 
workshop called “Utopia and Dystopia”. This idea was submitted by Shirley Serviss, who also 



facilitated the course. On February 22nd at McMullen Gallery in the University of Alberta 
Hospital, the group gathered amidst the art display, the living wall and the river valley 
soundscape. Participants could contemplate ideas of paradise and utopia, as well as societal 
inequities and the world ecological and political turmoil, to produce written word formats. 
Another workshop, staged by the WGA, invited poets to a Special Write Night Workshop at the 
Clareview EPL on February 24th. Attendees experimented with framing and story telling devices 
that deviated from structural norms. 
 
The WGA hosted another event on March 4th at Audrey’s Books called “Writing and Alcohol”. 
Insights into the drunken writer mystique and support systems for writers in recovery were 
offered during one of the WGA’s monthly events. Ivan Sundal and Myrna Garanis held a book 
launch at Park Towers on International Pi Day, March 14th, for the “Life of Pie” Anthology. It 
contained pie poems from 31 contributors. From March 24th to the 26th Fort MacMurray hosted 
the Western Perceptions Writers Festival with special emphasis on, but not linited to, indigenous 
writers form the west of Canada.  
 
At this time the Corona virus was sweeping the country and almost every live event was 
cancelled, or at least postponed until a future date. Besides the 2020 Edmonton Poetry Festival, 
the Stroll of Poets board decided to cancel the live AGM and rescheduled an on line zoom 
meeting in its place for June 28th. At that time Stroll president, John Leppard, issued a special 
message to the members via the electronic newsletter. 
 
 
 
 
 
Message	from	John	Leppard	
 
Hello my friends, 
  
It is my greatest hope that you are all safe, comfortable and well. 
  
We are certainly enduring some turbulent times right now. For those 
most dramatically impacted by COVID-19, I am sending an 
abundance of virtual good wishes and support. Some members of our 
community may be feeling the emotional effects of social distancing 
more than others. If you know of a Stroll friend who may be 
experiencing such a challenge, please consider reaching out to lend 
some support. We are stronger together, my friends, never more so 
than now. 
  
Along our thirty-year journey we have had challenges and overcame 
them, had successes and celebrated them, and always at the heart of our organization continues to be 
the poems and poets. These will endure regardless of the length of time needed to heal our world and put 
COVID-19 in the rearview mirror. 
  
I am grateful to the efforts of some of our members for providing creative leadership to keep our poetry 
flame alive. I encourage you to check out the invitations from Gary Garrison, Trudy Greinauer and our 



Parkland Poetry friends, outlined in our newsletter and Facebook page. Please let us know of any on-line 
collaborations you may be involved in that may be of interest to other members. We will do our best to 
promote and support you. You may contact me atleppardjohn@hotmail.com 
  
The Stroll board is monitoring the ever-unfolding changes this viral event is eliciting. We are confident that 
when things stabilize we will again meet and share our verse, face to face and heart to heart. Details on a 
future date for our AGM and anthology release will be made available when we have a clearer picture of 
what the future holds. We will continue to provide updates in our newsletter and on social media as 
needed. 
  
Until then, my friends, on behalf of the board and associates, I wish you peace. 
  
Yours in verse, 
John Leppard 
 
 
 Two of the other scheduled events that were delayed are the following two big events. 
 
Two other presentations during the month of March involved several Stroll of Poets members. 
On March19th, at The Royal Alberta Museum Amiskwaciy Theater the Writers Guild of Alberta 
sponsored a special multicultural, multilingual production showcasing several celebrated 
Edmonton female poets and storytellers. Called “She, The River”. Their voices expressed, 
through tales of their journeys, what it meant to be in collectively present in Edmonton at that 
stage of their lives. The production was also supported by the Edmonton Heritage Council, The 
Edmonton Arts Council, Glass Bookshop, Lets Get Lit Poetry Podcast, Glass Buffalo Magazine, 
and Lazy Kitten Productions. The powerhouse line up was made up of: 
Rayanne Haines: the breath & voice of witches burned at the stake 
Titilope Sonuga: the amen to prayers of women reaching for God and here, doing the work 
Anna Marie Sewell: the silence between two rivers 
Pierrette Requier: a daughter of the wind, une fille du vent 
Laurie MacFayden: writer, painter, dreamer, dancer by the North Saskatchewan River 
Alice Major: found and made her place by the North Saskatchewan; 1st poet laureate of the city 
Iman Mersal: Egyptian poet who voiced the conflicts with nature within the human heart 
Medgine Mathurin: multilingual author who used words to demystify the art of healing 
Nisha Patel: Edmonton poet laureate at the time and 2019 Canadian Slam Champion   
 
***She, The River was eventually premiered on YouTube on October 15th.***  
 
At The Holy Trinity Anglican Church, on March 29th, Stroll members were involved in another 
production called “Life is Poetry; Poetry is Life”. The poetry/play stage production was about 
the life and poetry of Nikolai Gumilov, Anna Akhmatova, and Osip Mandelshtam, Russian poets 
during Russia’s Silver Age of the early 20th century. The event was directed by Kan Brown and 
included a cast made up of: 
Pierrette Requier – read Anna Akhmatova 
Michael Gravel – read Nikolai Gumilov 
Randy Kohan – read Osip Mandelshtam 
Ella Zetserman – told the story and read from her own work 
 



 
Events that could still proceed were primarily those that were planned for or could be adapted to 
be hosted on line. The April 30/30 still went on as planned with Trudy Greinhaur collecting the 
poetry of participants through electronic e-mails for instance. The 20/2020 Trifectory project 
also ran continuously throughout the year. The Stroll Newsletter, of course, continued to be sent 
out virtually every week and kept members up to date with board decisions and online events. 
Poetry contests, such as the Dr. William Henry Drummond Poetry Contest still carried on as 
usual. The deadline for entries was extended, however, to May 1st. The Edmonton Poetry 
Festival presented their first on line PoFest Poetry Contest during their 15 Anniversary that year. 
The deadline for entries was May 31st.  
 
Calls for submissions began to come in for writing, both fictional and nonfiction, regarding the 
effects of the Covid pandemic and associated restrictions on people’s lives and daily routines. 
Literary groups, such as The Ontario Poetry Society, and other associations sought such work 
including the University of Alberta Faculty of Arts. They produced a collation of these 
submissions, called “Stories of Change”, which included reflections on the effects of the 
isolation, social distancing, cancellations, uncertainties, etc. It was a virtual presentation in the 
form of Word documents, PowerPoint slides, social media material from Instagram, TikTok, 
YouTube, and personal blog sites. The sharing of literary forms was destined to continue. 
Another opportunity was in the form of a request for submissions of video poetry readings to Ian 
Ferrier. Ian was the curator and presenter of the monthly Words and Music literature program in 
Montreal and he was also the judge of this contest looking for “Hope” video poems, to be 
received by August 15th.   
 
Parkland Poets began to hold their readings on the zoom platform at the end of March with 
members of the Stroll of Poets in attendance on line for that event as well. The WGA also began 
to operate through more online webinars and courses through varying platforms such as Zoom, 
Google Classroom, and YouTube. Beginning on April 15th and running for six weeks they 
offered “Small Words with Muscle with Vivian Hansen”. In this workshop participants worked 
with sound, structure, imagery, and meaning to discover the elements of poetry. On May 9th their 
next course was a webinar “Writing Place, Writing Self, Writing History: The Documentary 
Poem with RDR. Ryan Cox”. Attendees worked with and through historical documents to 
explore and create poems in a documentary mode.  
 
Although the WGA was unable to carry through with plans to host their “Spring Cleaning” Open 
Mic event, scheduled for April 1st at The Almanac, they eventually successfully launched their 
new Online Reading Series on June 18th with poetry reading followed by Q&A with poet Amy 
LeBlanc. The presentation was led by WGA Communications and Partnerships Coordinator 
Ellen Kartz. The Stroll of Poets staged their first online open mic poetry reading billed as 
“Summer Songs” on June 26th for the reunion of members to reconnect with friends, relax, have 
fun, hear poetry and try out the new technology. Two days later, on June 28th, The Stroll of Poets 
conducted their first on line AGM as the board also could not convene in person with members 
in a live situation.  
 
When the winners of the Dr. William Henry Drummond Poetry Contest are announced in July 
that year there are several Stroll members included. Administrating the competition annually was 



David C. Brydges, winning Honorable Mentions were Max Vandersteen and Lois Hammond, 
and Winning Judge’s Choices were Deborah Lawson and Rayanne Haines. July 14th the WGA 
Online Reading Series presented Spruce Grove poet Lynn Gale including a Q&A after her 
reading. This was followed by two more poetry readings in the next two weeks with Fort 
MacMurray poet Dorothy Bentley on July 21st and then Edmonton poet Paul Pearson on July 
30th. Kat Cameron was the next poet as a featured reader on the series getting the opportunity on 
August 11th. 
 
As the anthology could not be launched live at customarily done at the AGM due to Covid 19 it 
was decided to have a distribution, including distancing protocols, at the home of Anthology 
editor Deborah Lawson on August 15th. Since not all members had the chance to pick up their 
anthologies during the summer this distribution opportunity was repeated on October 3rd.   
 
The WGA Fall Kick-off was also a virtual affair that year held on September 23rd. Agendas and 
schedules of literary affairs of all sorts were shared by Alberta literary groups. The scheduled 
readers were Fawnda Mithrush (LitFest), Shelley Youngblut (Wordfest), Peter Midgley 
(STARfest), Alexandra Handley (Calgary Distinguished Writer Program), Meg Braem (CDWP 
Writer-in Residence), Alicia and Rhonda (Editors Edmonton), Reps from the Alexandra Writer’s 
Center Society, Claire Kelly (NeWest Press), Shaun Hunter and Rosemary Griebel (Calgary 
Public Library), Sarah Krotz (Canadian Literature Center), Susie Moloney and Conni Massing 
(Edmonotn metro and regional Writers in Residence), Elisabeth Hegerat (Word on the Street 
Lethbridge), and Nisha Patel (Poetry Fest). 
 
 
A cross Canada evening of shared poetry and prose occurred in an on line event called “Identities 
Panel” on October 1st. Dealing with how poetry and prose shape our ethos and how engagement 
with female artists informs society’s behavior it consisted of readings and discussions by 
Rayanne Haines (also the producer), Canisia Lubrin, Shazia Hafiz Ramji, and Rebecca Thomas.  
In order to reconnect with poetry lovers, The Edmonton Poetry Festival decided to join up with 
LiFest from October 15th to 25th in a virtual on line co-festival. 
 
The Stroll of Poets reading series moved on line with the launch of the new season on October 
12th. Called “Haven at Home” it was scheduled to be presented, via the Zoom platform, every 
second Monday until the AGM to be held the following spring. The first two meetings were 
entirely open mic sessions in an attempt to accommodate numerous anxious readers.  
 
A weekend event called “JustWrite Online” was presented from November 6th to the 8th offering 
workshops for participants to engage with writer Marty Chan, poet Mary Pinkoski, playwright 
Darrin Hagen, and writing instructor Karen Hamdon. 
 
A session about the role of arts vs climate change, which was a part of a virtual conference on 
climate change organized by Massey College in Toronto, included Alice Major, along with two 
other artists, and Canada’s Heritage Minister. Alice presented at this “Massey is Missing 
COP26” (the cancelled global conference) panel discussion on preparation to ensure that the next 
conference is as productive as possible. 
 



Naomi McIlwraith was part of a short film produced by Rebeca Sadowski called “The Sash 
Maker” which featured poetry by Naomi. The video was available on line December 6th through 
“Weesageechak Begins to Dance 33” which was the annual development festival Indigenous 
work.    
 
As a result of the cancellation of live gatherings even book launches had to take the route of 
using virtual platforms to announce, preview, and market new publications. During the fall of 
2020 these included: 
“When Conditions are Right” by award winning authou, Randy Kohan on October 17th 
A virtual Launch Party by Stonehouse Publishing, complete with readings, occurred on 
November 7th with 5 new books which included Anna Marie Sewell’s “Humane”. The others 
were “Rough” by Robin vavn Eck, “Censorettes”, by Eliabeth Frank, “All the Night Gone”, by 
Sabrina Uswak, and “Fall of Night” by D.K. Stone. 
On November 30th a CD containing 16 songs and poems by Clint McIlwaine was launched. It 
was titled “Love the Land & Us” which was also the name of the song, included on the disc, that 
he performed at the Monte Vista Variety Show. On that same date Alison Clarke launched her 
new book titled “Phillis” with poetry concentrating on the life of American poet Phillis 
Wheatley, who was the first African American woman to publish a book of poetry (“Poems on 
Various Subjects Religious and Moral”) in 1778. 
Stef Guilly released her 3rd book “Nestle In: poems for hope and inspiration” on December 1st 
and then presented readings from it on line on December 17th which also invited the audience to 
participate in a session combining poetry and self care for rest, relaxation and rejuvenation. 
On December 10th Stony Plain poet laureate, Stroll of Poets and Parkland Poets member, Lisa 
Mulrooney, launched her new book of Haiku Poetry, called Moments”, on a special edition of 
Parkland Poets Society’s Poetry Reading and Open Mic events.  
 

2021 

Gary Garrison facilitated a sequel event to the 20/2020 Trifecta of the previous year with a new 
initiative involving monthly poetry prompts to spark creativity and group collaboration. The 
name of the 2021 event was “Cures for Eikosienaphobia”. The term, referencing the fear of the 
number 21, was the theme for poetry topics for that year.   
   
To celebrate World Interfaith Harmony Week Spiritual Poetry Connections hosted a poetry 
reading event co-hosted by Lisa Mulrooney and Len Gierach. It featured readings by Jan 
Jorgensen founder of the Lawn Chair Soirée monthly literary series and editor of sitting duck 
press from Montreal, and Angie Hall. Of Cree and Stoney ancestry and graduate of Art Therapy 
and Spiritual Informed Arts followed by discussion afterwards. 
  
The Stroll of Poets initiated a venture prompting members to send 7 postcards, containing one of  
their poems on it, to other participants and in return also receiving 7 postcards from other 
participants during the week around Valentines Day. Called “Poetry Postcards for Valentines”, 
the idea was to spread a little poetry love around in a fashion different than virtual meetings. 
Also, on February 14th, Lisa Mulrooney was one of several international poets laureate invited to 
read on Cultivating Voices Live Poetry’s Laureate LoveFest 2021virtual poetry reading webinar. 



 
Two writing workshops were lead by Stef Guilly a short time later. On February 24th “Love On 
Poetry introduced the use of meditation to produce poems resulting from an inner focus on love, 
whether of partner, friend, nature, or pets. In the second workshop, titled “Self-Love Poetry, the 
focus was on accessing love of self through meditation to reflect on self-care, self-love, shame, 
and barriers to self-love. In both workshops poetry was written and discussed among participants 
afterward. Stef orchestrated two additional online workshops during the month of March as well. 
The second was a repeat of the first held 10 days apart on the 10th and the 20th and were called 
“Celebration”. As the title indicated, the focus was on celebration and expression of it. 
 
March 21st was the date that the AGM was held virtually again that year. Janis Dow, the first 
new president since 2015 was elected at the meeting. The board collectively agreed to extend the 
duration of the reading series for an extra two events to include March 29th and April 12th in an 
attempt to give more members an opportunity to be a featured reader during the year. Since the 
anthology could again not be rolled out or distributed to members at the AGM it was again 
decided to roll it out at the editor’s home, Deborah Lawson’s house on May26th. It was later 
decided to add an additional date to also make the anthologies available for pick up on August 
14th.   
 
An activity selected by board members from the half dozen proposals submitted to the Stroll’s 
Outreach and Development google doc solicitations was sent in by Shirley Serviss. The proposed 
activity was a writing circle and advertisements went out for a facilitator. Among the several 
submissions, the name of Gary Garrison was selected to run the group meetings. The first of ten 
weekly meetings was held, via the zoom platform, on May 26th and enjoyed by the ten 
participants involved. During the month of April, the annual 30/30 poetry writing event was 
again facilitated by Trudy Greinhaur who collected all of the poetry submitted in response to 
prompts provided by her on a Google.doc. Submissions were also once again requested by David 
Brydges for the annual Dr. William, Henry Drummond poetry contest. The Fresh Verse event for 
the Haven at Home Reading Series was conducted on April 26th.  
Two other fairly significant member activities took place that spring as well. The Glass 
Bookshop and Shelf Life Books joined Armistice Press in sponsoring a virtual book launch for 
their first 4 chapbooks. The event was hosted by Anna Marie Sewell and announced the release 
of “Sword and Smoke” by Sara Campos-Silvius, “Bone Chips and Gemstones” by Wilda Kruize, 
Exaltation” by Adeline K. Piercy, and “Wandering Teeth” by Mackenzie Wiebe. The other 
virtual presentation was announced by Keyana the Artist who was a poetry and dance performer. 
She staged 4 events through YouTube which were “Poetry Therapy for Teens” on April 9th, 
“Story Time for Kids” on the 10th, “The Journey: Open Mic” on April 17th , and “Meet and Greet 
the Author” on the 24th of the month.   
 
During the Heart of the City Festival, which ran on the weekend of June 5th and 6th, several 
virtual workshops and poetry readings were shown amid other dance and music events as well. 
“The Best Spoken Word Variety Show’ presented local poets and comics and was hosted by Stef 
Alzati. The poets highlighted in the show included Ben Freeland, Donna Durand, Paula Eva 
Kirman, Lady Vanessa, KazMega, Sophie Kim, Adele Fontaine, and Shima 
Robenson/Dwennimmen. Two writing workshops hosted on line were oral story telling with 
Lady Vanessa Cardona and poetry editing led by Nisha Patel. 



 
The Espresso Poetry Collective, a group of Calgary based women poets launched an anthology 
during their virtual presentation called “Uncommon Grounds” on June 28th. The collection 
resulted from workshops initiated by Laurie Anne Fuhr, who read her poetry, along with Linda 
Hatfield, Kimberlee Jones, and Sharon Kristie during this event sponsored by Owls Nest Books 
and emceed by poet Anne Sorbie.  
 
Poets wishing to contribute to a poem circulated on line by the Wick Poetry Center at Kent State 
and the Arizona Poetry Center could add a line or two to “Dear Vaccine: A Global Vaccine 
Poem”. The purpose of the project was to promote COVID-19 vaccination worldwide and was 
announced in the Stroll Newsletter at that time. YouthWrite Edmonton events were also 
announced in the newsletter to invite young writers to participate in the workshops that were 
held in the river valley between July 12th and 16th. YouthWrite River Valley I, for 8 – 11 year 
olds, taught basic writing techniques and genres. YouthWrite II was divided for 12 to 14 year 
olds and for 15 – 20 year olds to teach and discuss writing, ideas, and their work. 
 
On July 11th Bob Chelmick of CKUA Radio once again streaed a tribute to pies with song, story, 
and poetry. He read poems from contributors to the “Life of Pie” anthology. Among them were 
Stroll members Kim Mannix, Patti Sinclair, Anna Marie Sewell, Gary Garrison, Jannie Edwards, 
Shirley Serviss, Leslie Dawson, Jo-Ann Godfrey, Anna Mioduchowska, and Robin Smith. Vi’s 
for Pies Restaurant also agreed to sell copies of the anthology in house. Shortly after this the 
winners of the Dr. William Henry Drummond Poetry Contest were announced and the list also 
included a few Stroll members once again that year. Honorable Mentions were awarded to 
Brenda Gunn, Kathy Fisher, and Maja Osmangic while S.E. Ingraham won a judge’s choice 
award. 
 
A relatively quiet summer did see the Stroll board announce another drive through the Outreach 
and Development committee requesting input from members into a google doc in an attempt to 
solicit proposals and suggestions for activities to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Stroll of 
Poets Society. From the dozen ideas submitted by the extended deadline of September 21st, the 
board selected three of them as feasible to pursue during the upcoming year. Ideas on differing 
themes, input by three different people or groups, became a combined effort when all agreed to 
work together on a common theme for a chapbook of poetry dealing with Strolling. Laurel 
Sproule, Neil Meili, and Naomi McIlwraith agreed to collaborate on this project to assemble a 
collection of poems regarding that topic. The second proposal that was approved was submitted 
by Kayleigh Cline. Her idea was to request members to send in poems that were written in 
response to poems written previously by Stroll members and published in past Anthologies. She 
suggested that it be called “Poetry Remix” and that the poems submitted should be published on 
social media platforms like the Stroll website and group Facebook page. The third approved 
project came from Max Vandersteen who proposed to write up a history of The Stroll of Poets 
Society to be available to members on the Stroll website. 
 
In the thirtieth year of Stroll of Poets Society the Haven at Home Reading Series commenced on 
September with an entirely open mic event with the theme Wordy Thirty. Whatever could be 
associated with thirty was a plausible topic for a poem. The Stroll board encouraged members to 



increase use of social media to promote poetry in the community since it was difficult to reach 
them via live interaction during the covid restrictions in place. 
 
World Food Day fell on October 16th and was also the date that contest winners were announced 
by Poetry X Hunger for the contest titled “Our Actions are Our Future”. The UN Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), Capital Area Food Bank and poet Rebecca Roach sponsored 
the contest and sanctioned the theme of hunger. They also used winning poetry entries in FAO 
newsletters and Capital Area Food Bank messages. The Poetry X Hunger website included many 
of the poems on their website including several submitted by Stroll members. Instrumental in 
liaising this effort with the Stroll was Hiram Larew. 
 
 The deadline for another project requesting input from poets was December 15th for the 
“Bleeding Heart Art Space – Common Flame Project”. Responding to the light and warmth seen 
in others was the theme sought in entries and the winning entrants would be able to use the Art 
Space social media platforms to share their ideas, process, progress and final result over a one 
month period. A new artist would be highlighted for six consecutive months. 
 
Over the last few months of the year the works of Stroll members were again rolled out in book 
launches such as the launch of Jo-Ann Godfrey’s chapbook “Tranquility of Focus in late 
September at an invitational reading event. October 15th was the release date of another CD by 
Stroll member Clint McElwaine called “Where Music Comes to Play too”. It included music 
from songwriters of the Edmonton Uptown Folk Club. A launch of books by several poets and 
writers by Wordfest.ca on December 5th included one called “the rightful skin” by the Stroll’s 
patti Sinclair published through Rose Garden Press. Friends of University Hospitals launched an 
anthology of poems submitted over the past 20 years on December 17th. It was called “Revealed; 
the Hospital Experience from All Sides” and contained numerous Stroll member contributions.   
 
	 	



Memories and Tributes by Stroll Members 
 

Ruth Anderson Donovan 

Intro: To prime the well for commemorations of the thirtieth year of the Stroll of Poets Society, I 
will share a prose poem that tells of a few lights along the path that led me to this poets’ 
community, and share some memories of a few of the people and early days of Stroll activities 
that stay in my mind’s eye and my heart: 
 
Poetry, Performance, and some recollections of the Early Days of Edmonton’s Stroll of 
Poets Society.  
 
The first stage appearance I recall took place on an improvised platform set up for the Christmas 
concert at Silverton country school — I think my brother got to play a sheep, while I was given a 
joke to tell between acts involving holding Mom’s cheese grater behind my back for the punch 
line-- my parents gave me the names of local luminaries to replace the American content 
of  “Abraham Lincoln was a great man, George Washington was a great man, but here is a 
grater.” I was shy and felt like pulling the skirt of the mauve party dress Mom made me over my 
face to hide. 
 
Mom sang hymns around home, and I learned early on to sing The Lord’s Prayer, but the only 
way I could bear to sing for company was to hide behind the wall that separated our galley 
kitchen from the living room. I happily went about making up songs of my own until Daddy 
asked me “Why don’t you sing something?” 
 
At nine I sang in our town’s first music festival and carried the top trophy home across a plank 
where our culvert had washed out - my solo performance career went downhill from there. My 
first published poem appeared in the Carnduff Gazette Post News, School Vox when I was in 
third grade — it  rhymed, and told of Pinky the pig, who never grew big, and who won a fine 
prize at the fair— the same fair at which my Great Aunt Lillian would win at the turkey shoot —
she was the first poet I knew, and penned  and performed clever verses for showers or the town’s 
curling banquet. 
 
I memorized all 22 stanza of Longfellow’s poem “The Wreck of the Hesperus” to recite in 4th 
grade- ( don’t ask me why). Out town held “Amateur Night”, where people could sing or tap 
dance, play the spoons or recite, and win a prize. 
 
In eight grade, I took part in Bryant Oratory — my hands still tremble recalling the tale of King 
Tut’s tomb. 
 
We left the farm that I still write about and moved to Saskatoon, I remember Mr. Hunter inviting 
writer W.O. Mitchell to read to our English class, and Mr. WIlson, moving me from features to 
helping edit our collegiate newspaper in 12th grade, but he’d been a reporter and said I didn’t 
want to find myself chasing  ambulances for a career— He told me about  a 22 volume Oxford 
English Dictionary at The University. After studying art and English there, I became a teacher 



too, and it was 8 years after I secured a job in Edmonton that I met other writers, in ’84, at a 
Writer’s Guild of Alberta retreat at Strawberry Creek. Shirley Serviss invited me to join her 
poetry circle, which had grown from a poetry class at the university taught by Bert Almon 
continuing to meet at the High Level Diner, and later in one another's homes — that was when I 
first met long-time mentor Alice Major. 
 
I remember two years away in London—taking in events at the Poetry Library, and readings by 
international poets Joseph Brodsky, and Derek Walcott— Walcott told us : “if you want to get to 
know another culture, read its poetry, because nobody writes poetry for money” (He later won a 
Nobel Prize). I remember reading above a pub at the Wooden Lamb , and attending Apples and 
Snakes Poetry Cabaret, then returning to Edmonton in ’89, when the High Level Poetsdecided to 
celebrate ten years together by holding “A Poets Gallery” featuring circle members, and an open 
stage in the Members Lounge at the Edmonton Art Gallery. Ernie brought his ghetto blaster to all 
three open stages, with music to accompany a repeated recitation of a tribute to his deceased dog. 
 
I recall Alice and Doug Elves working together to continue such readings and open stages at the 
public library for a year, which morphed into local poets meeting, around a table at St Anthony’s 
Teacher’s Centre, to form a grass roots poetry society to promote spoken word. We decided to 
call it The Stroll of Poets Society, because our audience and the poets would stroll from bistro to 
bookstore venues along Whyte Avenue, in this once-a-year celebration of the work of local 
poets. Sound-poet prof Douglas Barbour riffed off the sounds of a cappuccino machine. 
 
Doug Elves asked the venues for funds to pay each reader $10— for many, this was the first time 
they had been paid for performing poetry. I remember Thomas Trofimiuk saying that there had 
to be an anthology to document the event, and his putting up the funds to print it—readers each 
got a copy, and, for many, it was the first time they had their poetry published. With a $10 
membership fee and 65 readers in the first Stroll, I think we broke even. Treasurer Ivan Sundal 
would know.  
 
I recall sitting at a table at Faith and Ivan’s, making a schedule with yellow stickies,  grouping 
the poets who would perform at the Stroll on Whyte, where each reader read twice, and a 
distinguished poetry professor could end up reading in a set with a 13 year old. That was also 
where we hand-stitched souvenir chapbooks from The Blinks- a riotous winter evening of 30 
second poems where Naomi and Audrey banged pots and Garry blew on his didgeridoo to keep 
readers on time.  At a spoken word workshop with voice coach John Patrick Gillese, I recall 
trying to perform a poem about my mother-in-law’s garden, and everyone helping me when I 
couldn’t read for tears.  
 
I remember dances after Stroll readings, with Thomas and his band playing , and Kathleen 
Henderson singing into a mic. I remember the “No Bards Barred Bar” at the Southside Legion, 
and Jocko (Jacques Benoit ) emceeing  its Poetry Face-off, where future Poet Laureate Anna 
Marie Sewell first met her husband Doug Barrett; I have a picture in my mind’s eye of Phil 
Jagger dropping poems on the floor one by one as he performed, and Mary T. MacDonald, in her 
special shoes, happy to be dancing. I remember Mary’s family coming to hear her read at the 
spin-off Twelve Days of Poetry competition initiated by webmaster Doug Elves, and listening to 
her poem about haunting the British Library after she died—ghost writing. I remember 



performances by group of poets called Spiritus, with English Consultants Richard Davies and 
Glen Kirkland, and teacher Dean Mackenzie accompanying on his guitar. 
 
The Stroll community has changed over time— and adapted, alongside offshoots like “The 
Roar” at Yanni’s Taverna, complete with musical improv. The Stroll’s on-line journal “e-poem”, 
was at one time archived in the digital collection of The National Library of Canada; an agent 
from Gage found my “Lament for Via Rail” and asked to publish it in a grade 11 textbook I later 
taught from. It showed up in a chapter on poetry and technology alongside a poem by Langston 
Hughes. 
 
There are many more chapters to the changing story of the Stroll for others to recount — I’ve 
only touched on a few of the many poetry events, workshops, and venues, and wonderfully 
varied poets who made up The Stroll’s community. How the Stroll moved downtown on a 
Sunday afternoon, as a sub-set of The Edmonton Poetry Festival, and readings moved from a 
Stroll weekend during Poetry Month in April, with a double page spread schedule in now-
defunct “See” or “Vue Magazine”, to a weekly reading series Monday nights in the back room at 
“The Upper Crust” running from fall to spring, until Stroll readings had to move on-line via 
ZOOM for “The Haven at Home”— all changes other poets will recall; I am grateful that poets 
continued to gather in the back room at “The Upper Crust” on 109 Street, to share treats and 
listen to the lives poets shared through their poetry. I am grateful for “The Haven at Home”, 
when we could no longer meet face to face. I wanted to end The Poets Haven a Home season 
with appreciation for spoken and written-word opportunities afforded me all my life, and 
especially through the Stroll of Poets Society, that helped me to find community through the 
practice and sharing of poetry.  
 
2/02/22. 
 
 

Alison Akgungor 

I have always been impressed by the Stroll’s openness and generosity in fostering new poets and 
giving voice to newcomers to Canada, including in their own languages. 
 
Gary Garrison’s amazing Leonard Cohen impersonation, complete with hat and guitar on the 
occasion of Leonard’s 75th birthday which corresponded with a Stroll night on Sept 21, 2009 
 
 Alice Major's very touching family stories in poems which became Memory’s 
Daughter (published in 2010) 
 
The November 2011 Stroll night when ice from the first snowfall of the season kept me trapped 
on the High Level bridge for 90 minutes with the mike and sound equipment for our poetry 
reading. Fortunately we had guest slam poets that night, including Mary Pinkowski, who could 
project without a mike.  
 



Anne Gerard Marshall’s powerful Glosa poem based on a poem of Alice Major, reflecting how 
we inspire each other 
 
Listening to Naomi McIlwraith weaving Cree into the poems which became her kiyam collection 
(published in 2012) 
 
The humour and fast-paced fun at our annual Blinks events, including the one in April 2013 
when Liz Lochhead, the Makar or National Poet of Scotland was in attendance 
 
John Leppard’s amazing spoken word performances which introduced me to this wonderful form 
of poetry. 
 
Shirley Serviss’s humorous and all too truthful poems making us laugh at ourselves. 
  
Diane Robitelle’s very spiritual poetry making words come alive with dance and sometimes art. 
 
Clint McElwaine’s beautiful nature-laden cowboy poetry, sometimes set to music. 
 
Pierrette Requier’s beautiful French poems, personifying the months of the year so vividly.  
 
The magical words of a Nepalese poet transporting us to his faraway world.  
 
 

Scott Alderson, Calgary 

Friday Morning Memory: 
 
From 2001-2005 the Calgary Stroll of Poets and the Edmonton Stroll of Poets were collaborating 
on events like "Showdown at the Poetry Corral" at the Stanley Milner library and participating in 
each others Stroll day. Groups like the Raving Poets were admired and the executives from both 
cities were trying new ways to stimulate interest in the Strolls. One way was the pre-stroll 
readings and events. One I recall the most profound was in Edmonton at Paris Market in 
downtown. Philip Alexander Jagger was pushing a shopping cart that was modified with 
Eatlardfudge(Steve Gillespie) in it. He would stop suddenly and Eatlardfudge would read a 
poem, then we followed until they stopped again. Also there was a woman who was well-known 
in Edmonton circles( can't clearly recall her name, Delvina I think), she read an original piece 
about the Trollup of Saturday Night while removing pieces of clothing. It all wrapped up with 
the featured reader(Peter somebody from Toronto). He was amazing. We Calgary Poets were 
treated with great respect and given red carpet treatment. Calgary reciprocated and a whole 
school bus full of Edmonton Poets attended Calgary's Stroll. In 2002 Edmonton Stroll member 
Ken Sutton chose to use my picture for the Edmonton Stroll of Poets webpage. The picture he 
took of me at the "Showdown at the Poetry Corral" event. Great times with great people. Thank 
you Edmonton, city of my birth, for the memories. 
 
 



Hank Binnema 

 
2003? 

 
It was a café on 109 Street:  I don’t remember exactly which one now.  I had heard a bit 

about the Stroll of Poets and its annual stroll.  I don’t remember exactly how and where:  I know 
I had taken a writing workshop with Shirley Serviss, and she had mentioned it.   

There was a poetry reading at this café on 109 Street, and cycling in the neighbourhood, I 
decided to check it out.  I thought I’d quietly slip in a corner, have a drink, and listen 
anonymously to some poetry.  That was not to be.  Almost immediately after I slipped in, a lively 
gregarious man introduced himself as Andy Michaelson and we chatted about poetry and I 
learned about the Stroll of Poets.  I remember nothing else about that day.   

Later that year, the Stroll of Poets had a reading at the then-called Centennial Library 
downtown.  Dianne Buchanan and Paul McLaughlin were two of the poets:  the other two I no 
longer remember.  After the poet reading, I spoke to Oswald Meyer, from whom I got some 
affirming and kind statements.  It was to be another year before I worked up the nerve to 
participate in what was then an annual stroll.   

Although the structure, and many of the people involved, has changed over the years, I 
have always appreciated the welcome and hospitality from the Stroll of Poets that has now 
changed location over to the Poets Haven at the Upper Crust.  I have tried to remember when I 
saw a new person, to show the same kind of welcome.  I have met a number of new friends as a 
result.  The Stroll of Poets has been a haven for poetry for many years.  

 
 

2009 
 
 It was the beginning of my second year as a board member of the Stroll of Poets.   I had 
spent a year being the Haven Coordinator, scheduling in a time when although we had internet, 
our computer facilities were not quite as advanced as they are now.  I had spent most of Tuesday 
evenings emailing reminders, rescheduling when there were cancellations, and other assorted 
follow-up from the previous night at the Upper Crust.  

There was a lot of turnover on the Board that year.  There were just two of us, Gary 
Garrison and me, returning to the Board that year.  My biggest fear was that I would be asked to 
be a treasurer; no organization wants me as treasurer.  So I was ecstatic that Alice Major 
immediately volunteered, in fact, asked, to be treasurer.   

We easily got enough new volunteers to sit on the board for the following year.  I again 
volunteered to be Haven Coordinator, and two people volunteered to assist in that.  Anne Gerard 
Marshall volunteered to be in charge of being the door host.   
A decade has passed since that year, and these are just two of the people who many Haven 
participants will recognize as reliable long-term volunteers still contributing their valuable time 
to the ongoing running of the Poets Haven at the Upper Crust, now, sadly, but hopefully 
temporarily, curtailed due to the ongoing pandemic. 
 
 
 



 

David Brydges 

 
Thank You for the Homecoming 
	
For thirty years, poets have strolled  
through Edmonton’s “people’s poetry palace.” 
The Upper Crust creators so down to earth you can  
smell apple pie on their breath and an occasional  
glass of wine week after week after week. 
 
One night a stranger strolled  
into the dim backroom where  
the action featured four poets. 
He had never read in public before  
and to this day doesn’t remember what  
poem was chosen when he signed up 
for the open mic program. 
Will dread and phantom danger self-placed  
landmines be a blowup blunder? 
He remembers looking behind  
at the cupboards saying tonight I 
literally came out of the poetry closet. 
 
A place dark, lonely, non-intimidating, 
and lacking any human warmth. 
In other words, a safe, cerebral, neurotic asylum 
for a fantasy poet being initiated into realities realm.  
 
After he had finished reading his unknown poem, 
applause erupted; smiles flooded the room, 
as the buzz of belonging broke itself free.  
In a room full of word alcoholics not anonymous anymore. 
His tortured tongue unraveled invisible chains. 
A little louder voice said, you’ve arrived at a home haven. 
After living in that oral orphanage for so long. 
 
Later he would shake hands with strangers, now friends,  
learn their names, enjoy their poetry, be featured too. 
Generally, feel connected to a literary community for the first time. 
An arrival still greeted with gratitude and a hug. 
	
 
 



 
 
 

Tim Cusack 

 
A Stroll Down Stroll of Poets Memory Lane	
 	
It began with words. Spoken words in fact. There was a phone call in 1997 inviting me to 
participate in a poetry reading with a collective of poets in the greater Edmonton area. I did not 
live in the Edmonton area at the time. I was teaching in the rural town of McLennan, Alberta. I 
had been writing for several years by this point and loved teaching poetry. I had befriended a 
wonderful community member who loved coming to the community school for poetry evenings 
that I was running with students. Young at heart but in her early 80’s this wonderful woman 
would recite the Cremation of Sam McGee for the students. I would read my original poems to 
her. She would ask for printed copies which I readily shared. Little did I know that Carmeline 
Kirkland was reading my poems over the phone to her son, Glen! 	
 	
The call I received, inviting me to join the Stroll of Poets, was from Glen Kirkland, one of the 
founding members of the Stroll.  He had been hearing my poetry vicariously through his mother. 
Glen, a renowned area poet and teacher, would eventually have a hand in helping me get a 
teaching job in Edmonton. He was a dear mentor who, through kindly inviting me to the Stroll, 
opened doors for me that I value and cherish to this day. 	
 	
The Stroll was the perfect environment to learn and ply the craft of writing, reading, and 
performing the spoken word. I loved traveling to Edmonton for those autumn sessions. I got to 
read at so many niche venues and above all, meet so many diverse and talented poets. I was 
hooked! When I moved to Brooks, AB from McLennan, I would drive to Edmonton for events; 
especially the 12 Days of Poetry events; which is where I cut my teeth on hosting readings. I 
participated in the anthology many times and even served as a proof-reader for a couple of years. 
Eventually, I moved to Edmonton (via Glen’s advocacy) and was able to give back to the Stroll 
by serving on the executive. I fondly recall organizing several spring reading series with Andy 
Michaelson, co-hosting 12 Days events, as well as the annual fall readings, and participating in 
the Monday evening Haven series. 
	
Through the Stroll I got to cross-pollinate performance styles, largely due to the amazing 
opportunities created by the Alberta Beatnik himself (Mark Kozub). I had the opportunity to read 
with so many creative, inspiring, and talented individuals at an array of Edmonton venues. It was 
through the Stroll that I was able to develop my chops as a performance poet and win the CBC 
Poetry Face Off in 2005. I credit my development, growth and efficacy as a poet to the 
wonderful community that is the Edmonton Stroll of Poets. 	
 	
Life moves us along. Situations change. For some time now, I have been away from and even 
tried to “quit” poetry in favour of other writing endeavors. The thing is…poetry won’t quit me. I 



still write and who knows, may once again take to the coffee houses, bookstores, pubs, and 
airways to send forth my latest pieces. After all, it all begins with words!	
 
 
 
 

Richard Davies 

 
Some misc. memories from the beginning... 
 
Doug Elves in his intro in the 1st anthology remembers correctly. 
Individuals were doing chapbook launches more and more. 
The old, now gone, Cafe La Gare had weekly readings. 
(Thomas Trofimuk engaged readers and poster-advertised the readings himself there.) 
Alberta Poetry Yearbook, CBC Radio which covered La Gare readings and poets, and the then-
annual Edmonton Journal poetry competition brought more Edmonton poets out of the weeds. 
 
People helping to coalesce the Stroll kickoff included Glen Kirkland, Elves, Alice Major, 
Andrew Thompson, Ken Wilson, and Ivan Sundal. 
 
There was a strong U of A representation along from the beginning: Bert Almon, John King-
Farlow, Doug Barbour, and Gov.-General winner Ted Blodgett. 
 
The venues for the annual Sunday readings including Stanley Carroll Boutique, Hanratty's Tea 
Shop, an auto dealer Hugh McColl's, Earth's General Store, a bar Courtney Blake's, Sunflower 
Gallery, Princess Theatre, L'Alliance Francaise, Johann Straussa restaurant--Continental Treat, in 
addition to several book shops and cafes. 
 
There were strong diverse voices at the beginning: e.g., Molly Chisaakay, Peter Cole, Marilyn 
Dumont--First Nations, Nigel Darbasie--Trinidad, Anna Mioduchowska--Poland. 
 
Membership grew with each fall stroll such that, by 1993, The 12 Days of Poetry became the 
necessary Christmas version.  
For this event, venues in other parts of the city were used: La Boheme, Grounds for Coffee, The 
Upper Crust, The Sugar Bowl, Strathcona Legion, The Comisary. 
 
Other special events followed like the Dearly Departed readings at Audrey's and the workshops 
given by many poets at libraries. 
 
 
 
 
 



Leslie Dawson (from December, 2021 Stroll of Poets Newsletter) 

 
Thirty years ago, at its organizational meeting, Doug Elves suggested the Stroll of Poets name 
because it actually was a stroll.  It began as an annual event where scores of poets and listeners 
strolled down Whyte Avenue, from bistro to bar, from bar to bookstore, poets speaking and 
listeners listening to the poets read their works.  Ivan Sundal recalls one meeting when someone 
pointed out that the word “stroll” was also used to describe “johns” looking for 
prostitutes.  Others said, not to worry, we’ll reclaim the word for our own. 
 
The Stroll was an annual event for nearly two decades, taking place on the first Sunday of 
October. The venues included car dealerships, where one dealer even claimed to have sold a car 
at the event.  Many poets cut their teeth reading to an audience during the Stroll, including Anne 
Gerard Marshall, who read aloud for the first time there.  Sixty-five poets read the first year, with 
at least two hundred in the audience, says Alice Major. With the exception of the first year, 
listeners also voted on their favourite poets, with a winner declared each year. Afterwards, the 
multitudes retired? to the No Bards Barred Bar (at the Canadian Legion).  Today’s Stroll 
activities are “relatively sedate,” says Major, admitting, “we were a lot younger then.” 
 
Because the annual event was a lot of work for just a few people, The Stroll evolved into a 
weekly event, with many volunteers, at the Upper Crust Restaurant.  Now, during Covid times, it 
has transformed into a Zoom meeting called “Haven at Home”.  But The Stroll of Poets is not 
just a literary trick. It really was a Stroll. 
 
 
 

Janis Dow 

 
Some good memories/funny things from my memories of the Stroll these past 5 years: 
 
-Watching Audrey Brooks gather names for her 'found words' poems from the audience. 
-Seeing Jean Jacques in a costume, with a flashlight under his chin- with the lights out- 
performing a poem about the moon! 
-Hugh McAlry's children's poems (not Haikus but another name can't recall)  
-Ellen kartz's paperless performances 
-John perched on the stage at the 25th Anniversary dinner watching the show 
-John's poem about volunteers 
-Anne Marshall at the door taking money, counting it and talking to so many people! 
-Markus and Josh by the door at the Haven like bouncers  
-Alice waving the clear donation box at the beginning of Havens. 
-AGM's at the 3 Bananas cafe 
 
 
 



Jannie Edwards 

 
If a group of apes is a shrewdness and a bunch of ravens is an unkindness, what, pray tell, do you 
call a collection of poets?  An obvious place would be to search poetic form and technique: A 
stanza? Nah, too organized. A caesura? Ugh, pretentious. I think it was the Founding Fathers 
Doug Elves and Ivan Sundal who came up with the notion of a Stroll of Poets. And truly, the 
collective noun became reality. On a designated Sunday in the Fall, small groups of poets would 
read in cafes along Whyte Avenue for five minutes each (often over the hiss of milk foamers and 
espresso machines). Patrons quaffed coffee and nibbled pastries as they listened and then would 
stroll along to the next venue for a different menu of poetry. 
  
Other innovations emerged: a riotous No Bards Barred Bar and poetry sweatshop at the end of 
the first Stroll Sundays; then, later, the 12 Days of Poetry event which extended from just after 
Christmas Day to Robbie Burns Day in January. Stroll members were invited to submit one 
poem to a jury of Edmontonians from all walks--media and sports personalities; politicians; 
performing, visual or communication artists; business people who selected 44 poets from the 
pool. Selected poets were then grouped in fours to read in restaurants and bars on 11 different 
evenings spanning the old and new years. Patrons voted on their favourites and four poets with 
the top scores performed at a big gala on or close to Robbie Burns Day. It was at one of these 
galas that we had a contest to see who would name the two strolling icons on the then Stroll logo. 
As I recall, the winning names for those lovely, zany characters were Zoot and Zaza. T-shirts 
were made. I wish I still had mine. 
  
The early days of the Stroll were all about making the road by strolling. The vision was 
improvisational, warmly welcoming of diverse voices, ages and poetic styles, and, most 
importantly, it was so much fun. One poem from those days that stands out for me is Bert 
Almon’s marvel of concision: “Seersucker: Poet’s groupies.” (Forgive errors of memory.) 
  
I am so pleased to see this anarchic, innovative, creative spirit lives on in the Stroll decades later.  
 
 
 

Kathy Fisher 

I ascend the elegant staircase of Whyte Avenue’s Architectural Jewel in the Crown - The 
Princess Theatre. My heart is in my throat. It is 1:00 p.m. and I am overlooking a small group 
gathered in the lobby. This is my first public reading of poetry. I am a participant in Edmonton’s 
Whyte Avenue-centred Stroll of Poets - then a wildly organized chaos which consisted of two-
readings-per-poet-in-one-day event! Tim Bowling has finished his five-minute set to appreciative 
applause. It is now my turn. I have one friend in the audience. The crowd settles to a full silence. 
I lean on the bannister, look out at the audience, and start my first poem. In an instant, it seems, 
the reading is over. The crowd applauds again. A tall young fellow comes over and wants to talk 
about my work. All of a sudden, my interior world has been revealed outside of me, transmitted 
and received. I am buzzing - and - I am a poet!!  



 The rest of the day is a wondrous blur - I have another reading in two hours before which I 
immerse myself in other’s poems in venues ranging from bookstores to cafes to performance 
spaces. That was my initial foray into Edmonton’s eclectic, inclusive, inventive and constantly 
evolving poetry community. The Stroll has been the spine of my poetry experience, offering up 
friends and allies, opportunities and inspiration. 

 I moved from Montreal to Alberta in 1987. A university friend who knew I loved poetry 
introduced me to a Real Poet - none other than Thomas Trofimuk, one of the founders of the 
Stroll. Like so many others I was to meet, Thomas has had a hand in introducing me to the 
wonderful poetry community in Edmonton and further, in shaping my poetic and performance 
practise, especially working with poetry and music. Through our long association, I appeared on 
radio and TV, produced a CD with the Raving Poets Band and countless Mark Kozub poetry 
compilations, performed at many special events and honed my skills as emcee while riffing off 
the styles of two talented emcees - Mark Kozub and Mike Gravel. 
 
 A few moments that stay with me: 

 My first reading with the Raving Poets Band. We were allowed to do three LONG poems!! 
(Soon scaled back to one poem per person per night.) Wednesday nights were a poetry ritual - I 
can’t enumerate how many poems I “tried out” on the RP crowd at the backroom Vodka Bar 
- and other subsequent venues, over a 10-year span. 

Monday nights at The Haven have supplanted our music and words ritual. The experience of 
reading out loud proved a fine training ground for poets - we honed our voices and techniques, 
and listening skills with one another, just as we do currently with the Stroll. 

In early days, pre-Haven at the Upper Crust, there was a semi-curated series of poets drawn from 
the Stroll Day to perform typically in the winter. Where else but Edmonton would poetry draw a 
standing room only crowd at -30!! 

I recall meeting with the late Diane Buchanan at the Upper Crust when the Stroll Board at that 
time was floating the series over the year idea. She invited me to scout out the space with her. 
That Board was visionary! The Haven at the Upper Crust (pre Covid at least!) has since evolved 
as an established Edmonton poetry institution. I still love the way we applaud for first time 
readers - that was a practice from the Raving Poets adopted by the Stroll - (I believe). 

Not all my experiences were hearts and flowers. In my decades with the Stroll I have witnessed 
some intense ups and downs. One summer I returned from time down east and Thomas and Mark 
Kozub had started offering opportunities for us to read with live improv music. Highly 
addictive!  And not universally received as "pure poetry" by some of the old guard. The most 
vicious meeting I have ever attended was one where Mark was totally taken to task for replacing 
a buzzy mic with decent sound equipment!! He was visionary but boy oh boy - at that AGM 
there was horrific resistance!! It totally socked me that peace-loving poets had this snarly side. In 
time, Mark’s vision would play out as brilliant but I am afraid he bears scars from that time. He 
was a very gentle, able and humble leader, and a very talented bass player and poet 
who regularly recorded live readings. 



The make-up of the Edmonton poetry scene has always been varied, one of its strengths. 
All ages, backgrounds, education levels and writing levels. Prize-winning poets like Alice Major 
still read alongside first time readers. This is one of the Stroll's great strengths - inclusivity and 
open curation. 

I am so grateful for my long association with the Stroll, for the many times I have been moved, 
transported, laughed, cried, emceed and taken the stage. Reading at the Haven is reading to a 
fabulous room of fellow poets, friends and astonishingly good listeners. I have one rule for my 
own readings - always do something that is comfortable or comforting, and always take a risk - 
this is a room that invites and welcomes risk-taking - mostly! 
 
Another misadventure I had in the 1990s was someone, who was by the book religious, took 
offence to one of my poems - and tried to get me thrown out of the Stroll altogether  - for 
blasphemy. I later learned that a special board meeting was convened - and they stood up - brave 
souls - for freedom of speech!! I had no idea that my mid-winter reading caused such a 
controversy. But the good people of Edmonton - in such an Edmonton way - non-plussed and 
democratic - kept to their values and I kept a membership that I had no idea I was at risk of 
losing! 
 
Thank you to Stroll Board and volunteers who keep the Stroll alive and vibrant, live and on-line. 
To poet regulars and incidentals - please - keep coming back!! (Yes, poetry is one of the 
healthier addictions.)  
And, when we are finally able to meet in public, I will be front of line to raise a toast to the 
Stroll’s glorious past and to the next 30 years - long may the Stroll thrive!!! 
 
 

Myrna Garanis 

 
                                            Chapeau-etry Contest 
  
This memory/anecdote is from 2005 when Alice Major was Poet Laureate.  Among other prizes, 
the overall winner received the opportunity for an interview with Alice so that she could produce 
poetry lines, an ode perhaps, to the chapeau judged as best.   
The “hat” contest had six categories to choose from:  Classical/Elegant; Extreme; 
Romantic/Lyrical, Medieval, Haiku and Silly.  Jurors were Councillor Michael Phair and the 
Fine Arts Librarian at Edmonton Public Library, Karen Grove. 
  
Current Stroll members will be familiar with the names of many of the winners: Leslie Dawson 
won the Silly Hat category; Anna Marie Sewell won for best Haiku-inspired hat; Jo-ann Godfrey 
for Romantic Lyrical; Marguerite Redshaw (now deceased)  won for Classical/Elegant (and she 
was both);  
Naomi McIlraith must have been a runner-up (I have her photo wearing an outlandish hat), Andy 
Michaelson (also deceased I believe) won for best Medieval hat, and the overall winner as well 



as well as Extreme category winner was Clinton Collins.  I didn't know him. Contest entry was 
open to all 
festival go-ers if I recall. There were many small but charming prizes, including Leonard Cohen's 
I'm Your Man documentary CD which had just been released. All winners received an “Official 
Wallet-size Poetic License” as well. 
  
I'm afraid the Chapeau contest was my brain-child, aided as always by willing volunteers.   We 
didn't have many entrants, surprisingly, but those who modelled their creations were amazing.  
 
 
 

Gary Garrison 

One thing that stands out for me is when I was Mic Host and Allison Akgungor phoned me 
ahead of time to ask me to do something for Leonard Cohen’s 75th birthday. She had just 
published a poem in a book created specifically to honour him on his birthday called Leonard 
Cohen, You’re Our Man: 75 Poets Reflect on the Poetry of Leonard Cohen. Her request inspired 
me to write new lyrics for “Bird on a Wire.” While I was on the phone with her, in fact, I came 
up with the first few words, “Like a flame on a cake . . .” The night of the Poets Haven, on 
September 21st, 2009, when I was the mic host, I brought my guitar, borrowed a black fedora 
from someone, and sang the song. It was such a hit that I was asked to sing it again after the 
AGM the following March. 
 
Flame on a Cake (to the tune of “Bird on a Wire”) 
by Gary Garrison 
(Performed at the Stroll of Poets’ Poets Haven, September 21, 2009, to celebrate Leonard 
Cohen’s 75th Birthday) 
 
Like a flame, on a cake 
like the rhythm in a song line I’ve deliberately gone to heroic lengths to break, 
I have tried, in my way, to be young. 
 
Like a child, run amok, 
like a toddler playing with his plastic duck, 
I can still scatter words off my tongue. 
 
But I swear, on this day 
by 75 years flown away, 
that I will celebrate here with you. 
 
I see poets gathered for their weekly read. 
This says to me, we all have a need 
to say our pieces and write some more, 
although we know there’s no money to do it for. 
 



Like a recluse on a stage, 
like a January prairie blizzard rampage, 
I have done most everything a poet can do. 
 
When I see myself here and poets all around, 
I wish I’d lived 50 years in Edmontown. 
Your community here is alive and rich, 
even though your provincial government’s a bitch. 
 
Like a flame, on a cake 
like the rhythm in a song line I’ve deliberately gone to heroic lengths to break, 
I have tried, in my way, to be young. 
 
 
 

Jo-Ann Godfrey 

The Stroll of Poets Festival started and ended at the Strathcona Legion and in between 
there were hourly readings at eight different venues, bookstores and bistros.   
One hundred poets hit the streets.  At the brunches guest poets were invited. 
I especially  remember Saskatchewan poet Tim Lilburn whose poetry I still love. 
  
We also had the Twelve Days of Poetry.  That's when audience favorites were 
invited back to read.  It was very special. Jurors such as executive director of The Writers' Guild 
of Alberta, 
musician/composer of film scores, novelist, creative writing instructor, columnist the Edmonton 
Journal, 
Honorary Mayor of Old Strathcona, picked the winners.  I remember reading at the Hellenic 
Hall.  I tried 
so hard to get a poster if the event with my name on it, but it vanished.  I think after the readings, 
they 
had a random pick of a few names and they got to read too.  The feature readers each received 
$25.00. 
 
Between 1997-2000 I distributed the Stroll of Poets anthology to the different bookstores in 
Edmonton for them to sell, Audrey Books, Orlando Books (1993-2002), 
Greenwood's Bookshoppe, Athabasca Books, Alhambra Books and Isis Bookstore.  They were 
all very accommodating and we were lucky to have their keen interest 
In writers and their success.  I remember Jacqueline Dumas of Orlando Books, a writer 
herself.  One of her books that I read, "Madeleine and The Angel", I 
thoroughly enjoyed.  She did lots of launches for smaller books and displayed chapbooks.  I 
remember going to the launch of Christina Tower's book entitled, 
"Lake at Mile 27 and other poems."  It was about her staying at the forest  fire lookout.  I had just 
visited one at Stony Mountain so I was interested in what she 



had to say.  Sharon Budnarchuk of Audreys books was equally helpful.  On time I had extra 
copies of a book I was published in and she agreed to sell them for me. 
I just remember these people the most, but all the people were all lovely to deal with.  I liked that 
job but it was just that we were travelling so much. 
 
 

John Leppard 

I'll be honest with you; this is really hard for me. I've been so immersed in the people and events 
associated with the Stroll for the last while, that I find it difficult to reflect on the numerous 
moments of wonder that have accompanied this journey. Nothing in particular stands out, and yet 
everything does...if that makes any sense. I have experienced the many joys and occasional 
frustrations of working with the most passionate, dedicated, smart and fun folks I've ever been 
around. I love the moments spent with my community but ask me to single any one of them out 
as more luminous than the others... and I draw a complete blank. So, I do apologize that I am not 
going to able to contribute anything to this valuable project. Instead, I will celebrate its unveiling 
and count it, yet another, moment of wonder.  
 
 
 

Deborah Lawson 

PROOFREADING Bees are Tougher Than Most Other Bees! 
 
As editor of the Stroll of Poets Anthology for the past eight years, I’ve collected more than a few 
wonderful memories. But perhaps the most dramatic occurred in 2015, my first year on the job. 
 
Each year, after all the poems have been submitted, edited, and laid out as they will finally 
appear in the anthology, the editor assembles a group of volunteers for the Proofreading Bee. 
Since 2015, the number of participants has ranged from eight to 21. This Bee is generally held in 
February, and the date is set well ahead of time, usually in December or early January—long 
before anyone knows what the weather will be like in far-off February. 
 
The venue of choice for the Bee has been the Percy Page building, where the Stroll of Poets has 
its office (staffed by the accomplished and always-marvellous Ellen Kartz, with whom I’ve had 
the monumental pleasure of working for all eight years—and that’s another wonderful story in 
itself!). But back to 2015 … When the chosen date rolled around, Alberta pulled one of its 
famous one-day blizzards. And a furious squall it was! I live only a couple of kilometres from 
the Percy Page building, but it took me 45 minutes to drive there, most of it in first gear of my 
ancient, five-speed VW Golf. 
 
That was the year only eight people showed up. Everyone entered the room shivering and snow-
encrusted. But the prize of the night went to Anne Gerard Marshall. As she was on her way, for 
some unknown reason her car just “quit,” and another driver compounded Anne’s initial car 



problem by turning it into a fender-bender. Fortunately, neither she nor the other driver was hurt, 
and Anne had factored in plenty of time for the extra-slow drive she figured was ahead of her. 
What she hadn’t counted on was getting into an accident. And, as many of you know, Anne 
doesn’t carry a cell phone. We had no way of knowing why she was late, but after about 10 
minutes we decided to go ahead without her. When she finally arrived, about half an hour late, 
we learned that not only had she arranged for the tow-truck driver to take her vehicle to the 
appointed repair shop, but—secure in the knowledge that she could get a ride home after the 
Bee—she’d also persuaded him to deliver her to the Percy Page building. 
 
A lot of people would have just thrown up their hands in frustration, decided it was too late to 
bother, and gone home. But, as Anne’s long and faithful history as doorkeeper at the Upper Crust 
has shown, I should have known better than to count her out. She, along with Randy Kohan, 
Karen Lumley, Naomi McIlwraith, Janet Smith, Robin Smith, Laurel Sproule, and tdl turner, 
made “The Proofreading Bee of 2015” the most memorable of my tenure as editor—so far! 
 
PS: I may have taken a few liberties in the relating of this story … but not many! 
 
 
 

Nancy Mackenzie 

 
I have a poem that I'd like to share. It was written for David Huggett who 
for a long time helped to coordinate the 12 days of poetry. His presence at 
all of these 12 days for years was appreciated! 

Viaticum  

– the passing over to eternal life  
  for David Huggett 
	
Spring melt on the boulevard 
between Highway 2 north and south 
yields a proud concoction of lab and collie 
tail wagging, stick-carrying, trotting. 
 
We’re heading north, home from the last weekend skiing. 
At 120 kilometres per hour I glimpse the dog 
and wonder how he’ll cross one side of the road 
or the other. 
Glimmers of old spirits this weekend 
when skiing at Sunshine. 
 
 
In blue sky schussed by brief blizzards 



an intimate presence took shape  
as my daughter clamped boots into bindings behind me 
and I reached for skis propped on the lodge’s deck. 
 
Alpine sun and stillness flashed around us 
with grey snow masks on Goat’s Eye. 
Days after his death, David may not yet have left Earth. 
Some part of his song, wind along the aspens 
a memory fluted through  
 
David with his old leather jacket 
the organizer’s voice at Stroll of Poets 
board meetings 
the successful advocate at readings. 
David and his apologetic smile, 
handing readers the board’s white envelope of cash. 
 
This afternoon, angling home, another reward: 
I saw an eagle on the snow 
beside an open gift of water;  
a raven’s shadow on the ice; 
and a spirit or a memory –  
neither one 
nor the other; we were heading north 
from the last weekend skiing. 
 
There are a couple of other people I'd like to mention. One is Jean 
McKenzie, who recently passed away. She did two of the anthology covers and also took part in 
the Stroll, for decades. 
 
The other is Dean McKenzie, who gave a great performance of Alan Ginsberg's Howl at one 
Stroll finale - at the Strathcona legion, and who also was very generous with his praise and 
support of poets, often calling up individuals after their reading to tell them how wonderful their 
readings were.  
 
 
Also submitted by Nancy Mackenzie: 
 
  Jean Carmichael McKenzie 
  August 1, 1931—December 9, 2021 
 
For decades, Jean was a member of the Stroll of Poets, and she created the artwork for two 
anthology covers. The sketch of the reader on the 1997 cover shows me! Jean is the reason I 
joined the Stroll of Poets. When she invited me to come, she said, “A bunch of us get together 
and stroll to different venues to share our poems and have a lot of laughs.” She certainly made 
me laugh, every time we were together. When I went to the historic Carmichael home in 



Strathcona, where her grandparents had lived, and where she’d grown up and raised her children, 
I was made very welcome and offered the opportunity to look through some of her art folders. Of 
course, her house was full of her paintings, and the many sketches were a delight. The cover for 
the 1997 anthology depicts the feminine in sensuous detail. 
  
For me, and many others, Jean was like a mother. She’d grown up knowing my mom and her 
family and my dad and his family—all from the South Side. Her husband, Red, was friends with 
my dad from the time they were in Kindergarten together, until my dad passed away in 2018. 
Red is a treasured friend to me and continues to share his vast horseman’s knowledge with me. 
He’s been in the Thoroughbred racehorse business since he was young—first as a jockey, then as 
a trainer, and he’s still training today. 
  
Her bio from an earlier anthology reads: Jean McKenzie is a grandma, artist, poet, and racehorse 
owner whose family goes way back in Strathcona’s history…She studied at the University of 
Alberta, Banff, Red Deer College, Sutton Art, Montaigut, France. She enjoys celebrating the 
feeling of life forces and form with pigment of paper or canvass and hopes the viewer can share 
this joy. 
  
Jean received her BEd in 1954 and a BA in Art History in 1959. She was an elementary school 
teacher for 29 years, two of which she spent teaching in for RCAF families in Metz, France. She 
was principal at Argyll, King Edward, and Mill Creek elementary schools. In 1978, she obtained 
an M.Ed, and in 1982, a Graduate Diploma in Art Education, which included Early Childhood 
study in England and art research in New York and the Orient. A collage painting entitled 
“Educator of the 60s” showed in the International Delta Kapa Gamma Art Show in Chicago in 
1978. 
 
Jean’s many travels—from riding camels to the pyramids and sphinx in Egypt, to watching 
bullfights in the scorching Spanish sun to flying down the Nile to Thebes and Karnak, to touring 
art galleries and museums in the British Isles—amassed a huge collection of photographs, which 
she shared with classes of students. 
 
Each time we talked on the phone, or were together at poetry readings, art shows, or the 
racetrack, Jean would end our visit with a lengthy blessing upon me and my family. I know that 
blessing deeply, as she is deeply missed. 
	
	
	



				 					 	
	
	  1997 and 1998 Stroll of Poets Anthology Covers by Jean McKenzie 
 
 
 
A poem, written by Jean in 2018, follows.  
 
 
 
       The Courtyards 
 by Jean Edith McKenzie 
 
As I, aging Jean, looked outward to a bird’s 
playground view of the courtyard, I melted 
with love and heartthrobs for those who passed  
through my life. I pictured them frolicking 
among the snowy shrubs and flowers, riding upon the wooden  
pieces sculptured from birds and animals 
which graced the pathways. 
 
Some stopped to whisper Christmas poems to each other 
and laughed as real-life problems faded away. 
Life is, after all, the continuation 
of childhood expanding into adulthood. Then into 
peacefulness and the long rest. 
 



I’d like to have lingered at each step, 
in the courtyard of my mind, and bring joy 
to others I might meet, with smiling, healing hands 
they would walk with me. Along my way 
forwards, with some who will divide and share 
with me, on my way towards a heavenly home forever.  
 
August 2018 
 
 

Alice Major 

My initial contribution to the first Stroll of Poets was to tell Doug Elves, who had come up with 
the idea: “This will never work, Doug. It’s hard enough to get people out to one reading, never 
mind ten of them at once.”  
 
How wrong I was. On October 27, 1991, I was trotting along Whyte Avenue with my pack of 
four poets. We had just read at Aspen Books to a nice audience draped around the bookstore’s 
shelves and sitting on the floor, and we were only one of fifteen such quartets who were 
performing at the bookstores and coffee shops in Old Strathcona that afternoon. Sixty poets 
sharing their work with attentive audiences at an array of bookstores, most of them now, sadly, 
gone: Common Woman Books, Varscona Books, Bjarne’s (amid the antique leather editions and 
ancient maps on the walls), Athabasca Books and Afterwords.  Or there were the cafes: Café 
Mosaics, Blue Nile, Grabba Jabba.  
 
I read my 10 minutes of poetry along with Ivan Sundal, Kathy Kostyniuk and Michael Cenkner, 
then we consulted our program schedule printed on a sheet of bright yellow paper and decided 
individually which reading we wanted to take in next. Later, we’d reconvene for our quartet’s 
second reading of the day.  
 
Afterwards, we put our jackets back on and headed back out into the bright autumn afternoon—
at least, I think it was bright. The memory blurs with all the other Strolls in those first 15 years. 
Sometimes that Sunday afternoon might be briskly windy, unexpectedly balmy, or snow-squally. 
Whatever the weather, the shows went on. And on.	
 
 

Clint McElwaine 

       I think I have been a member of the Stroll for about 21 of the 30 years. Although I have 
never been a member of the board I have helped out whenever I could as Mic Host, door host 
and with some fund raising. My very first fond recollection was a break through in getting my 
work published. After hearing me Gerald St Maur suggested I publish with CDs which I did with 
his company Magpie Productions, Inkling Press. This also led to a lasting friendship with Gerald 
and Edna. Many other friendships with Stroll members followed. Being heard at the Stroll 



opened many doors for me and resulted in several gigs which I enjoy. Examples include The 
Hurting and Cheating part of and Edmonton Poetry Festival event, opening the show for the 
Indie group Cold Water Road during their Edmonton concert, events for our homeless 
community, being a feature reader or performer at other poetry organizations, and many others. 
Al this was packed into a few months as I spent half of the Stroll seasons down in Arizona.  
               
            That being said, by far, the most important part was the Monday night havens either as a 
reader or supportive audience member. It became almost like a family for me with many more 
lasting friendships. I recall getting supportive notes from dozens of Stroll members when my son 
passed. And they really helped. It was organized by Anne Marshall who has become my most 
speciall friend. We have a tradition of reading together at the Haven which will continue on 
October 18th. 
 
               I also enjoyed and valued the process of building a library of Stroll members work 
including yours. And as many Stroll members are also artists, I have built a collection of their 
work as well. 
 
              I realize this has been more about the ambiance of the Stroll rather than events and 
milestones but I hope it will be of help to you in some small way. 
 
 
 

Naomi McIlwraith 

A WANDERING POET DECIDES TO STAY IN EDMONTON 
 
This soul was a wandering poet who thought she had to go to far away where all the good poets 
went to study. But in 1998 she was in Camrose, Alberta studying English literature when her 
professor, Dr. Anne Le Dressay, won a spot in the 12th Night of Poetry. This wandering poet 
came into Edmonton with a few of her friends one evening to the Hellenic Hall near the Royal 
Alexandra Hospital where, as it happened, the wandering poet was born. She’d never been to a 
12th Night of Poetry before, and the image remains fixed in her mind more than twenty years 
later. The hall is dark, and she can see a lightly-lit stage far away from where she and her friends 
sit. In the middle of the stage on a stool within a small circle of light sits a lone poet offering 
gifts of love and light to the audience. In the previous couple of weeks over the course of eleven 
nights, four poets each night shared their words ‒ that’s four poets each night…forty-four poets 
all tallied. From the forty-four poets, four are chosen to read on the 12th Night. It’s hard to recall 
all the poems she heard that night, but Maya Angelou once said, “At the end of the day people 
won’t remember what you said or did, they will remember how you made them feel.” So this 
wandering poet figures she can cut herself some slack if she doesn’t remember the poems. She 
does, however, remember how she felt that night ‒ alive, excited, intrigued, hopeful, awed. 
  
Soon after that 12th Night of Poetry, this poet became a member of the Edmonton Stroll of Poets 
and decided to stay in Edmonton rather than go to New Brunswick to study poetry. Since then, 
she has remained alive, excited, intrigued, hopeful, and awed by the many poets whose words 



and ways have always welcomed her and always made her feel good. She knows how good she 
feels when in the midst of these poets. And they’ve made her laugh until she cried, like the time 
when versifier Gary Garrison got all dolled up in a long red skin-tight dress to fit snugly over his 
lean six-foot-plus frame and then breathed heavily into his nearly-six-foot-long booming 
didgeridoo for one of the many Blinks! events. These were hilarious evenings of 30-second 
poems read by frantic poets who were scared to get blown off the stage by the Blinks 
Philharmonic Orchestra if they went an inch or an iota past 30 seconds. The invention of two of 
Edmonton’s Finest Founders ‒ Myrna Garanis and Ivan Sundal ‒ the Blinks! kicked off the 
Edmonton Poetry Festival each year and included not only poets but an esteemed orchestra of 
players of the didgeridoo, flutes, fiddles, tin whistles, rattles, harmonicas, cowbells, tinker bells, 
spoons, forks, knives, pots, pans, bike horns, fog horns, and other instruments of that ilk. The 
parameters put onto poets to get on the stage and get off the stage 30 seconds later and somehow 
insert a poem in between were a thing to behold. And oh the freedom and hilarity and laughter 
that these 30-second restraints unleashed in the many poets who’ve Blinked several times over 
the years! 
 
In some of the loneliest times of my life, the Stroll of Poets’ community has lifted my spirit such 
as when my father was so sick, then palliative, then passed away, and I was trying to write my 
thesis to honour him and my Mom. Alice Major invited me to her poetry circle fifteen or sixteen 
years ago, and I remain a member to this day. Diane Buchanan, who passed away a few years 
ago, also invited me into her poetry group. And Shirley Serviss first approached me in the open 
space between the Second Cup coffee shop and the Milner Library so many years ago when she 
heard me read a poem about cucumbers; as is Shirley’s beautiful way, she encouraged me to 
continue my exploration of nêhiyawêwin ‒ Plains Cree, the Indigenous language that my father 
spoke even though he was not Indigenous and one of the languages that my maternal ancestors 
spoke. And Anne Gerard Marshall has helped me laugh when it seemed laughing was not 
possible. I’ve known Don Perkins since time immemorial ‒ don’t tell him I said that! Don, as 
well, has generously cheered me along my poetry journey. I feel badly that I can’t name all the 
people in the Stroll of Poets who have shaped me as a poet, but I want you all to know the 
profound influence you have had on my life. Please know that until the end of time, I will 
remember that you have made me feel special. 
  
That the Edmonton Stroll of Poets remains alive and robust in 2022, more than 30 seconds ‒ er, I 
mean 30 years ‒ after its formation in 1991, speaks to the vigour and resilience of both this 
beautiful and welcoming Stroll of Poets but also to the humanity and humour of the human 
beings who breathe life into the Stroll and our poetry community every day. 
  
Good thing this wandering poet decided to come home to Edmonton and listen to the poems 
being made here. She’s still listening… 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Marco Melfi: 

The Haven Reading Series 
- It's hard not to start with the Haven. The Stroll and the Haven are so linked. I think I attended 
my first Haven back in 2010, when I was still new to Edmonton. I was impressed there was such 
a well-established reading series that welcomed new people and encouraged first-time readers. 
That encouragement gave me a boost to write, write more and work at my writing. A decade on 
that welcoming spirit continues and really sustains the community. 
 
The Blinks @ the Edmonton Poetry Festival  
- I don't have one single memory that necessarily stands out but I wanted to highlight how fun 
this annual event was. A night of 30-second poems with a band counting those seconds down, 
ready to trumpet, bang or didgeridoo time is up made for some hilarious readings. A poem in 
under thirty seconds isn't as easy as it seems! For the many years that it ran, it brought together 
many different genres and poets, provided a creative way to introduce people to poetry and turn 
people into poets (even if for one night). It also demonstrated collaboration between the Stroll of 
Poets and the Edmonton Poetry Festival. 
 
The Founders Feast - 25th Anniversary of the Stroll 
-   The celebration took place in February of 2017 (if my memory serves me right). It was a nice 
event to celebrate and learn about the Stroll's founding, founding members and the community of 
poets that has grown since. 
 
The Stroll of Poets Anthology 
- While not an event, I think it deserves mention for what it means to the Stroll, the membership 
and poets who get to see a poem published for the first time or the 30th time!  
	
	

Anna Mioduchowska 

One of the many gifts Stroll of Poets has offered its members over the years was a chance to hear 
a variety of powerful poetic voices, both local and from away. On the list of visiting guests who 
graced the Stroll various stages, are poets from as far away as Grenada – Merle Collins - and 
Scotland – Tom Pow.  
The Stroll’s third season, 1993-94, coincided with the time University of Alberta’s Writer-in-
Residence Program hosted one of Canada’s prized poets, Don McKay. Jan Zwicky, another 
accomplished poet whose name has since joined the list of our country’s icons, was also staying 
in Edmonton that year. The Board recognized the double opportunity and invited Don to be the 
guest reader at the annual brunch, then both poets to lead concurrently running poetry 
workshops.  
Splitting oneself in two was not an option. I drew Jan Zwicky out of the hat, and spent happy, 
intensive hours workshopping under her generous guidance the poems our group had submitted 
before the session. I think we were all a little in love with Jan by the end of the day, and my 
much improved poem found a publisher soon after. The Strollers in Don’s group were equally 
smitten. 



When Don McKay’s stint as WIR was drawing to a close, the Stroll, many of whose members 
had gone to see him with their poems, organized a public reading/good-bye party for the two 
poets. Both of them submitted poems to the 1993 Anthology.  
 
 
 

Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck 

My first stroll participation was in 1992 during the 2nd Annual event. I remember reading a call 
for poets in an ad in the Examiner community newspaper.  
And, what a deal, connect with other poets, share a poem in a café, receive $10.00, plus an 
anthology. The place to sign up was a few doors down from the Old Strathcona Hotel.  
Doug Elves, Ivan Sundal, and Ken Wilson were busy signing up poets for the event. I didn’t 
know at the time that I would one day be sitting on the board with them, brain-storming,  
planning, organizing, and being part of continuing to offer poetry to the community.  
 
Back in the 50s, I had been born too late to be old enough to hang out with Beatniks in cafes, but 
I had aspired to be a Beatnik at ten years old in 1967 when I dressed up as one for Halloween.  
As the years went by, I had some success as a lyricist, collaborating with music compositions. 
The songs were recorded, radio played, charted across Canada.  
In the 90s, the Stroll gave me the opportunity to share my own voice through poetry. 
The Stroll had inspired me so much that I wanted to give back, to not only encourage other poets, 
but to be involved with securing venues, coordinating volunteers, basically, helping where there 
was a need. 
I started off on the board as Secretary when Anna Mioduchowska was president, and then 
continued when Jocelyn Verret had a term. During that time, I also organized and facilitated a 
writer’s circle held at the 
Idylwylde (Bonnie Doon) branch. The library invited us to do public readings, showcased poems 
in their publication,The Source.  
 
Throughout the years, I took a turn at co-coordinating one of the Strolls, and a 12 Days of Poetry 
event. Also, a turn at coordinating an Anthology launch. By 2000 I had had a hand at helping out 
in just about every area of the Stroll,  
so it seemed a natural progression when it was my turn to be president. I went in with the intent 
to encourage the spirit of camaraderie, and tagged the line: "May the Stroll Stand Strong."   
  
Doug Elves, one of the founders, who was treasurer at time, confirmed for me that I was on the 
right track when he said, “Sandra is the Stroll Shepherd.”   
Also, I created an acrostic of sorts that was another encouragement at the time,  
 
Success 
Together 
Rewards 
Overall 
Literary 
Longevity  



 
 There were many highlights throughout the years, one was when a group of Edmonton strollers 
traveled on a rented bus to participate in the Calgary Stroll. A few regulars from Calgary had 
attended 
our event and had invited us to join them. Everyone who was on the bus has a story to 
tell. Another highlight was when Michael Walters, during his presidency led us on an adventure 
to create an opportunity for inner city poets. 
 
Throughout the years, every Stroll of Poets brunch, wrap up party, and every 12 Days of Poetry 
Event had highlights.  
  
There were many mentors throughout my time in the Stroll of Poets Society. As already noted, 
Doug Elves, Anna Mioduchowska, Ivan Sundal, Jocelyn Verret, Michael Walters, Ken Wilson. 
And, the following:  
Ruth Anderson Donovan, Jannie Edwards, Tom Emmens, Myrna Garanis, Jocko, Ron Kurt, 
Rusti Lehay, Alice Major, Nancy MacKenizie, Ky Perraun, Pierrette Requier, Shirley Serviss, 
Anna Marie Sewell, Thomas Trofimu, Mary T. McDonald, Gary Garrison, and many more. 
Some not only comrades in poetry, some became close friends.   
 
Mary was a mentor in many ways, to many. At 80 years old she had her first book published. Her 
second, at 85. Mary was part of the “Living Room Circle,” and when it was hard for her to get 
out, we met in the boardroom at the lodge she was living in: McQueen Lodge. She had 
appreciated that the group kept the heartbeat of her poetry ticking.  
 
“It	was	not	only	an	honor,	but	a	joy	in	2003	to	work	with	Ivan	Sundal	to	compile	the	Stroll	
Archives.”  
 
 I carried with me all that I learned from the Edmonton Stroll of Poets to my role as a Literary 
Representative for the St. Albert Cultivates the Arts Society, to do what had never been done, to 
cultivate poetry within the St. Albert community.  
 
Throughout the years I have resurfaced from time to time. I also took on the challenge to 
participate in the Twenties Aplenty: 20/2020 project created and hosted by Gary Garrison.  
Prompts stretched the mind, heart, and spirit at the time we all exited a world we once knew and 
entered into an uncertain one, controlled by the pandemic. Gary had also been (maybe still is) 
part of a writer’s group that I was part of with various Stroll members: “In the Living Room 
Writer’s Circle” hosted by Alice Major.  
  
Congratulations to the Stroll of Poets for 30 years of making an impact in the community, as 
noted on the website, “We are a warm and friendly grassroots organization, we create a 
supportive community of artists 
that welcomes members of all ages and all levels of experience.”  
  
May the Stroll Stand Strong!  
  
In poetship, Sandra  
 



 

Marcia O’Connor 

Although I'm a recent member of the Stroll of Poets I would like to share memories of my initial 
experience therein. I don't remember the formal poem that I read for my first contribution to the 
Stroll, but this addendum really captures the immediacy of the experience. 
 
I had been attending the readings for several weeks and the possibility of challenging myself to 
read during open mic was becoming more of a certainty. Prior to the initial reading, I would 
arrive late, and leave immediately when the session concluded. I always refused the proffered 
chair and remained standing near the pocket doors at the back. I felt as if I was my own social 
experiment in forging social contact centred around something that had, up until then been a very 
private experience. In time, my reservations slipped away and I regularly contributed my 
poems and forged a few friendships. I began to actually look forward to facing my demons and 
bonding with the sea of faces before me. I remember the palpable murmur of response when I 
tapped into a universal acknowledgement of a creatively coined sentiment. 
 
The Stroll of Poets has opened many gateways of poetic exploration and expression and 
strengthened my ability to bond with a variety of people who place faith and hope in the 
expression of their ideas. Looking back, it seemed inevitable, but my initiation was sped along 
by the palpable sense of acceptance and encouragement that remains the cornerstone of my 
experience with The Stroll. 
 
I've been seen in the company of poets recently. 
Live ones. 
A change, I must admit, 
rather than just their printed words. 
I've always had those. 
This was just their voices in ordinary conversation, 
until every one had quietened 
and the few selected ones took their turn, 
voicing over my pounding pulse, 
their poems. 
This is what it is like. 
Just listening, 
hitch-hiking, 
transported by others sharing. 
It's three hours early 
and I'm already dressed. 
No one will notice if I don't show up... 
What was I thinking? 

 

 



Julie C. Robinson 

Stroll Reflection 
 
I arrived in Edmonton in 1999 from downtown Toronto where poetry readings went late into the 
night. For example, Libby Scheier was scheduled to read at 9:00 p.m. in a small bar and I left at 
11:00 that night even though she hadn’t yet shown up, which, of course, she would do, 
eventually. Seeking out poetry in Edmonton led me to some later night events with the Raving 
Poets Band, but also to the Stroll of Poets, who, thankfully, had afternoon and early evening 
readings. I loved the October Stroll Days, the 12 Days—you could win $20!, and I loved going 
to the Legion for brunch, poetry, and a poetry-related talk. It was amazing to be with so many 
people who were passionate about poetry. I was inspired by the poems I heard, the energy I felt, 
as well as by the democratic structure and behaviour of the organization. It was a community in 
which I felt I could belong. I gradually became involved in some administrative aspects of the 
organization including being a part of the birth of the Haven Reading Series, but more 
importantly, I made friendships that have lasted 20 years and counting. Thinking about it now, I 
realize the impact the Stroll has had on my life. I would not be who I am now without the people 
who embody the Stroll of Poets, what I learn from them, the opportunities they give me to show 
myself and to grow. The Stroll isn’t all things to all people, but it is intentionally welcoming and 
celebratory. It is as much about people as it is about poetry. I have since never encountered 
anything like it. 
	

Shirley Serviss 

During the years of the annual stroll we often had a guest speaker at the No Bards Barred Bar to 
wrap up the Stroll. I was one of the readers at a participating car dealership and can remember 
belting out a poem about the Take Back the Night march. It was the perfect venue to yell out the 
chants. 
 
Later on (not sure when) a panel of judges picked poets from the anthology to read at an event 
called the Twelve Days of Poetry held during the Christmas season. The chosen poets read in 
various venues throughout the city not just in Strathcona where the fall Stroll was held. I 
remember a cold winter night at a cafe on 97th street downtown that was so crowded people 
were sitting on the floor. Audiences voted and the poets who won the most votes read at the 
Strathcona Legion on the Twelfth night. I can remember reading at that and being so nervous 
that my teeth stuck to my gums my mouth was so dry. 
 
Alice was also a nervous reader back then and used to have a little shot of liquid courage from a 
flask she carried in her briefcase before her turn. Hard to believe now! 
 
We weren’t always as supportive of each other as we seem to have become. I can remember 
being asked, “how long do you intend to milk failed marriage and motherhood for your 
material?” I wish I’d been quick enough to say, “until the cows come home.” Another time when 
I read a poem at the Stroll that I’d written on the plane coming home from San Francisco the day 
before, another poet said to me, “I’d never read a poem I’d just written. It’s a bit like bringing 



grapes to a banquet when people are expecting wine.” 
 
I think many of us still use the Stroll to try out new work on an audience. Let them eat grapes! 

	

Gerald St. Maur 

Lots of fond memories, though nothing in particular comes to mind. I can go back to the Whyte 
Avenue readings in various cafes and bars in the beginning but I have a particular fondness for 
the Upper Crust readings and the chats with you and many others. We all learned the huge range 
of subjects and styles that our members could present.  
 
 

Ivan Sundal 

The NBBB: a memoir 
 

What do you do after you stroll up and down Whyte Ave, from 1-4 pm, performing or listening 
at different café and bookstore venues? 
You go for a beer, right? 
That’s half of what the NBBB facilitates. The other half involves poetry, games and 
competitions. 
And what do we call this open-to-anyone post-Stroll event? The NBBB. And how did this name 
come to be? 
Well there we are: Ken Wilson, Anna Marie Sewell, and I in a Vietnamese café on 7th Avenue 
firing out words and phrases in a storm of brains. It went something like this: 
Bar for bards 
Bards bar 
All bards welcome 
Bards not barred 
No bards barred bar  
Eureka! That’s it! NBBB! 
We ran this event for years at the Strathcona Legion till they closed their operations at that 
location.  
I think it would be lovely to reincarnate the NBBB after the Sunday Stroll-type readings. 
 
This was another of my favorite inventions of early Stroll days. I think it was likely the 
brainchild of Doug Elves. 
We sold brunch tickets ahead of time, which covered the Strathcona Legion's expenses and 
profit. The Brunch started at about 10 am the morning of the Stroll, and at about 11:30 we 
introduced our special guest reader who then had about 45 minutes on the stage to entertain and 
inspire the host of poets to hit the streets and deliver their own gems through the Stroll  venues. 
A perfect start to the day.  
We covered the Guest's expenses and fees with AFA or EAC funding. 



 
 

Gina Varty 

I remember... 

*  actually strolling up and down Whyte Avenue on a Sunday in October to go from venue to 
venue to listen to poets reading their poems. 

*  getting paid a $10 honorarium for reading my poems during the Stroll's infancy when 
everyone read at two different venues. 

*  as a reader: climbing narrow staircases to get to venues, competing with the expresso machine 
at a cafe or two, watching a cat move off a couch to make room for listeners at a used bookstore, 
and seeing my name in print in the VUEWEEKLY newspaper as a reader in the Stroll of Poets. 

*  as a listener: trying to decide three times per Stroll which readers I wanted to listen to at about 
ten different venues spread over six blocks or more of Whyte Avenue, and visiting a car 
dealership to hear poetry. 

* on Friday, February 10, 1995, hearing one of my poems, "Living In The Light", sung by Anna 
Beaumont at Cafe Select in Manulife Centre. Edmonton recording artist and club singer, Anna 
Beaumont, and collaborator keyboardist Anderw Glover had selected three poems from Stroll of 
Poets - The Anthology 1994, and set them to original music 
 
 

Ken Wilson 

I remember the first meeting of the Stroll. Peter Cole had invited me to the meeting. I really 
didn’t know what it was about except that it had something to do with poetry. The other people  I 
remember being at that first meeting included Bert Almond, Olga Costopoulos and Dug Elves. If 
I left anyone out I apologize. At the meeting Dug was the planner. He came up with the idea of a 
poetry festival. We would get venues to agree to host host four readings. Four or five poets 
would read at each venue four times and the audience would move from venue to venue.  Bert 
Almond suggested it would be boring to read at one venue only. Why couldn’t the poets also 
move from venue to venue. We all agreed and from this came the image of a poet walking from 
one venue to the next. Then someone came up with the idea of calling the festival “The Stroll.” 
After that all the people who were at that meeting were referred to as “The Bricks,” a term I have 
never embraced.  
 
Soon after that there was a general meeting was held where a large group of poets gathered to 
discuss the festival. The first thing the group wanted to do is change the name. Surely we could 
come up with something better. So we had a brainstorming session where anyone could make a 
suggestion the we wrote all the answers then had a vote. Some of the suggestions included; The 



Edmonton Strollers, The Edmonton Poets festival, The Strolling poets, and a half a dozen more. 
Then we voted and “The Stroll” won by a landslide. 
 
The other thing I remember about that meeting was that Dean McKenzie asked if we couldn’t put 
together an anthology of poetry by all of the poets in the Stroll. There was very little time before 
the Stroll but with the help of many people and a few late nights it was finished on time. The 
books were put together one night using volunteers and a very large stapler. The format hasn’t 
changed over the years but the number of poets have. The original stroll anthology published in 
October 1991 had only 56 poems . By 2003 the stroll anthology had 132 submissions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Stroll of Poets President’s Messages 2012, 2013 
	
A	Message	from	the	Acting	President	of	the	Edmonton	Stroll	of	Poets	-	tanisi	kahkiyaw	
nimiyot6t6mitik:		

Greetings, All my Good Friends,  

So much good poetry resounds through the City of Edmonton (amiskwaciwiskahikanihk) these 
days! The Edmonton Stroll of Poets, an inclusive collective, encourages less experienced poets 
to gather with more experienced wordsmiths to share the ancient spoken craft of communicating 
ideas, love, passion, and hope through words.  

Please join us at the Poets' Haven Reading Series on Monday nights at the Upper Crust 
Restaurant on 109 Street and 86th Avenue, just a few blocks south of the High Level Bridge. 
Four or five scheduled readers are each allotted 10 minutes to read, and an open mic sign-up 
gives unscheduled readers each 2 minutes to read. Readings at the Upper Crust begin at 7:00 
p.m., and there is a small fee of $5"00 to cover coffee, tea, and sweets. Before the Stroll of Poets 
Annual General Meeting at the end of March 2012, the reading series at the Upper Crust will 
continue in addition to four more readings scheduled at Greenwood's Bookstore on 103 Street 
and Whyte Avenue. Check out the Stroll of Poets website for the Monday-evening and Sunday-
afternoon reading schedules:  

http ://www.strollofpoets.com/  

Listen closely for free verse and rhyme, meter and metaphor, paradoxes and oxymorons, similes 
and synaesthesia, litotes and hyperboles, a wee bit of irony, and a whole lot of feeling!  

ln the first quarter of 2A12, Mary Pinkoski, John Leppard, and Alice Major will each present a 
poetry workshop. Watch for further notices about these exciting learning opportunities.  

Thank you to the current Stroll of Poets Board of Directors for their confidence in me to serve as 
Acting President until the AGM. I was asked to fill in when Sharon lngraham resigned for health 
reasons, and I agreed, provided the Board proceeded according to Stroll Bylaws. At a special 
meeting of the Board on 26 October 2011, a motion was made to appoint me as Acting President; 
the motion was seconded, a vote was held, and all Board members but one voted in favour of 
appointing me. I was the one Board member who did not vote"  

We use language because we need to say something to each other, we need to hear each other, 
and we need to touch each other. Poetry distills the human experience in evocative images, 
sounds, and words. ln case you don't know, I greeted you with a few Cree words, a language that 
means a lot to me. Though Cree is one of the original languages of this region, there is now an 
astonishing array of other languages here. Listen carefully for the beauty of each!  

Sincerely, 
Naomi McIlwraith, Acting President (October 2011 - March 2012)  



A Message from the President of the Edmonton Stroll of Poets-Naomi Mcllwraith  

tdnisi kahkiyaw omasinahikAwiyiniwdk Alcwa kd-nitohtahkik nihtd-wasinahikAwin 6ta 
amish,uaciy-wdskahikanihk-Greetings to all of you who write poetry and who listen to poetry in 
this great city of Edmonton! Those first words of my greeting are written innAhiyawAwin-the 
Plains Cree language.  

The Edmonton Stroll of Poets thrives in the thoughts of so many wonderful wordsmiths, who 
deliberate over something important: a poem that has been shaped and chiseled and buffed into a 
gleaming jewel.  

If you haven't already, consider attending the Poets' Haven Reading Series at the Upper Crust 
Restaurant from 7:00-8:45 on Monday nights or at Audrey's Bookstore from 2:00 -4:00 on the 
occasional Sunday aftemoon. You can hnd the Upper Crust Restaurant at 109th Street and 86th 
Avenue, just a few blocks south of the High Level Bridge. Audrey's Bookstore is located at 107 
Street and Jasper Avenue. Four or five scheduled readers are each allotted 10 minutes to read, 
and an open mic sign-up gives unscheduled readers each2 minutes to read 1 poem. Be sure to 
check out this Stroll of Poets website for a printable schedule of readings at both the Upper Crust 
and Audrey's Bookstore: http:ilwww.strollofpoets.com/schediprintout.php  

You will be mesmerizedby the sheer diversity of voices and perspectives, as poets gather to share 
their work in English, French, Italian, Pukhto, Ukrainian, Plains Cree, and other languages. Poets 
from as far away as Nepal and India and from as near as amish,uaciy-wdskahikanihk (Beaver 
Mountain House-a.k.a Edmonton) read, recite, chant, or sing their words to a receptive audience.  

I am thinking of all the local talent but also of home-grown audiences and supporters, such as the 
Greenwood family, who have championed resident poets and authors since their opening in 
1979. Sadly, Brad Greenwood passed away this summer, and the Stroll of Poets Board of 
Directors, on behalf of the Stroll's membership, offers our sympathy to the Greenwood family 
for their loss. We are saddened too by the closure of Greenwood's Bookstore, in the wake of 
brother Brad's passing, knowing that our community has one fewer bookstore to frequent.  

We also extend our sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Beauvais on the passing of their son, Ryan, this 
surnmer, and to Ryan's girlfriend Erika Luckert. Ryan was one of the Edmonton Stroll of Poets' 
newer and younger members, and may his loved ones be sustained by warm memories of him.  

To Sharon and Steve Budnarchuk, please know that the Edmonton Stroll of Poets Board of 
Directors and Members deeply appreciate your continued support for many years and for 
offering your space for our Sunday afternoon readings.  

 



As I write this on Tuesday, 30 October 2A12, here also is what I read in today's Editorial in The 
Edmonton Journal:  

..., the continued slide in traditional publishing across the country does not bode well for anyone 
who writes books or cares about them. With pressures squeezing the industry, including dramatic 
growth in digital reading and self- publishing, continuing to grow, and fewer and fewer literary 
presses remaining in play-on Monday two of the world's biggest publishing companies, Random 
House and Penguin Books, announced plans to merge-a lot of authors are going to find it harder 
to find publishers who are committed to Canadian voices.  

With Poets' Haven consistently drawing audiences of approximately 50 every Monday night, it's 
clear that there is no lack of local audiences who approve of the literary efforts of local poets. 
My good friend Shirley Serviss once said many years ago that poets should try not to worry too 
much about getting their words published in a book, and she added that when poets read their 
words aloud to an audience the words come to life in a way that they can't on a page. I believe 
this to be especially so with poetry.  

Such was the case last night at the Upper Crust Restaurant, as yet again 48 people congregated to 
hear 4 scheduled and 8 open mic readers. There were poems about poetry, beautiful women, 
Pope John Paul's visit in 1984 and a sagging lawn chair, what it means to be Italian in Alberta, 
zombies, something about a 5-dollar day and swearing too much, and a whole lot more!  

Strolling since 1991, the Edmonton Stroll of Poets has inspired so many local poets in providing 
a platform for them to share their finely-honed words. I have seen developing poets gain self- 
conhdence, and I have seen more seasoned poets mentor and encourage these emerging poets. 
Having personally benefitted from this tutelage myself, I am honoured to serve with Allison 
Akgungor, Alice Major, Mary Campbell, Anne Gerard Marshall, John Leppard, Marcy 
O'Connor, and Diane Robitelle on the 2012-2013 Stroll of Poets Board of Directors.  

I want to conclude by acknowledging the audience, for without you to hear our words we poets 
would be lost, not knowing to whom we might give our luminous gems. Thank you for showing 
us that despite the troubling phenomenon of the loss of independent bookstores combined with 
the increasing difficulties in Canadian publishing, poets do have a place in our community and 
we do something important with our words as we reflect on life at this time and in this great 
place we call home-dta ktkinihk.  

Naomi Mcllwraith 
3 0 kas katinow i -pts im 2012  
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The Wordsmith at Work 

Around the backyard fire pit of a Stroll member, seven poets gather to share their carefully- 
wrought thoughts. A week past the full moon they weigh their phrases, and deliciously-chosen 
words lift as sparks from the wood leap into the sky. Like molten metal, a thin silver of light 
hangs suspended in the cobalt backdrop; the poets have brought their words to the fire for further 
smithing. The first poet writes of the body's eloquence and a second poet of death as a sharp 
plunge or a slow slippage away from the quick. Much-travelled, a third poet describes a 
humorous restaurant scene in Agrigento, a city in Sicily. Another poet turns to words from her 
faith for hope. One poet brings a welcome male perspective but with the courage to consider a 
woman's insights into mothering and grandmothering. The sixth poet ponders the politics of fur 
trade marriages and the seventh a healing circle she recently attended.  

In many ways a poet crafting her poem is much like a blacksmith at his forge. Just as the 
blacksmith gently taps his hammer over the anvil in the final delicate shaping and patterning of 
his work, the poet casts her words forth with pure energy: the ear's malleus transmits the 
tympanum's vibrations to the incus and the stirrup-shaped stapes registers the pleasing tones. A 
well-versed poet inclines her ear toward the sounds of the words, ensuring that they complement 
the meaning, and the audience leans in to receive the poem as a well-tempered metaphor. So 
textual we've become that we sometimes forget that if there are no ears to hear the words a poem 
suffers greatly. But the Edmonton Stroll of Poets' reading series, Poets' Haven, offers a special 
opportunity to hear the words that contemplative versifiers gently mould into the finer form we 
call a poem.  

Emerging from the refiner's fire, a poem is a like a promise because someone cared enough for 
long enough to think deeply and write mindfully on an idea. What kind of a promise does a poem 
make? At the funeral of Peter Cox, Anne Gerard Marshall's husband of forty-four years, we 
heard the poem "Success," by Ralph Waldo Emerson, and, though Emerson crafted his poem 
more than a century ago, every time someone chooses to recite it, the words ring true and fresh 
and clear. As the words of Emerson's poem rang through the Chapel, we heard the promis e that 
a poem, like a wisely cast idea, is the right way to say goodbye.  

We said goodbye to our dear friend and beloved poet, Diane Buchanan, just a few short weeks 
ago at her funeral. The author of four books, Ask Her Anything, Between the Silences, (Jnruly 
Angels, and the soon-to-be released Horseshoe Moon, Diane hosted a small poetry circle that I 
was blessed to bring my own ideas to for even more hammering and shaping. At her funeral, her 
brother Tony, a lawyer, spoke of Diane's knowledge of her audience, but he also pondered the 
value of a poem. Deeply affected by his sister's concern for her subject in Between the Silences,  



Diane's collection about the losses she witnessed as an observer in family court, Tony read this 
poem.  

Little Girl Lost  

He brought her into the courtroom.  

She wants to take her home.  

Four-year-old Maggie plays  

around their feet where they stand 

at opposing counsel tables 
telling the judge their sides. 

Voices angry, bodies tense 
they list the reasons why 
they can't agree on custody.  

The little girl crawls out 

from under the tables, 

takes Daddy's hand 

then reaches across  

that hostile space 
to grab Mommy's hand 

and hangs there lost 
in the uncertainty 
of the in-between.  

Diane Buchanan, Between the Silences  

When Tony Richards read "Little Girl Lost," I felt a collective hush in the Robertson Wesley 
United Church as my own heartbeat slowed, just as it slows when I hear a prayer.  

Even as we can prayerfully and poetically bid someone a final farewell, so too can we 
prayerfirlly greet a person with a poem. I know some people who pray each time a new baby 
joins humanity in its headlong race, to where we're not always sure. In this race to somewhere, 
this rush to everywhere, there are infinite opportunities to pray. Each prayer is a time to stop, and 
in the stopping there is a stillness, a rich occasion to reflect intensely in a poem. And I know 



some people who write poetry each time ababy is born. God knows, and so do we, that aprayer 
can't hurt the human race and neither can a poem. Is there any doubt that at those times when it  

seems a poem isn't the right thing to do, somehow aprayer is uttered, such as when a precious 
friend succumbs to illness and we've nothing left to do but say goodbye as gracefully as we can. 
The single act of choosing or composing a poem to honour she who has passed on also appeases 
the hurt of those who, in her absence, will caffy on. To Diane's family and to Anne's family, 
know that our hearts are broken with yours.  

A poem offers permission too. At the launch of Poets' Haven on Septemb er 9th atthe Upper 
Crust Restaurant, the poems we heard allowed us to laugh, cry, think, and even dream about 
launching into space. With the theme of LIFT OFF!, we revelled in the possibilities of the 2013- 
2014 Poets' Haven reading series. More recently, poetry allowed a young woman to remember 
sweetly the difference between love and lust at breakfast as the sprig of parsley placed tenderly 
in her hair. Not long ago at Audreys Bookstore, several people gathered to lean into the warmth  

that poetry offered on a sunshiny cold Sunday afternoon after Saturday,s storm. Richard Davies 
offered a wonderful workshop on "sound and Image" last weekend, and we,re looking forward to 
Rayanne Doucet's workshop in January and Jannie Edwards, workshop in February.  

The Edmonton Stroll of Poets has many to thank for supporting our efforts to keep poetry 
resounding through this great city: Audreys Bookstore, the Upper Crust Restaurant,the 
Edmonton Public Library, the Edmonton Arts Council, the City of Edmonton, the Alberta 
Foundation for the Arts, and the Writers' Guild of Alberta.  

Bards have kept their promise to permit us to listen closely and believe fiercely that human life is 
so much more eloquent with poetry in it. This message has taken me longer to compose than I 
wanted, but as I reflect back over it I am filled with hope and gratitude for the place of poetry in 
my life and all the poets who befriend me and refine me. As the blacksmith wields his hammer, 
the poet taps out her beat, the ear's tympanum resonates with the rhythm of the malleus on the 
incus, and the stapes like a stirrup gives us opportunity to hearken the poet and her work.  

Naomi Mcllwraith 15 December 2013 
 
 
 
 
  



Annual Reports 

 

2018 ANNUAL REPORTS EDMONTON STROLL OF POETS 

	
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
Greetings Strollers; 
Thank you for your support this year. Whether you were involved as a board or committee 
member, mic or door host, or an engaged Haven audience member, your investment was of 
immeasurable value to our community. I’m pleased to report that it was another successful 
season in what has become an enduring tradition of excellence for the Edmonton Stroll of Poets. 
As I reflect on the completion of our twenty-sixth year of operation I am gratefully reminded that 
what made us still sustains us. We were born to serve poetry and poets in and around Edmonton 
and we continue to do so. 
The Poets’ Haven continues to grow in popularity providing new and experienced poets an 
opportunity to express themselves in a democratic and supportive atmosphere. I am aso grateful 
for the efforts of Janis, Susana, Anne, and Marco for their contributions that keep our regular 
poetry gig running. I’m also thankful for their contributions on the board along with Alice, 
Naomi, and David. I’d like to take this opportunity to express our gratitude for Naomi 
McIlwraith’s incredible long service to our board (12 years!) and to David for his contributions 
this past year. We wish them both the best. 
I’ve always been impressed with how we’ve been able to hold true to our values and continue to 
seek ways to innovate and grow. Maintaining relevance and imagining progress, in an evermore-
connective world, is a challenge we embrace. As always, it is the strength of our membership 
that keeps us vital. You’re the heart, you’re the beat, and you’re the thump that keeps us 
jumping! 
Yours in verse, John Leppard 
 
 

2019 ANNUAL REPORTS EDMONTON STROLL OF POETS 

	
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
Well, my friends, another successful Stroll of Poets year is over and as I reflect on the season a 
number of feelings present themselves. I am so grateful for the contributions of our many 
volunteers. We are powered by your energy, thank you,. I am also thankful to our supportive 
membership, whose financial donations allow us to continue to keep membership costs and 
Haven fees at an accessible level. We truly are the best ticket in town. I shared the sadness we all 
felt, as we bid farewell to three long-time members of our community, Vanna Tessier, Max 
Foster, and Melle Huizinga. Their unique voices in our choir will be missed. 



I felt tremendous pride in the Stroll many times this past season and I’d like to share a highlight. 
While testing the sound system for a Sunday Haven at Audrey’s Books, a stranger asked me 
what was happening. “Poetry Reading?” he asked, “I write poetry!” That fellow stayed, and 
although extremely nervous, shared a lovely poem he’d just written, at the open mic. When 
finished, he was met with applause and smiles that carried him back to his chair. He had just 
received the overwhelming support typical of a Stroll welcome. It is my hope that he will accept 
the invitation to join our community, but if he doen’t he will always have that moment of 
validation; that moment when he was heard. I’ve never felt more proud of our family. 
One more feeling, simply one of joy. We welcomedover twenty first-time readers at the Poet’s 
Haven open mic this year. That’s a lot of affirmation for new poets regardless of age or ability. 
What we do, we do well my friends, and I can’t wait to see what the next year brings us! 
Yours in verse, John Leppard 
 
 

2020 ANNUAL REPORTS EDMONTON STROLL OF POETS 

	
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
Another wonderful poetry season is coming to a close and as we stand at the threshold of our 30th 
year of operation I marvel anew at the power of poetry and poets. Certainly, that power would 
not manifest without the strength and determination of our many volunteers who sustain its 
governance and manage our highly successful Poet’s Haven Reading Series. It has been my 
absolute to work with an amazing group of people including the Stroll board and associates, our 
administrative assistant Ellen Kartz and anthology editor Deborah Lawson. Their unwavering 
support and commitment to the health and welfare of the Stroll and its membership are the heart 
and soul of our organization.  
This year the board bids farewell to our friend Marco Melfi, who has served as vice-president for 
six years. In that capacity he has acted as my sounding board on many occasions. His honesty 
and support have been of such immense value to the Stroll. Marco has also served in the capacity 
of Haven coordinator all of those six years and under his guidance we modernized the sign-up 
process, altered the floor plan at the Upper Crust to accommodate more seating, and have seen 
our average nightly attendance go from 38 to 50. But that wasn’t all that he did. He also served 
as website manager and communications coordinator, developing our presence on social medi. 
When the bord decided that the Stroll should further extend its arms to the community, Marco 
took the lead on our exciting Outreach and Development Committee. We are so grateful for 
Marco’s dedication and commitment to the Stroll of Poets and wish him all the very best in his 
new leadership and poetic pursuits. 
To all who volunteered their time this past season to support the Stroll and the Poet’s Haven 
Thank You, so very much. Every contribution is of value and tremendously appreciated! 
Yours in verse, 
John Leppard 
 
 



2021 ANNUAL REPORTS EDMONTON STROLL OF POETS 

	
PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 
Greetings friends, 
Recently, I witnessed the return of a pair of Canada geese to my neighbourhood. Their 
distinctive, joyful call and majestic presence filled my heart with hope. This winter has certainly 
been a dark one in so many ways. Last spring, circumstances required that we examine 
innovative ways to keep our community informed and engaged. Our leadership group and 
membership recognized the growth opportunities inherent in these challenges. Your commitment 
to sustaining the heartbeat of poetry has not wavered and I am proud of your courage and 
contributions.  
Our Poet’s Haven reading series found a new home online. Thanks to Janis Dow and the Haven 
team, we have been able to provide a space for poets from across North America to share their 
verse in a respectful and supportive virtual atmosphere. We dearly miss the friendly confines of 
the Upper Crust Café, but are well situated to continue with this format until safe to do so. A 
huge note of thanks to Lisa Mulrooney for her patient instruction in the finer points of Zoom 
management. 
The 2020 anthology made its way into our hands thanks to the tireless efforts of our stalwart 
editor Deborah Lawson and her team of volunteers. She offered time, energy, and lovely front 
yard to insure that we had a safe and friendly way to acquire our copies. We are so fortunate to 
have someone as passionate and dedicated managing this worthy publication. 
We are in a sound position financially, due in large part to your generosity as members. You 
truly understand the value of what the Stroll seeks to do and your contributions help significantly 
in this regard. Many thanks to our fiscal wizard, Alice Major, for keeping us solvent and secure. 
The year ahead will be an interesting one. We will be celebrating our 30th anniversary with some 
special events. The pandemic continues to create uncertainty as to how and where we may be 
able to commune, yet one thing remains certain. We will continue to find ways to celebrate 
poetry and poets in the same spirit that started our community flame burning thirty years ago. 
In closing, I would like to say that it has been an honour to serve as your president. I think I fell 
in love with the Stroll the first time I attended an event. It was definitely love at first mic. Having 
the opportunity to work with other dedicated leaders these past few years has been very 
rewarding. Thank you for placing your trust in me and thank you for being the amazing 
supportive community you will always be. 
Yours in verse, 
John Leppard 
 
	
	 	



	

STROLL OF POETS FOUNDERS
Edited December 31 , 2016

At the anniversary committee meeting we discussed the concept of founder. We
determined that it might mean anyone who may have been integral to
estabtishing the foundation of the Strott. Some significant foundation stones
were taid in those early years and we want to honor anyone who may have had
an important role in that process.

This tist is a work in progress and witl be compteted fottowing input from those
we know were there at the beginning.

FOUNDERS

Doug Etves
Ivan Sundal
Atice Major
Anna Marie Sewetl
Bert Almon
Jocko
Andrew Thomson
Thomas Trofimuk
Diane Zinyk

X John King Fartowe I

Ken Mlson
Peter Cote
Gten Kirktand
Ruth Anderson Donovan
Marilyn Dumont* Atberta Cote

;t Dean Morrison McKenzie
Myrna Garanis
Anna Mioduchowska
Otga Costoputous
Jannie Edwards
Jennifer Eagte
Phittip Jagger
Richard Davies



	  
The Edmonton Stroll of Poets Past Board Members 

1991	–	1992	
		
Charles	Mandel	
Karen	Peterson	
Alan	Demeule	
Mary	T	McDonald	
Doug	Elves	
Glen	Kirkland	
Dean	M	McKenzie	
Nigel	Darbasie	
Faye	Francis	
Ken	Wilson	
Andrew	Thompson	
John	King-Farlow	
Ruth	Donovan	
Marilyn	Dumont	
Peter	Cole	
Ivan	Sundal	
Myrna	Garanis	
		
1992	–	1993	
		
?	
		
1993	–	1994	
		
Ivan	Sundal	
Doug	Elves	
Katherine	McKee	
Merna?	
Andrew	Thompson	

1994	–	1995	
		
President:	Candace	Bamber	
Treasurer:	Doug	Elves	
Secretary:	Anna	Mioduchowska	
Members	at	large:		
Jacques	Benoit	
Annette	Cannelle	
Ruth	Anderson	Donovan	
Paul	Matwychuk	
Katherine	McKee	
Tracy	Murray	
Anna	Marie	Sewell	
Ivan	Sundal	
Andrew	Thompson	
Ken	Wilson	
		
1995	–	1996	
		
Candace	Bamber	
Doug	Elves	
Jocelyne	Verret	
Tracy	Murray	
Ivan	Sundal	
William	Nichols	
Annette	Cannell	
Lyle	Weiss	
Andrew	Thompson	



 
 
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	
	
	

1996	–	1997	
		
Jocelyn	Verret	
Sandra	Ellerbeck	
Ivan	Sundal	
Ruth	Donovan	
Lyle	Weiss	
Doug	Elves	
Geraldine	Matus	
Michael	Glosel	
Paul	Pearson	
Sandy	Sprinkle	
Tracy	Murray	
Don	Butler	
William	Nichols	
Andrew	Thompson	
		
1997	–	1998	
		
Anna	Mioduchowska	
Doug	Elves	
Geraldine	Matus	
Anna	Marie	Sewell	
Michael	Walters	
Helen	Lavender	
Louis	Munan	
William	Nichols	
Jocelyne	Verret	

1998	–	1999	
		
President:	Anna	Mioduchowska	
Vice	President:	William	Nichols	
Treasurer:	Gordon	McRae	
Workshop	Coordinator:	Louis	Munan	
Newsletter:	Nancy	Mackenzie	
Secretary:	Helen	Lavender	
Marilyn	Hooper	
		
1999	–	2000	
		
President:	Nancy	Mackenzie	
Vice-President:	Beckie	Garber	Conrad	
Past	President:	Anna	Mioduchowska	
Treasurer/Webmaster:	Gordon	McRae	
Secretary:	Candyce	Neill	
Volunteer	Coordinator:	Jenine	Dumont	
Members	at	Large:	
Fred	Anderson	
Pamela	Young	
Jackie	Bell	
		
2000	–	2001	
		
President:	Mark	Kozub	
Vice	President:	Jocko	(Jacques	Benoit)	
Treasurer/Webmaster:	Gordon	McRae	
Past	president:	Nancy	Mackenzie	
Volunteer	Coordinator:Thomas	Trofimuk	
Secretary:	Cindy-Lou	Prokopy	
Beckie	Garber	Conrad	
Ronald	Kurr	



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2004	–	2005	
		
President:	Andrew	Thompson	
Vice	President:	Jocko	(Jacques	
Benoit)	
Past	President:	Oswald	Meyer	
Treasurer:	Angela	Dekort	
Secretary:	
Members	at	Large:	
Phil	Jagger	
Naomi	McIlwraith	
Sangeeta	Zilka	
		
2005	–	2006	
		
President:	Jocelyne	Verret	
Vice	President:	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Doug	Elves	
Secretary:	Julie	Robinson	
Members	at	Large:	
Pierette	Requier	
Ivan	Sundal	
Anna	Mioduchowska	
Oswald	Meyer	
Diane	Buchanan	

2001	–	2002	
		
President:	Mark	Kozub	
Vice	President:	Thomas	Trofimuk	
Secretary:	Cindy-Lou	Prokopy	
Treasurer/Webmaster:	Gordon	
McRae	
Volunteer	Coordinator:	John	
Chalmers	
Past	president:	Nancy	McKenzie	
Helen	Lavender	
Ken	Sutton	
Christina	Tower	
		
2002	–	2003	
		
President:	Sandra	Mooney-Ellerbeck	
Past	president:	Mark	Kozub	
Treasurer/webmaster:	Doug	Elves	
Secretary:	Ben	Murray	
Volunteer	Coordinator:	Ivan	Sundal	
Workshop	Coordinator:	John	
Chalmers	
Ken	Sutton	
Tom	Emmens	
Pierrette	Requier	
		
2003	–	2004	
		
President:	Oswald	Meyer	
Past	president:	Ivan	Sundal	
Secretary:	TDL	Turner	
Webmaster:	Doug	Elves	
Treasurer:	Trevor	Dekort	
Tim	Cusack	
Michael	Appleby	
Andy	Michaelson	
Pierette	Requier	



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2006	–	2007	
		
President:	Jocelyne	Verret	
Treasurer:	Doug	Elves	
Secretary:	Julie	Robinson	
Members	at	Large:	
Pierette	Requier	
Ivan	Sundal	
Anna	Mioduchowska	
Oswald	Meyer	
Diane	Buchanan	
		
2007	–	2008	
		
President:	Julie	Robinson	
Vice-President:	Jo-Ann	Godfrey	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Michelle	Brandt	
Secretary:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Members	at	Large:	
Ivan	Sundal	
Julie	Robinson	
Amanda	Lopatka	
		
2008	–	2009	
		
President:	Gary	Garrison	
Vice-President:	Michelle	Brandt	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Wendy	Joy	
Secretary:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Members	at	Large:	
Hank	Binnema	
Jo-Ann	Godfrey	
Anton	Capri	
Lisa	Guenther	

2009	–	2010	
		
President:	Gary	Garrison	
Vice-President:	Lorraine	
McFaddin	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Sharon	Ingraham	
Members	at	Large:	
Hank	Binnema	
Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Carlean	Fisher	
Marcia	O’Connor	
		
2010	–	2011	
		
President:	Sharon	Ingraham	
Vice	President:	Lorraine	
McFaddin	
Past	President:	Gary	Garrison	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Ben	Chu	
Members	at	Large:	
Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Marcia	O’Connor	
		
2011	–	2012	
		
President:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Vice	President:	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Marcia	O’Connor	
Members	at	Large:	
Cecelia	Hutchinson	
Diane	Robitelle	
Allison	Akgungor		



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2012	–	2013	
		
President:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Vice	President:	John	Leppard	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Marcia	O’Connor	
Members	at	Large:	
Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Allison	Akgungor	
Mary	Campbell	
Diane	Robitelle	
		
2013	–	2014	
		
President:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Vice	President:	John	Leppard	
Past	President:	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Marcia	O’Connor	
Members	at	Large:	
Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Allison	Akgungor	
Mary	Campbell	
Diane	Robitelle	
		
2014	–	2015	
		
President:	John	Lepperd	
Vice	President:	Diane	Robtelle	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Poets	Haven:	Marco	Melfi,	
Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Social	Media	Coordinator:	
Linda	
Papineau-Couture	

2015	–	2016	
		
President:	John	Leppard	
Vice	President:	Marco	Melfi	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Directors:	Janaan	Dekker,	Matthew	Dekker	
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	John	Leppard,	
Marco	Melfi	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Social	Media	Coordinator:	Linda	Papineau-
Couture	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	Alice	Major	
Communications	Coordinator:	Ellen	Kartz	
Webmaster:	Doug	Elves	
		
2016	–	2017	
		
President:	John	Leppard	
Vice	President:	Marco	Melfi	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Directors:	Janaan	Dekker,	Matthew	Dekker	
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	Susana	Chalut,	
Janis	Dow,	John	Leppard,	Marco	Melfi	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	Gerard	Marshall	
Social	Media	Coordinator:	Linda	Papineau-
Couture	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	John	Leppard	
Communications	Coordinator:	Ellen	Kartz	
Webmaster:	Doug	Elves	



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2017	–	2018	
		
President:	John	Leppard	
Vice	President:	Marco	Melfi	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	Susana	
Chalut,	Janis	Dow,	John	Leppard,	Marco	
Melfi	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall	
Social	Media	Coordinator:	Marco	Melfi	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	John	
Leppard,	David	R	Crone	
Communications	Coordinator:	Ellen	Kartz	
Webmaster:	Doug	Elves	
		
2018	–	2019	
		
President:	John	Lepperd	
Vice	President:	Marco	Melfi	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Lisa	Mulrooney	
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	Susana	
Chalut,	Janis	Dow,	John	Lepperd,	Marco	
Melfi	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall	
Social	Media	Coordinator:	Marco	Melfi,	
Josh	Luukkonen	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	Markus	
Eymann	
Partnership	Coordinator,	Writers	Guild	of	
Alberta:	Ellen	Kartz	
Webmaster:	Marco	Melfi	
		

2019	–	2020	
		
President:	John	Leppard	
Vice	President:	Marco	Melfi	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Lisa	Mulrooney	
Members	at	Large:	
Naomi	McIlwraith,	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall,	Janis	Dow,	Markus	
Eymann	
Associate	Members:	
Josh	Luukkonen,	Audrey	Brooks,	
Max	Vandersteen	
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	Janis	
Dow,	John	Leppard,	Marco	Melfi	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall	
Communications	Coordinators:	
Marco	Melfi,	Josh	Luukkonen	
Outreach	and	Development	
Coordinators:	Marco	Melfi,	Josh	
Luukkonen	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	
Markus	Eymann	
Partnership	Coordinator,	Writers	
Guild	of	Alberta:	Ellen	Kartz	
Webmaster:	Marco	Melfi	
		



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 				 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

2021	–	2022	
		
President:	Janis	Dow	
Past	President:	John	Leppard	
Vice	President:	Max	Vandersteen	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Markus	Eymann	
Members	at	Large:	
Naomi	McIlwraith,	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall,	Shirley	Serviss,	Loren	
Marsden	
Associate	Members:	
Audrey	Brooks,	Thomas	Schuelke,	
Leslie	Dawson		
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	Janis	Dow,	
John	Leppard,	Naomi	McIlwraith	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall	
Communications	Coordinators:	Max	
Vandersteen,	Loren	Marsden	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	
Markus	Eymann	
Outreach	and	Development	
Coordinators:	Alice	Major,	Shirley	
Serviss,	Max	Vandersteen	
Partnership	Coordinator,	Writers	Guild	
of	Alberta:	Ellen	Kartz	
Website	Management:	Ellen	Kartz,	
Mike	Gravel	
		

2020	–	2021	
		
President:	John	Leppard	
Vice	President:	Janis	Dow	
Treasurer:	Alice	Major	
Secretary:	Lisa	Mulrooney	
Members	at	Large:	
Markus	Eymann,	Anne	Gerard	
Marshall,	Shirley	Serviss	
Associate	Members:	
Naomi	McIlwraith,	Audrey	
Brooks,	Max	Vandersteen	
Poets’	Haven	Coordinators:	Janis	
Dow,	John	Leppard,	Naomi	
McIlwraith	
Poets’	Haven	Hostess:	Anne	
Gerard	Marshall	
Communications	Coordinators:	
Josh	Luukkonen,	Lisa	Mulrooney	
Anthology	Coordinator/Liaison:	
Markus	Eymann	
Outreach	and	Development	
Coordinators:	Josh	Luukkonen,	
Alice	Major,	Lisa	Mulrooney,	
Shirley	Serviss,	Max	
Vandersteen	
Partnership	Coordinator,	Writers	
Guild	of	Alberta:	Ellen	Kartz	
Website	Management:	Ellen	
Kartz,	Mike	Gravel	



30 Years of Anthology Editors  
 
1991: Peter J. Cole, Andrew Thompson, Thomas Trifimuk, Ken Wilson 
1992: Peter J. Cole 
1993: Peter J. Cole 
1994: Katherine McKee 
1995: Anna Mioduchowska 
1996: Ivan Sundal 
1997: Nancy Mackenzie 
1998: Nancy Mackenzie 
1999: Nancy Mackenzie 
2000: Linda Dumont, Nancy Mackenzie 
2001: Rusti Lehay 
2002: Doug Elves 
2003: Darcia Dahl 
2004: John J. Chalmers 
2005: (Transitional year; no Anthology published) 
2006: Ivan Sundal 
2007: Julie Robinson 
2008: Anton Z. Capri 
2009: Anna Marie Sewell 
2010: S.E. Ingraham 
2011: Audrey Seehagen 
2012: Audrey Seehagen 
2013: Audrey Seehagen 
2014: Audrey Seehagen 
2015: Deborah Lawson 
2016: Deborah Lawson 
2017: Deborah Lawson 
2018: Deborah Lawson 
2019: Deborah Lawson 
2020: Deborah Lawson 
2021: Deborah Lawson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Deceased Stroll of Poets Members 
 
Douglas Barbour 
Ryan Robert Beauvais 
E.D. Blodgett (2nd Poet Laureate of Edmonton) 
Jerry Brown 
Diane Buchanan 
Anton Capri 
Alberta Cole 
Maria Dycha 
John King Farlow 
Maxwell Foster 
Luis Hernandez 
David Huggett 
Melle Huizenga 
Fabian Jennings 
Marline Kalin 
Gordon Kemp 
Glen Kirkland 
Helen Lavender 
Jim Lavers 
Fred Marshall 
Keith Edward Martin 
Mary T. McDonald 
Jean Carmichael McKenzie 
Dean Morrison McKenzie 
Consorcia L. Mendoza 
Andy Michaelson 
Joy-Ruth Mickelson 
Isabel Miller 
Louis Munan 
Joyce Pinckney 
Marguerite Redshaw 
Catherine Sewell 
Robin Smith 
Ken Steele 
Vanna Tessier 
Moncrieff Williamson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



List of Edmonton’s Poets Laureate 
 
2005 – 2007: Alice Major 
2007 – 2009: Ted Blodgett 
2009 – 2011: Roland Pemberton 
2011 – 2013: Anna Marie Sewell 
2013 – 2015: Mary Pinkoski 
2015 – 2017: Pierrette Requier 
2017 – 2019: Ahmed “Knowmadic” Ali 
2019 – 2021: Nisha Patel 
2021 – 2023: Titilope Sonuga  
 
 
 
  



 

    
 

THE STROLL OF POETS PRESS COVERAGE 
 
 



	
	

	 Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	October	21,	1991		
	

	
	

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	December	15,	1991	



	
	 	 	 	  
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

 
Edmonton	Journal,	Friday,	June	12,	1992	

Edmonton	Journal	
	December	17,	1991	



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
      
	

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	August	2,	1992 

Edmonton	Journal		
Sunday,	July	5,	1992	



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	May	16,	1993	

Edmonton Journal Sunday, May 23, 1993	 Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	October	3,	1992		



        
Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	June	27,	1993	 							Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	September	26,	1993	
	

	
	

Edmonton	Journal	Thursday,	December	16,	1993	



	
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

See	Poetry	September	22-October	6,	1993	



  
	
Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	September	30,	1994			Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	September	30,	1994	 	
	

	
	
	
	 	 	 Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	October	2,	1994	



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	October	2,	1994	

Calgary	Herald	Sunday,	June	5,	1994	



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

See	September	21-October	4,	1994		



 
 



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	6,	1995	

Calgary	Herald	Friday,	May	5,	1995	

Edmonton	Journal	Tuesday,	December	19,	1995	



             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Vue	September	21-27,	1995	



        
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Edmonton	Journal	March	1996	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	May	10,	1996	

Calgary	Herald	Friday,	March	22,	1996	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	4,	1996	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vue	Weekly	October	3	–	October	9,	1996	

Vue	Weekly	October	3-October	9,	1996	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Vue	Weekly	October	3-9,	1996	
Grant	MacEwan	Community	College	Journalist	
October	16,	1996	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Foilo,	March	21,	1997	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See	Magazine	April	10-16,	1997	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	January	26,	1997	

Calgary	Herald	Friday,	June	6,	1997	

Edmonton	Journal,	August	24,	1997	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	September	28	1997	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	3,	1997	 Edmonton	Journal	Thursday,	October	2,	1997	



 
  The	Gateway,	October	2,	1997	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Vue	Weekly	October	2-8,	1997	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	December	26,	1997	
Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	December	27,	1997	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	July5,	1998	

Edmonton	Journal	Monday,							
September	28,	1998	

Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	October	2,	1998	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	March	21,	1999	

See	Magazine	January	7-13,	1999	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	February	26,	1999	

Calgary	Herald	
Saturday,	
September	11,	
1999	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	April	23,	1999	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Wednesday,	April	14,	1999	

						Edmonton	Journal	
Friday,	October	1,	1999	



 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
 
 
 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	7,	2000	

Edmonton	Journal	Tuesday,	
September	12,	2000	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vue	Weekly,	September	28-October	4,		2000	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	September	29,	2000	

Edmonton	Journal	Tuesday,	September	12,	2000	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	12,	2001	

Calgary	Herald	Thursday,	August	30,	2001	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Tuesday,									
December	4,	2001	

Edmonton	Journal	Tuesday,	May	1,	2001	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal		2001	

Calgary	Herald	Thursday,		
August	30,	2001	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	
October	12,	2001	



 
 
 
 
 
 
             
      
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

The	St.	Albert	Gazette,	
Saturday,	January	5,	2002	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
       

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	11,	2002	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	25,	2002	

St.	Albert	Gazette,	Wednesday,	October	2,	2002 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	April	26,	2002	

Calgary	Herald	Thursday,	
September	5,	2002	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	4,	2002	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Vue	Weekly	October	3	–	October	10,	2002	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	January	6,	2003	Vue	Weekly	January	2-8,	2003	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	January	18,	2003	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	April	11,	2003	
Edmonton	Journal	
Friday,	October	3,	2003	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vue	Weekly	October	2-8	2003	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The	St.	Albert	Gazette,	Saturday,	October	4,	
2003		



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	3,	2003	

Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	October	18,	2003	 Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	October	6,	2003	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	January	24,	2004	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The	Edmonton	Sun	January	2004	 Vue	Weekly	January	8-14,	2004	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	December	11,	2004	

	

The	St.	Albert	Gazette	Wednesday,	February	4,	2004	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        The Calgary Herald Sunday, September 12, 2004 

Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	January	22,	2005	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	November	4,	2005	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Sunday,	May	28,	2006	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	March	24,	2006	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	September	15,	2006	

Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	September	18,	2006	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	March	23,	2007	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	19,	2007	

Edmonton	Journal	Monday,	September	17,	2007	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	18,	2008	 Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	November	21,	2008	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	August	7,	2009	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	1,	2010	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	October	22,	2010	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	September	24,	2010	

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	May	9,	2009	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edmonton	Journal	Friday,	January	14,	2011	

Edmonton	Journal	Saturday,	December	10,	2011	
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A welcoming community of poets since 1991 
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About	the	Stroll	
As an art form, poetry is deeply rooted in oral performance and there’s nothing 
like performing a poem to find out what works and what doesn’t. The Stroll 
exists to provide poets with an opportunity to connect with an audience, both 
through our Haven Reading Series and our annual printed anthology. 

We are a warm and friendly grassroots organization, we create a supportive 
community of artists that welcomes members of all ages and all levels of 
experience. 

To learn more about our past see The	Stroll	of	Poets	Then and ‘A	Glance	Back	
at	the	Birth	of	the	Stroll’ 
	
What	We	Do 
The Stroll of Poets offers a weekly reading series called The Poets’ Haven 
Reading Series, running from September to March on most Monday evenings 
and some Sunday afternoons. Check out the Haven	Reading	Series for more 
details. 
The Stroll publishes an annual anthology that showcases the poems of members 
who have read at a Haven event. All members receive a free copy as part of 
their membership fee, with extra copies available for purchase. For more details 
visit The	Stroll	Anthology. 
We host a special event in April called The Blinks that regularly kicks off The 
Edmonton Poetry Festival. This evening of rapid-fire, 30-second poetry is 
always a popular attraction. 

Additionally, The Stroll of Poets sponsors other special events or collaborations 
like the The Blinks — an evening of rapid-fire, 30-second poetry  to kick off 
the Edmonton	Poetry	Festival — all designed to enhance the poetry 
experience for our community.  Subscribe to our newsletter by visiting 
the Contact	Us	page or follow us on Facebook	and Twitter. 



	
How	We	Operate 
The Stroll operates with an active volunteer board, elected at the AGM held in 
March. Directors are elected for a one-year term to: 

• Welcome	and	support	new	and	establish	poets	
• Coordinate	the	weekly	Haven	Reading	Series	
• Publish	an	annual	anthology	
• Coordinate	volunteers	
• Ensure	fiscal	management	and	securing	grant	applications	
• Promote	the	Stroll,	poetry,	and	the	writing	and	arts	community	

For more information on board positions and responsibilities see the Bylaws for 
the Duties of Board Officers. 
 
The Stroll of Poets also employs a part-time administrative staff member, Ellen Kartz, through 
an agreement with the Writers’ Guild of Alberta. Ellen may be contacted at 780-422-8216 or via 
her contact form. 
The Stroll of Poets is a non-profit organization, duly registered under the Society’s Act and 
governed by a regularly reviewed set of bylaws. View the Bylaws. 
The Stroll of Poets is committed to creating a welcoming, respectful, and harassment-free 
environment for its board, members, and guests. The Stroll’s Discrimination & Harassment 
Policy is intended to prevent and deal with discrimination and harassment in a fair, effective, and 
efficient manner to maintain a climate of respect and inclusion. 
 
	
THE STROLL OF POETS THEN 
During its first 15 years, The Stroll of Poets festival was held on the first Sunday of  October. 
Any Stroll member who signed up by the end of July could perform at the festival. There were 
generally between one and two hundred poets taking part, in groups of four or five poets, in one 
of a dozen or so venues in Old Strathcona over the Sunday afternoon — five-minute 
performances. 

Before the readings began, however, there was an annual brunch with a special guest reader to 
inspire and prime the poets prior to Stroll.  This would bring out about a hundred people. 

Each scheduled performer at the October festival could submit a poem on the day of the festival 
for publication in the Stroll of Poets Anthology, and could also enter that submission in a blind 
contest.  The submissions were then judged by a jury of high-profile community members from 
different walks of life. The judges selected 44 of their favorite poems, and the authors of these 
poems were then asked to take part in the 12 Days of Poetry, the second annual festival. 



Initially a holiday-season series, The 12 Days of Poetry evolved to take place in the middle 
weeks of January. Four poets performed at each of the first eleven Days of Poetry — ten-minute 
performances. The audience at each of these shows would then cast ballots on whom they would 
like to see move on to the next step and perform at the 12th Day of the festival, the grand finale. 
The eleven poets chosen by audience demand from the first eleven Days give five-minute 
performances on the 12th Day. The 12th Day was a ticketed event, and it often included such 
features as Robbie Burns Day celebrations and a wrap-up dance. 

A Glance Back at the Birth of the Stroll  

As we prepared for another annual Stroll of Poets, a several years ago, I thought back to the first 
Stroll, to why and how it began; and wondered whether it was still meeting our needs. My needs 
as I saw them back then likely were similar to those of all poets.  

After several years away from poetry, I had begun composing poems again in the late eighties. I 
looked, too, for outlets: especially public readings. There were a few readings here and there 
around town. Mostly they were “juried” by what appeared to be very narrow cliques. Getting a 
spot on the roster of readers seemed a matter of currying friendship and favour with a host. Many 
other poets appeared to be in the same position as I was: outsiders.  

The format of a short series of readings organized by a group of women was the most promising 
and fairest I had seen: two invited guest poets, augmented by an open stage to a reasonable 
maximum number. With a break, the entire program reached to two hours. I was grateful to Ruth 
Donovan, Alice Major, Rhona McAdam and the others for that very pleasant and well-promoted 
mini-series; so was disappointed to learn that they were not going to continue it. To keep it alive, 
I contacted them and found myself reconvening an organizing committee. This time it comprised 
Alice, myself, Diane Zinyk and Glen Kirkland. We held a season of a half- dozen monthly 
readings in the above format. in general we felt quite good about the series, but the stagnant 
attendance figures made us wonder whether there might not be something lacking in our format 
or approach. In June of 1991, that series also came to a close.  

Must poetry accept its status of pauper of the arts? What could be done to give it the weight of 
public acceptance, and hence an ever-expanding importance? The Fringe brought new audiences 
to live theatre, and the Gallery Walk drew new patrons into art galleries. But how to do the same 
for poetry . . . ? I mulled over these questions when chatting with Lori White, proprietor of 
Afterwords, a second-hand bookshop on Whyte Avenue (long since gone). But of course: there 
are several venues on Whyte which could lend themselves well to poetry readings: bookshops 
and bistros. Do it all on the same day: it becomes an ‘event” then. Lori was intrigued and 
volunteered her shop. I went around the corner to speak to Margo Cross of Athabasca Books, and 
she began her long enthusiasm for our event. Down the street to Bjarne’s Books. Bjarne Tokrud 
liked the idea. At that point I knew it could fly. I called Ivan Sundal, and his enthusiasm told me 
that poets would go for it. He and I convened a meeting on August 23, 1991.  

Glen Kirkland, Alice Major, Bert Almon, Ruth Donovan, Olga Costopoulos, Anna Marie Sewell, 



Ken Wilson, Ivan and I and met and set a plan for the first Stroll of Poets exactly two months 
later. We all worked the phones, contacting every poet we knew.  

It was all organized on a shoestring. Most publicity was free; though we charged each venue ten 
dollars, which gave us a promotional budget of $110.  

Twenty-seven days before the event, we held a general meeting of all the poets, the agenda 
including the question of whether to form a society. Near the end of the meeting someone asked 
if an anthology could issue from the event. Logic dictated that there was no time to consider it, 
but we were poets. Again, several people spread the word by phone to ask poets each to submit a 
poem to the publication. Lori’s bookstore was the “post office” where poems were to be dropped 
off and picked up. The $690 printing cost was, I think, fronted  

 

by Tom Trofimuk; and Toni Ford designed the now-familiar page layout of our anthology. With 
165 copies printed by Stroll day and another fifty available later, he recouped his money. Most 
copies were sold to Stroll members themselves, of course. While we have a few copies of 
subsequent anthologies still available, there are none to be had of this inaugural issue; rare and, 
within a tiny market, likely quite valuable. Stroll day, October 27, brought a gratifying turnout to 
hear the sixty or seventy poets despite the early cold snap. The first “No Bards Barred Bar” took 
place after the event, and all of us felt quite drunk on poetic euphoria even before entering the 
bar.  

In November we applied to register as a society, and spent one Sunday filing slowliy through 
Athabasca Books where a cable TV cameraman recorded dozens of poets, each reciting for the 
broadcast audiences. Members even reported seeing some clips in subsequent months.  



Then came the first “Twelve Days of Poetry,” many of them grouped around themes. 
Fortunately, our list of poets extended no further than could be accommodated through the 
twelve days; with the finale just like the other evenings, only bigger. Five or six poets performed; 
culminating in Mary Howes reciting to the musical background of Guerrilla Welfare. We all got 
drunk that night too.  

Our first Annual General Meeting took place in March, 1992. Ivan Sundal was duly nominated 
and elected President. Plans were set, structures formed, and we were away.  

 

But growth brings new problems. If we were to fulfill our democratic, inclusive goals, we were 
going to have to accommodate many more poets than before. Formulas for reading schedules 
were debated, and the issue resolved. One problem threatened to halt the anthology publication, 
however; if we were to print an anthology with each poet again given a full page for poem and 
bio, a new physical format was required. We couldn’t saddle staple the binding by volunteer 
labour, as we had in the first year. The larger size called for “perfect” binding, which meant a 
much higher cost of publication. How to raise the funds for it? With a mixture of excitement and 
dread, Ivan and I and a few others launched ourselves into organizing a small fundraiser. “Poets 
of the Four Quarters” took place on the summer solstice, during which four favourite poets 
recited in the four corners of the 33rd floor observation level of the AGT Tower. The event was 
catered with wine and a variety of munchies from our gracious restaurateur supporters, and our 
poets recited their last lines as the sun set at 10:06 p.m. The profit came to about $350: not huge, 
but enough to leverage the credit of our printer of several years, Ali of Scholastic Printing. We 
had also received our first grant from the Alberta Foundation of the Arts, to be used for other 
expenses of our season.  



The expanding roster of poets created challenges in organizing the Twelve Days of Poetry, as 
well. The 1992 event was created around eleven poets chosen from the anthology by the 
producers of CBC Radio literary programming in Edmonton. These eleven poets were then each 
asked to invite three others to recite on the same evening. The CBD producers attended all 
eleven events, selected their favourites, and recorded these at the 12th Day of Poetry. 
Controversy erupted amongst the poets who had not been included, for they felt that you had to 
be someone’s friend to be selected. The point was valid, so the executive came up with the plan 
that we all know by now: blind judging by jurors drawn from the community, and so on. in 
retrospect we have often marvelled at how the Stroll year had become a cohesive whole. The all-
inclusive Stroll fed poems to the Anthology, the Anthology fed the roster into the 12 Days of 
Poetry, and the first eleven days created, by audience vote, the shortlist for the finale.  

The weekly series arose at some point to fill a further need for poets to recite. Again, we 
struggled with the issue of democratic selection, and filled the first weekly series roster through a 
kind of hockey draft. Each weekly series is constructed in a different way, however, reflecting 
the creativity of the year’s executive.  

 
And the writers’ circles continue as well. I wish more members took advantage of them. My own 
experience with them was positive, for we all tried to extend the democratic and peer-support 
ethic into the round- table discussion.  

I wish all Stroll members and executive members much fertility in their imaginations as they 
work on the Stroll. To new members: put your own stamp on it; just be prepared to adapt to the 
demands of the membership; for events organized with the same individuals at centre- stage and 
as arbiters tend to frustrate the poetry community. Better to have a rotating roster of hosts and 
styles running each reading.  - Doug Elves, 2005  

Help	celebrate	the	Stroll’s	30th	Anniversary!	
	



	

It’s been 30 years since the first Stroll in September 2021—what a great opportunity for us to 
celebrate our remarkable poetry community. During this coming year, we want to recognize the 
contributions of members past and present, and imagine the future. It’s also an opportunity to let 
more people know about the Stroll. 

So we are looking for ideas. How would you like to celebrate the Stroll’s anniversary? You’re 
invited to submit a proposal that could be implemented during our 30th year. 
Perhaps you’d like to put together a chapbook of “30” poems or do a special project to profile 
our poetic community. Maybe you can think of new ways we can use technology. Maybe there’s 
a special event, workshop or mentoring idea you’d like to coordinate. (Imagine an actual Stroll 
afternoon again!) 

We hope for great ideas, and know we can’t do everything. But we’re hoping to pick at least 
three that are feasible. Proposals will be evaluated based on the following: 

• how they meet the goals for the 30th	anniversary, 
• logistical considerations, 
• feasibility 
• interest to members and the poetry community 

The Stroll’s Board will assist with promotion and advertising, liaising between activity/event 
leaders and interested members. Unfortunately the Stroll can’t contribute funds, but will offer in-
kind support where possible. 

Deadline to submit a proposal is September 27, 2021, so you have all summer to polish your 
proposal and talk to others who might be interested in helping to make it happen. 
If you have any questions, please contact Shirley Serviss at sserviss@telus.net 



Submit proposals through THIS FORM online. 
Posted on	September 9, 2021Author	Chaucer 
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About	
 
The Stroll of Poets is a welcoming community of poets. Launched in 1991, we have been a friendly and inviting group for poets 
of all levels. 
The Haven Reading Series is our main event where poetry is shared in front of a supportive audience. The series runs from 
September to March on Monday evenings at the Upper Crust Café and some Sunday afternoons at Audreys Books. Each Haven 
features scheduled readers as well as an open mic. 
Each year we publish our annual Stroll Anthology that includes poems submitted by members that have read at a Haven.  
We also host Fresh Verse, an event dedicated to poets under 25, offer writing workshops and are involved in the Edmonton 
Poetry Festival. 
You can learn more at strollofpoets.com and follow us on Twitter @strollofpoets. 
We hope to see and hear you soon!  
Public 
Anyone can see who's in the group and what they post. 
Visible 
Anyone can find this group. 
General 

 
Max	Vandersteen	

Admin 
	

 	·	September 6 at 6:44 PM 	·	 
Stroll Haven Launch - Wordy Thirty! 
It’s the launch of the Stroll’s 30th year—three decades of sharing community and words. So 
we’re kicking it off with Wordy Thirty, an all-open-mic Haven at Home on Monday, September 
13 at 7 pm. 
The 30th anniversary is celebrated with pearls. So open your inner oyster and bring us those 
glossy lines, well-strung stanzas, pearls of wisdom. What does 30 suggest to you? A deep dive? 
A treasure chest of memory? Pushing 30? September with its 30 days? Why not string 30 shining 
syllables or 30 iridescent words into a poem?  
We’re looking forward to a wordy, wonderful evening! 
Wordy Thirty 
Haven From Home – Monday, September 13, 2021 
Featured Readers: Open mic sign up (on Zoom) 
Mic Host: Naomi McIlwraith 
Time: 7:00PM Edmonton (Our virtual doors open at 6:30 pm) 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82291364741... 
Meeting ID: 822 9136 4741 
Passcode: 1234 
(This is a recurring meeting link all season) 
Dial by your location 
+1 778 907 2071 Canada 
+1 204 272 7920 Canada 
Meeting ID: 822 9136 4741 
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kbgdzWP0iQ 
Please note that this invitation is intended for Stroll members only. If you know anyone who 
would like to join our online reading nights and is not a Stroll member please direct them to 
strollquestions@gmail.com. 
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Stroll of Poets Twitter Account 

Reason 34: Park poetry  

There are a couple things all parks have in common: fresh air, green grass, tall trees and 
chirping birds. There’s sunshine for the most part, too, unless the park is in Vancouver. 
(Kidding, B.C. We tease because we love.)  

Author of the article: 
Jennifer Fong 
Publishing date: 
Feb 26, 2010  •  February 27, 2010  •  2 minute read 
 
Here in Edmonton, we have over 460 parks, each with its own selling points. Some, like 
Hawrelak and Rundle, have ponds. Others, like Coronation and Victoria, have baseball 
diamonds. Then there’s Louise McKinney Riverfront Park, which has something on all the rest: 
poetry. 

Poems for a Small Park is a public art installation that features 40 poems by the City of 
Edmonton’s former poet laureate, E.D. Blodgett. The verses, written in English, French, Cree, 
Chinese, and Ukrainian, are etched onto stainless steel rings around the lamp posts that line 
World Walk and River Promenade. 



Each of the poems is just a couple of lines long, but they’re linguistic snapshots of the very spots 
in which they’re found. 

Blodgett captures the simple beauty of the trees, the grass and the breaking ice on the North 
Saskatchewan in the spring, putting into words the exact scenes you’re strolling past. They add a 
subtle lyricism to your walk, and at every turn you’re offered something new to reflect on. 

Louise McKinney’s got rhyme — and for all their tennis courts and soccer fields, few parks in 
the world can boast the same. 

www.twitter.com/jenfong 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


